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ABSRTACT

On March 16, 1827, Samuel Cornish and John B. Russwurm of New York,

established Freedom’s Journal, the nation’s first African-American newspaper. This

study explores the history of the Black Press in America and particularly the Capital

Outlook, Tallahassee’s only African-American owned newspaper. The Capital Outlook

was established in 1975 and has existed under five-periods of ownership, spanning from

1975 until the present. Additionally, the study compares the development and mission of

the Capital Outlook to five founding principles for the Black Press as established by

Cornish and Russwurm in 1827. The study uses newspapers and archival records as

primary information sources. However, research is centered primarily around the oral

history testimony of each of the Capital Outlook’s owners, and subscribers who include

long-time Tallahassee residents, as well as state, local and regional leaders.

The results of this study are valuable because it 1) adds to the limited body of

literature pertaining to the role, scope, and history of the Black Press in America, and

especially Florida and other Southern states; 2) it encourages more empirical studies

relating to the Black Press; 3) it gives credence to oral history testimonies as being a valid

research and information gathering method; and 4) it encourages future studies regarding

social histories, especially at the local and community level.
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HISTORIOGRAPHY

As interest in the study of black America emerged, historians used the newspapers

of the Black Press as primary source material in documenting the conditions, concerns

and life experiences of black Americans. However, in the early 20
th

 Century, the Black

Press went from being examined as a source, to being explored as the subject of historical

research. Within the last thirty years, historians have made significant gains in their

efforts to include the Black Press as part of the narrative of American history.

The energy and intensity of the political activities of the Civil Rights and Black

Power movements of the 1960s and 1970s increased historians, particularly African-

American scholars interests in the study of resistance. Once nearly an ignored subject,

several studies on black newspapers, their publishers, their impact on the community and

their service as a voice for black citizens, were conducted. Literature examining the

Black Press has expanded from general histories produced in the 1890s to more

sophisticated treatment of the press, particularly studying its role and scope between the

Civil War to the 1920s. To date, this era has been the most active period researched.

During this timeframe, the Black Press took on a new purpose, transforming from an

abolitionist medium with the founding of Freedom’s Journal
1
 on March 16, 1827, to a

press dedicated to exposing public prejudice after slavery.

Early historians such as Irving G. Penn, and Frederick Ditweiler produced general

histories of the Black Press in an effort to introduce the institution as a legitimate part of

American history. They each began with defining the Black Press. Penn’s historical

study, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors (1891), set the stage. Penn’s research was

geared toward educating whites about the Black Press because he asserted that whites, for

the most part, did not know about its influence.
2
 Because study of the Black Press was

quite new, early historians sought to answer a litany of questions, trying to cover all of

the bases. For example, Detweiler’s The Negro Press in the United States (1922),

examined technical aspects of the press such as circulation and distribution; compared

and contrasted the Black Press with foreign presses; and explored black and white

                                                
1 Freedom’s Journal, March 16, 1827, Florida State University, microfilm, Tallahassee Florida.
2 Irvin G. Penn, The Afro-American Press and Its Editors (Springfield, Massachusetts: Willey & Company,
1891).
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attitudes toward black newspapers. Detweiler extensively covered “Negro” life during the

era by analyzing themes such as injustice, progress, politics and Africa.
3

Early historians had the advantage in regards to source material because they were

able to record first-hand accounts from readers of black newspapers and interview

publishers who had access to records, letters, receipts and newspapers, most of which

didn’t survive the 20
th

 Century. Their works were not only an asset to the study of the

Black Press, they were of tremendous benefit in the preservation of primary source and

their research served as a foundation for future historians of the Black Press.

There was a fifty-year lapse between Penn’s work and the next significant study

conducted on the Black Press. Coming out of the Civil Rights Movement, historians of

the 1970s produced general histories that emphasized a unified voice of black publishers.

Influenced by the Civil Rights Movement, Martin E. Dann dedicated his book, The Black

Press, 1827-1890: A Quest for National Identity (1971), to the “memory of those who

died in the struggle for black liberation.”
4
 Dann’s work is a general history that examined

the social context from which the press emerged. Dann argued that the Black Press

articulated every controversy and concern of black Americans. He maintained that the

press between 1827 and 1890 was a community service organization that provided

survival information to black Americans who were making their transition from slavery

to freedom.
5
 His work also provided useful biographical sketches of black men and

women editors and journalists.

The works of Roland E. Wolesley, and the team of Armistead Pride and Clint C.

Wilson expanded on general histories of individual black newspapers to create a

comprehensive, 133-year chronology of the Black Press as an organization. Their studies

trace the history of Black Press from its inception through the Civil Rights Movement.

Wolesley’s, The Black Press, USA (1971), was an attempt to provide a balanced critique

of the press. A journalism professor at Syracuse University, Wolesley needed a textbook

for his course on the Black Press but none was available, so he created one.
6
 He

approached the Black Press as a record of black history. He asked: what is the Black

                                                
3 Frederick G. Detweiler, The Negro Press in the United States, (Chicago, 1922).
4 Martin E. Dann, The Black Press 1827-1890: The Quest for National Identity (New York, 1971).
5 Ibid, 14.
6 Roland E. Wolseley, The Black Press USA, 1st edition (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1971).
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Press; what are the leading publications; who were the leaders; what were the press

organizations and what was their influence? Wolesley also argued that black leaders such

as Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Dubois, T. Thomas Fortune and Marcus Garvey used

journalism as part of their strategy to advance their causes and views.

Further, Wolesley, who is white, said though his study addressed faults as well as

virtues of the Black Press, it was created to promote understanding and not divisiveness.
7

This is an important point because the 1970s was a period when there was conflict within

the historical profession concerning white historians researching black history. With

more black historians entering the profession in the late 1960s and 1970s, there was

interest in a general history written from the black perspective. Meeting that need,

however, did not come until the late 1990s with the publication of Pride and Wilson’s, A

History of the Black Press (1997).
8
 This overview, written by two black historians, is the

most contemporary and comprehensive general history of the Black Press of present day.

During the 1980s, the historical profession experienced a fragmentation of ideals

regarding the Black Press. This fragmentation, however, was not to the detriment, but to

the benefit of the historiography. Historians including Kwando M. Kinshasa and Frankie

Hutton, began questioning several aspects of the Black Press, mainly the sentiment that

the press could exist for approximately a 100-year period without dissention among the

ranks. Kinshasa’s Emigration versus Assimilation: The Debate in the African American

Press 1827-1861 (1998) explained that some black editors believed either assimilation or

emigration to Africa, the Caribbean, Central America or Canada was the solution to

social change for blacks in America.
9
 Hutton, in her study, The Early Black Press of

America, 1827-1860  (1993), maintained that several black newspapers chose positivism

over protest in an effort to advance America’s black population forward socially.
 10

 She

refuted previous historians’ perception, particularly Dann’s, that the Black Press was as

an agency fighting for national identity. She argued that black editors launched a

campaign of positivism to counter the idea of black inferiority and negative stereotypes

                                                
7 Ibid., 13.
8 Armistead Pride and Clint C. Wilson, A History of the Black Press (Washington, D.C.: Howard
University Press, 1997).
9 Kinshasa Kwando, Emigration versus Assimilation: The Debate in the African American Press 1827-1861

(North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 1998).
10 Frankie Hutton, The Early Black Press of America, 1827-1860 (Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1993).
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portrayed in the white media. According to Hutton, editors downplayed the plight of

black Americans and instead used their pages to showcase the best of the race. Positive

journalism became a strategy for improving black social status.
11

Historians of the 1980s and 1990s began exploring the role geography played on a

black newspapers’ editorial positions. Until the end of the Civil War, black newspapers

were published exclusively in the North. Studies of the Black Press focused mainly on

these Northern papers. This trend ended when The Black Press in the South, 1865-1979

was published in 1983. Henry Suggs, the editor, filled an enormous void in the

historiography of the Black Press. The Black Press in the South provides a

comprehensive analysis of black newspapers published in the twelve states that

constituted the Confederacy: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,

Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.

Nine contributing writers provided extensive essays on the experiences, struggles and

challenges faced by black Southern newspapers.
12

Charles A. Simmons, in his study, The African American Press: A History of

News Coverage During National Crisis, with Special References to Four Black

Newspapers, 1827-1965 (1998), took the test of geographic location one step further by

comparing and contrasting the challenges of four black newspapers: the Chicago

Defender, Pittsburgh Courier, Black Dispatch of Oklahoma and Jackson Advocate of

Mississippi. Simmons maintained that black newspapers, particularly in the South, had to

make the decision whether to continue a voice of militancy or adopt a philosophy of

silence regarding race matters. He argued that those who chose silence, survived.

However, despite the dangers, he claimed large numbers of black men and women

remained vocal and vigilant in the fight against racism.
 13

It was nearly a decade after the emergence of the feminist movement that specific

attention to black women’s contributions and experiences was added to the historical

narrative of the Black Press. The majority of previously mentioned works include black

                                                
11 Ibid.
12 Henry Suggs, The Black Press in the South, 1865-1979 (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1983).
Following Suggs’ lead, Julius E. Thompson authored The Black Press in Mississippi, 1865-1985

(Gainesville, Florida: University of Florida Press, 1993).
13 Charles A. Simmons, The African-American Press: With Special References to Four Newspapers, 1827-

1965 (Jefferson, North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 1998).
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women’s participation in the Black Press by providing brief biographies of journalists,

reporters and editors. However, beginning in 1979 with Dorothy Sterling’s Black

Foremothers: Three Lives, entire works devoted to black women journalists emerged.

Sterling chronicled the lives of three black women who used the Black Press in their fight

for justice: Ellen Craft, 1826-1891; Ida B. Wells, 1862-1931; and Mary Church Terrell,

1863-1954.
14

 In 1993, Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia was added

as a valuable resource.
15

 Edited by Darlene Clark Hines, the two-volume encyclopedia

contained 600 biographical sketches and 163 entries on organizations, institutions and

movements that involved black women. It includes several entries on black women

journalists. And in Raising Her Voice: African-American Women Journalists Who

Changed History (1994) Roder Streitmatter traced the lives of eleven pioneering black

women journalists. Streitmatter’s work is valuable because of its extensive use of primary

resources, mainly the women’s published writings. This allowed the women to “speak

with their own voice.”
16

The Black Press has not only been added to the history of black America, it has

gained its rightful recognition within the history of America. But there is still significant

room for future study. There is a need for more biographies of individual publishers,

editors and particularly reporters who risked danger to get the story. An in-depth study of

the Black Press’ influence on public policy would also be valuable for gaining further

insight into this 176-year-old institution. Were black publishers and editors at the table

helping to advice decision-makers on issues concerning blacks? A study on the impact

the Civil Rights Movement and integration had on the Black Press is also needed. It

appears that the modern-day Black Press, as an organization, has lost a sense of purpose

and crusadership. The early Black Press functioned as an initiator of social and political

improvement. Today, many member newspapers have adapted the characteristic of being

a reactionary press. An examination of contemporary black newspapers that have

remained true to the mission of the early Black Press, is also needed, particularly of local

newspapers and their impact and influence within their surrounding communities. The

                                                
14 Dorothy Sterling, Black Foremothers: Three Lives (Old Westbury, N.Y.:Feminist Press, 1979).
15 Darlene Clark Hine, ed., Black Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia (Brooklyn, New York:
 Carlson Publishing, 1993).
16 Roder Streitmatter, Raising Her Voice: African American Women Journalists Who Changed History

(Kentucky, 1994).
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majority of studies conducted on the Black Press have been on publications that had a

national appeal and impact.



1

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1400s, people of African descent who explored, toiled and lived in what

became the United States have experienced continual racial and economic discrimination,

from their forced roles as bondsmen, through their fight for equality as citizens after the

Civil War, up until modern historical events such as the Civil Rights Movement. They

have utilized virtually every means creatively possible to protest their condition and

treatment. One early advocate in their cause has been the Black Press. Like the black

church, one of African Americans’ first financially independent institutions and civil

rights advocates, the early Black Press of America served as a respected and protective

guardian of the black community.
1

Since its inception in 1827 with Freedom’s Journal, an abolitionist newspaper,

the Black Press has acted as a voice of protest against injustice and discrimination, and

worked to educate and mobilize the masses of black people. Committed to the principles

of racial equality, full citizenship rights for blacks, self-help and development, black

publishers dedicated their pages to exposing prejudice and expressing the concerns of an

oppressed population. At its peak, between 1895 when Booker T. Washington was

viewed as leader of black Americans, and 1915 the year of Washington’s death, the Black

Press consisted of more than 2,000 newspapers, periodicals and newsletters.
2
 These

pioneering publications have advanced an enduring legacy of fighting for social justice,

equality and self-empowerment of black Americans. This study explores the historical

development of one progeny of the early Black Press of America – the Capital Outlook

newspaper of Tallahassee, Florida.

From slavery to the Civil Rights era, black publishers worked to influence public

policy for the benefit of America’s black citizenry. However, during the early 1970s

(after the Civil Rights Movement), the strength of the Black Press began to diminish with

                                                
1 Andrew Buni, Robert L. Vann of Pittsburgh Courier: Politics and Black Journalism. Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1974), 56.
2 Charles A. Simmons, The African American Press: With Special References to Four Newspapers, 1827-

1965 (North Carolina, 1998), 20-21. According to Simmons, in 1902 alone, 101 black newspapers were
established.
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the implementation of integration.
3
 Today the Black Press consists of approximately three

hundred newspapers throughout the nation, with an estimated thirty-five percent of them

being published in the South, more than twenty-five in Florida alone, including the

Capital Outlook.

For thirty years, the Capital Outlook has been a voice of victory and vision for

African Americans living in Florida, especially within the North Florida region.

Operating on a small scale and publishing weekly, the Capital Outlook has dedicated

itself to fulfilling the large-size task of giving voice to a community often not heard

through the mainstream media. It works to represent a constituency’s economic, social

and political concerns and articulate issues from a black perspective. It has championed

affirmative action, pushed for adequate representation of blacks in decision-making

positions, served as a watchdog regarding education and encouraged blacks to participate

in the hard-won right to vote. Each week it helps boost local morale and camaraderie by

publicizing black achievements and social events within Tallahassee’s African-American

community, which represents nearly 30 percent of the city’s population.

While there are more than twenty-five black newspapers in Florida, the Capital

Outlook has distinguished itself having been awarded, three times, the industry’s top

recognition – the A. Philip Randolph Messenger Award. Known as the Black Pulitzer,

only four Messengers are awarded each year in a stiff national competition that includes

more than three hundred contending papers. The prestigious award, presented by the

National Newspaper Publishers Association, recognizes black publishers and writers for

excellence in news, commentary and editorial writing. The Capital Outlook is the only

newspaper in the history of the award to receive more than one Messenger in a single

year, winning two in 2001. It received its first Messenger Award in 1999.
4

                                                
3 Roland Wolesley, Black Press USA, 1st edition (Iowa, 1971), 295-297.
4 “Outlook wins Messenger Award,” Capital Outlook, June 21-27, 2001, 1; “Miller Brewing Company &
Black Press Honor Four at Eleventh Annual Messenger Award in Jacksonville,” press release, June 13,
2002, The Kidd Group. Capital Outlook File, Southeastern Regional Black Archives Research Center and
Museum, Florida A&M University, Tallahassee, Florida; Capital Outlook, “Outlook first to win two
Messengers,” (June 20-26, 2002), 1.
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Purpose of the Study

In addition to exploring the historical development of the newspaper, this

investigation also examines the Capital Outlook’s alliance and adherence to the five

founding principles of the Black Press as established by Samuel Cornish and John B.

Russwurm, founding editors of Freedom’s Journal, the country’s first black newspaper.

In the first issue of Freedom’s Journal, Cornish and Russwurm published an editorial

titled “To Our Patrons,” in which the editors presented their readers a five-point

salutatory pledge outlining the reasons for establishing the newspaper, and delineating

their intentions for the publication. The editors pledged that they would use the

newspaper to:

1) Offset misrepresentation of blacks in other publications,

2) Emphasize education, particularly among black youth;

3) Promote character development among black Americans;

4) Advocate for civil rights as well as urge blacks to improve political awareness

and vote (those who could); and

5) Provide useful information to its readers.

This was not only their goal for Freedom’s Journal, but they aspired that other black

newspapers would emerge and adopt similar, if not the same, ideals.
5
 Guided by the five

governing principles of Freedom’s Journal, this study examines the Capital Outlook to

determine if it has upheld and remained true to the original mission and objectives of the

first black newspaper.

Information for this study was gathered through conducting content analysis of

past issues of Capital Outlook newspapers in order to track its alliance with the “Five

Founding Principles” of the Black Press as outlined by Samuel Cornish and John B.

Russwurm. According to Edgar F. Borgatta and Marie L. Borgotta, editors of the

Encyclopedia of Sociology, content analysis has been used to assess information in

various ways. Researchers have used content analysis to code open-ended questions in

surveys; help identify intentions of different forms of communications; reveal the focus

                                                
5 Pride, Wilson, History of the Black Press, 13-14.
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or attention of materials; and describe trends in communication content.
6
 In conducting

the content analysis, the five criteria were used to evaluate the Capital Outlook during its

five-phases of ownership starting with its founding by Stephen K. Beasley
7
, who owned

the paper between 1975 and 1978; Arthur Teele and Sharon Woodson-Bryant, 1978-

1980; Allen and Helen Stucks, 1980-1983, Jeraldine Williams-Smith, 1983-1991 and

Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson, 1991 to present. Extended treatment of the Wilsons’

ownership was provided because they have owned the Capital Outlook the longest and

maintained an extensive archive of Capital Outlooks dating back to when they purchased

the paper in 1991.

To strengthen the validity of information gathered through content analysis and in

order to grasp more in-depth understanding of the development and mission of the

Capital Outlook, research for this study relied heavily on person-to-person interviews

with all past and present owners, subscribers, and state, local and national officials. Oral

histories were critical to this study because no previous research has been conducted on

the Capital Outlook. To gather additional data regarding the mission and focus of the

Capital Outlook, this study also compared the interviews of the Capital Outlook’s current

publisher, Wilson, with that of Mike Pate, current publisher of the Tallahassee Democrat,

the city’s predominately white, daily newspaper. The main objective for comparing the

Wilson and Pate interviews was to obtain information regarding the editorial nature and

mission of each of these papers.

Additionally, the use of oral histories (interviews) has grown in popularity. Many

researchers deem oral histories a key method in obtaining data that is rich in detail and

quality. Instead of questionnaires, person-to-person interviews were used in this study in

order to gain first-voice information and a more in-depth understanding as it pertains to

the history and mission of the Capital Outlook. While there are concerns associated with

the use of oral histories as it relates to the length of time between the period being

researched and the quality of memory of the subjects being interviewed, because this

study deals with a 30-year period, the respondents did not appear to have difficulty

reflecting upon events surrounding the development and mission of the Capital Outlook.

                                                
6 Edgar F. Borgotta and Marie L. Borgatta, eds. Encyclopedia of Sociology (New York: Maxwell
MacMillian International, 1992).
7 Throughout this study, Beasley will be referred to as both Stephen and Steven interchangeably.
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An additional strength in this study is, that while conducting interviews with Capital

Outlook owners, past and present, these individuals were willing to share other

information in the forms of personal papers, photographs and special newspaper

memorabilia. These additional primary sources helped add further credence and validity

to this study.

Organizational Structure

The study commences with a historical overview of the Black Press, starting with

Freedom’s Journal, established in 1827, to the beginning of the Civil Rights era. Next, it

offers information relating to the historical development of the Capital Outlook

newspaper. This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1, entitled Speaking for

Ourselves, provides historical background on the Black Press from the establishment of

Freedom’s Journal to the beginning of the Civil Rights Movement. The next three

chapters offer a developmental history of the Capital Outlook, organized by its eras of

ownership. The chapters begin with historical background of the publisher and illustrate

his or her intention and personal objectives for the newspaper. A newspaper evaluation

titled “Newspaper Analysis” follows the historical component and determines the extent

to which the owner(s) met Freedom’s Journal’s five objectives. Chapter 5 compares the

Capital Outlook, a black-owned weekly, with the Tallahassee Democrat, the city’s daily,

predominately white-owned newspaper. Chapter 6 is the Conclusion.

Limitations

Because no other studies have been conducted on the Capital Outlook, the

majority of primary research surrounding the historical development of the newspaper

depended heavily on oral histories from past and present owners, subscribers, and state,

local and national officials. These oral histories have been donated and cataloged as part

the Richelt Oral History Collection located in the History Department at Florida State

University in Tallahassee, Florida; and the Southeastern Regional Black Archives

Research Center and Museum on the campus of Florida A&M University, Tallahassee,

Florida.
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The “Newspaper Analysis” was also restricted because few, if any, early copies of

the Capital Outlook were available. In those cases, the Capital Outlook was assessed

based on oral histories and/or the examination of other Capital Outlook-sponsored

publications, such as programs, pamphlets and advertisements that reflected the

newspaper’s editorial tone and viewpoint. The majority of 774 newspapers examined

were published between 1991 and 2005. No “Newspaper Analysis” of the Capital

Outlook during the ownership-period of Jeraldine Williams-Smith could be conducted

because no issues or Capital Outlook memorabilia printed during this era were available.

Therefore, oral histories of subscribers and Williams-Smith were exclusively used to

determine the nature of the newspaper and its mission between 1983 and 1991, the years

Williams-Smith owned the Capital Outlook.
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CHAPTER 1

SPEAKING FOR OURSELVES: THE HISTORY OF THE BLACK PRESS

We wish to plead our own cause. Too long have others spoken for us. Too
long has the publick been deceived by misrepresentations in things which
concern us dearly …

— Samuel Cornish and John B. Russwurm, editors
of Freedom’s Journal.

8

 The Capital Outlook has committed itself to this editorial pledge written in 1827

by Samuel Cornish and John B. Russwurm, founders of Freedom’s Journal, the nation’s

first black-owned and operated newspaper.
9
 In order to understand the role and scope of

the Capital Outlook one must first understand the history and nature of the Black Press.

Cornish and Russwurm established Freedom’s Journal in New York on March 16, 1827

as an abolitionist newspaper whose target audience was free black men and women in the

North. The newspaper served as an agency to address the social plight of blacks in

America. Among several objectives, Freedom’s Journal called for the total abolition of

slavery and full equality of those blacks already free.
10

The idea for the newspaper grew from a meeting of black leaders. The small

group of six men met in New York at the home of M. Boston Crummell and decided a

newspaper, owned and operated by blacks, was needed to facilitate dialog among free

blacks, foster racial and national unity among the freemen, serve as a catalysis in bringing

free blacks together in a national convention to discuss their needs and to plan a course of

action to meet those needs. The newspaper would also be used to enlighten and develop

the intellect of black Americans. Most importantly, the paper was created as a

mouthpiece to respond to attacks that blacks in seaboard cities were being subjected to.
11

Born free in 1795 in Sussex County, Delaware, Cornish was the founding minister

and pastor of the first black Presbyterian Church in New York. At 20, he taught black

students in Philadelphia schools, and became a licensed minister by the time he was 22

                                                
8 Freedom’s Journal, March 16, 1827 (Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State University), microform, Vol. 1,
no. 1
9 Pride, Wilson, History of the Black Press, 11.
10 Ibid, 13-14.
11 Ibid., 9, 10.
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years old. He served as a missionary to Maryland slaves and moved to New York to head

an urban mission in Manhattan. Deeply motivated by his work with slaves and the poor

of Philadelphia and New York, Cornish also worked tirelessly to end slavery as a founder

of the American Anti-Slavery Society, the New York Anti-Slavery Society and the Union

Missionary Society. He dedicated his energy to helping improve the educational,

economic and living conditions of free but poor, unemployed and uneducated blacks in

the North.
12

Cornish understood that if living conditions and moral standards did not improve

for the 300,000 free blacks in America, then “emancipation could mean merely the

transfer of bodies from one form of serfdom to another.”
13

 Like Russwurm, Cornish saw

journalism as a powerful tool to stimulate a sense of unity among blacks. Russwurm was

born free October 1, 1799, at Port Antonio in Jamaica. Born of mix parentage and

educated in England, his father, John Russwurm, was a white Virginia native who moved

to Jamaica as a planter. His black housekeeper was the mother of young Russwurm, who

received his early education in Quebec, Canada. In 1812, he attended Hebron Academy, a

college preparatory school in Portland, Maine and in 1826, earned his bachelor’s degree

at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. After graduation, Russwurm moved to New

York City where he became an abolitionist and leader in the anti-slavery movement.
14

Five Founding Principles

In the first issue of Freedom’s Journal, Cornish and Russwurm penned a five-

point salutary pledge titled “To Our Patrons.” The pledge established the path the

newspaper would take to help blacks improve their lives and assist them in becoming

“upstanding citizens.”
15

 Cornish and Russwurms’ first objective was to “Offset

Misrepresentation” of blacks in other media. The editors wrote: Too long has the publick

been deceived by misrepresentations in things which concern us dearly…. Our vices and

our degradation are ever arrayed against us, but our virtues are passed by unnoticed.
16

Blacks were being perpetually ridiculed and stereotyped in editorial cartoons and articles

                                                
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., 13.
16 Freedom’s Journal, March 16, 1827.
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in Northern newspapers such as the New York Enquirer whose editor was Maj. Mordecai

Menassah Noah.

Noah was notorious for his vilification and derision of blacks in his newspaper.

Cornish and Russwurm viewed the public depiction of blacks as uneducated, dirty,

buffoons and animalistic, as intensely detrimental to free blacks living in the North.

Further, the editors were often concerned with benevolent defenses by some white

abolitionists on behalf of the three million blacks enslaved in the South. They felt

paternalistic pleas by some abolitionists were equally detrimental to blacks who were

often depicted as ignorant and unable to fend for themselves intellectually:
17

In the spirit of candor and humility, we intend by simple representation of
facts to lay our case before the publick, with a view to arrest the progress
of prejudice, and to shield ourselves against the consequent evils. We wish
to conciliate all and to irritate none, yet we must be firm and unwavering
in our principles, and persevering in our efforts.

18

As the second principle, Cornish and Russwurm championed “Education” as the

object of “highest importance to the welfare of society.”
19

 The editors vowed the

newspaper would publish articles to assist black communities with educating their

children. They urged blacks to instill the importance of education into the consciousness

of black youth:

We urge upon our brethren the necessity and expediency of training their
children, while young, to habits of industry, and thus forming for them for
becoming useful members of society…. We must awake from this
lethargy of years, and make a concentrated effort for the education of our
youth.

20

 Self-reliance, personal accountability, economy and respectable conduct among

free blacks were deemed critical necessities in order for black Americans to advance in

society. As part of it’s third objective, “Character Development,” the newspaper

committed to providing instruction for thrift, house-hold economy, self-help,

resourcefulness and improvement of personal traits. “Ours will be the task of

                                                
17 Pride, Wilson, History of the Black Press, 3-7.
18 Freedom’s Journal, March 16, 1827.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
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admonishing our brethren on these points.”
21

 (In order to account for changing times, this

study, when evaluating the Capital Outlook, includes in this category the consideration of

black achievement in academic, political and professional endeavors.)

“Civil Rights and Voting” was the fourth principle esteemed by Freedom’s

Journal. “It shall ever be our duty to vindicate our brethren, when oppressed; and to lay

the case before the publick.”
22

 The editors implored those blacks who could, to vote. But

they advised them to use their elective franchise independently and to avoid party loyalty.

“We wish them not to become the tools of party.”
23

As its fifth objective, Freedom’s Journal pledged to provide readers “Useful

Information” that would steer blacks away from wasting time, trivial knowledge and

“wrong principles:” We shall consider it a part of our duty to recommend to our young

readers, such authors as will not only enlarge their stock of useful knowledge, but such as

will also serve to stimulate them to higher attainments in science.
24

 This thesis also

acknowledges economic (home and financial), health, legal, educational and consumer

information newspaper columns as part of its “Useful Information” evaluation measure.

For the purpose of this study, these “Five Founding Principles” set forth by Cornish and

Russwurm will serve as the measuring criteria for assessing the growth and development

of the Capital Outlook newspaper. For the remainder of this study, the measures will be

referred to as the “Five Founding Principles."

Freedom’s Journal’s five objectives reflected an editorial philosophy that self-

help and reform must come from within the free black population. Free blacks had to set

their own agenda and not rely on others to improve their condition. Additionally, beyond

these five principles, Cornish and Russwurm offered its pages to be used by others who

wanted to provide information designed to advance the cause of black improvement,

empowerment and unity. The editors also made certain not to exclude their editorial

concern for enslaved blacks “who are still in the iron fetters of bondage. They are our

kindred by all the ties of nature; and though but little can be effected to us, still let our

sympathies be poured forth and prayers in their behalf.” Cornish and Russwurm

                                                
21 Ibid.; Pride, Wilson, History of the Black Press, 13.
22 Freedom’s Journal, March 16, 1827.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
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expressed their goal to include “useful knowledge of every kind” related to African

nations and their people. “…as that vast continent becomes daily more known, we trust

that many things will come to light, proving that the natives of it are neither so ignorant

nor stupid as they have generally been supposed to be.”
25

Freedom’s Journal set the precedent for a basic editorial ideal that would

continue throughout the history of the Black Press. Though editorial views may have

differed, historically, black editors sought to deliver a unified message to their readers

with passion and emotion, and inform white editors and citizens that blacks were human

beings who were not being treated fairly.
26

 The Black Press has acted as a voice of

protest against injustice and discrimination during significant eras of American history.

Between 1827 and 1861 black newspapers mainly fought for the freedom of slaves.

During the Civil War and Reconstruction era, 1861 to 1877, their focus changed to

educating and mobilizing blacks. According to historian Charles Simmons, during this

period, all Confederate states witnessed the establishment of their first newspapers

published by African Americans.
27

 The end of Reconstruction to the death of Booker T.

Washington, 1877 to 1915, was an extremely volatile time for blacks who encountered

violence, brutality and lynching on a consistent basis. During this period, which Simmons

dubbed the era of Adjustment and Reaction, black publishers and editors such as Ida B.

Wells in her Memphis Free Speech, vigorously and fearlessly fought against lynching and

violence towards blacks.
28

Between 1915 and 1928, a period that encompassed the Great Northern Migration

and World War I, black newspapers such as the Chicago Defender dedicated their pages

to exposing prejudice and expressing the concerns of the nation’s black population. Not

                                                
25 Ibid.
26 Simmons, 5.
27 Ibid. According to Simmons, the following black newspapers were published in Confederate states
during the Civil War and Reconstruction era: Alabama, Nationalist, Mobile, 1865; Arkansas, Arkansas

Freeman, Little Rock, 1869; Florida, New Era, Gainesville, 1873; Georgia, Colored American, 1865;
Louisiana, L’Union, New Orleans, 1862; Mississippi, Colored Citizen, Vicksburg, 1867; North Carolina,
Journal of Freedom, Raleigh, 1865; South Carolina, Leader, Charleston, 1865; Tennessee, Colored

Tennessean, Nashville, 1865; Texas, Freeman’s Press, Austin, 1868; and Virginia, True Southerner,
Norfolk, 1865.
28 Ibid. Wells became the co-owner of the Free Speech and Headlight in 1889. Other owners included the
Rev. Taylor Nightingale and J.L. Fleming. See, Natalie Zemon Davis, Ernest R. May, Lynn Hunt, and
David W. Blight, eds., See Southern Horrors and Other Writings: The Anti-Lynching Campaign of Ida B.

Wells, 1892-1900, Bedford Series in History and Culture (Ohio: Ohio State University), 1997.
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only did the Black Press fight for the equal treatment of black soldiers, they provided

assistance to the nearly one and a half millions blacks who left their Southern roots to

head North for a better life.
29

 Black newsmen and women followed the lead of Robert S.

Abbott, publisher of the Chicago Defender, whose editorial efforts have been credited for

the Northern Migration. To facilitate relocation, newspapers published job and housing

notices, printed train schedules, provided guidance on travel safety and published

announcements regarding the status and location of family members and friends.
30

During the Depression era, 1929-1939, the Black Press stood as an advocate for

justice concerning black Americans. Member papers such as the Atlanta Daily World

served as a watchdog to make sure blacks received their fair share of New Deal relief, by

publicizing discrimination in local New Deal offices regarding government relief

programs. Despite these newspapers’ efforts, however, many government offices

continued to neglect Black Americans regarding New Deal relief. Between 1939 and

1945, the WWII Black Press pushed for equal treatment among black military personnel.

The Pittsburgh Courier’s “Double V” campaign calling for “victory over our enemies at

home and victory over our enemies on the battlefields abroad” was so influential that the

government became alarmed and viewed the Black Press as disloyal and seditious.
31

 As it

had during World War I, the Federal Bureau of Investigations, under the leadership of J.

Edgar Hoover, launched a full-scale investigation of the Black Press. Federal officials

accused the Black Press of maintaining communist relationships and blamed the press for

low morale and discontent among the country’s black citizens. While the government

was unsuccessful in silencing the Black Press as a whole, it managed to suppress much of

the network, by causing several papers to retreat from a militant tone.
32

Between 1946 and 1959, the period that encompassed the Cold War and the

precursory years of the Civil Rights Movement, the press continued its campaign against

segregation and laid a foundation for justice issues that civil rights leaders of the 1960s

would use in their push for legal, social and economic equality. However, the 1960s was

a decade of major change for the Black Press. As black Americans intensified their

                                                
29 Simmons, 27.
30 Ibid, 1,5, 34-37.
31 Patrick Washburn, A Question of Sedition: The Federal Government’s Investigation of the Black Press

During World War II (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 39.
32 Simmons, 85.
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efforts to end segregation and gain voting rights, the Black Press shifted from providing

guidance for obtaining civil rights, to reporting on the demonstrations and events of

1960s Civil Rights Movement.
33

The significance of the Black Press also began to diminish during the late 1960s

through 1970s with the implementation of integration.
34

 With the white press publishing

limited, but less negative news on the black community, numerous black readers stopped

their subscriptions to black newspapers and began subscribing to their local daily

mainstream newspaper. Additionally, black media, traditionally supported by advertising

from businesses within the black community, suffered financially when whites interested

in reaching black consumers turned to white media. Black businesses did the same. The

Black Press also suffered the loss of skilled reporters and staff who were hired away to

help the mainstream press cover the black community, particularly during the Black

Power Movement, assassinations of black leaders and the riots of the late 1960s and

1970s.
35

The changing nature of race issues and the implementation of civil and voting

rights legislation also led to the fragmentation of a once unified Black Press. Many black

publishers began speaking with a less militant and more conciliatory tone. Some shied

away from “controversial” issues, and focused more on the social aspect of the black life,

promoting accomplishments and contributions of individuals and organizations within the

black community.
36

 But several black newspapers remained committed to exposing

prejudice and inequality by boldly speaking out about the power behind what had become

subtle injustices. With the understanding that government could not legislate personal

belief, these publishers saw it as their duty to address race concerns that had fallen below

the radar screen.
37

While the country is far removed from the institution of slavery, modern-day

black newspapers such as the Capital Outlook, continue to use their pages to confront the

social ills of today as it relates to black Americans. Roosevelt Wilson, current publisher

of the Capital Outlook, said its mission is consistent with the mission of the early Black

                                                
33 Ibid, 2.
34 Wolesley, Black Press USA, 295-297.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., 282-88.
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Press – to advocate, educate, interpret and comment on issues that affect and impact the

black population. Wilson said: “The Capital Outlook is a forum to reach our people. I

feel a tremendous responsibility to use it judiciously and with integrity. I make every

effort to be fair.… I do whatever I can do to foster understanding.”
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Figure 2.1    Freedom’s Journal, establish March, 16, 1827 by Samuel Cornish and John Russwurm,
was the nation’s first black owned and operated newspaper. Courtesy the Wisconsin Historical
Society Library Archives, African-American Newspapers and Periodicals Microfilm Collection.
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Freedoms’s Journal Transcribed

Figure 2.2

To Our Patrons

In presenting our first
number to our Patrons, we
feel all the diffidence of
persons entering upon a
new and untried line of
business. But a moment’s
reflection upon the noble
objects, which we have in
view by the publication of
this Journal; the expediency
of its appearance at this
time, when so many
schemes are in action
concerning our people –
encourage us to come
b o l d l y  b e f o r e  a n
enlightened public.

For we believe, that a
paper devoted to the
dissemination of useful
knowledge among our
brethren, and to their moral
and religious improvement,
must meet with the cordial
approbation of every friend
to humanity.

The peculiarities of this
Journal, renders it important
that we should advertise to
the world our motives by
which we are actuated, and
the objects which we
contemplate.

We wish to plead our
own cause. Too long have
others spoken for us. Too
long has the public been
d e c e i v e d  b y
misrepresentation, in things
which concern us dearly,
though in the estimation of
some mere trifles; for

though there are many in
society who exercise
towards us benevolent
feelings; still (with sorrow
we confess it) there are
others who make it their
business to enlarge upon the
least trifle, which tends to
the discredit of any person
of colour; and pronounce
anathemas and denounce
our whole body for the
misconduct of this guilty
one.

We are aware that there
are many instances of vice
among us, but we avow that
it is because no one has
taught its subjects to be
virtuous; many instance of
poverty,  because no
s u f f i c i e n t  e f f o r t s
accommodated to minds
contracted by slavery, and
deprived of early education
have been made, to teach
them how to husband their
hard earnings, and to secure
to themselves comfort.

Education being an
object of the highest
importance to the welfare of
society, we shall endeavor
to present just and adequate
views of it, and to urge
upon brethren the necessity
and expediency of training
their children, while young,
to habits of industry, and
thus forming them for
becoming useful members
of society.

It is surely time that we
should awake from this

lethargy of years, and make
a concentrated effort for the
education of our youth. We
form a spoke in the human
wheel, and it is necessary
that we should understand
our pendency on the
different parts, and theirs on
us, in order to perform our
part with propriety.

Though not desiring of
dictating, we shall feel it
our incumbent duty to dwell
occasionally upon the
general principles and rules
of economy. The world has
grown too enlightened, to
est imate any man’s
character by his personal
appearance. Though all men
acknowledge the excellency
of Franklin’s maxims, yet
comparatively few practice
upon them. We may deplore
when it is too late, the
neglect of these self-evident
truths, but it avails little to
mourn. Ours will be the task
of admonishing our
brethren on these points.

The civil rights of a
people begin of the greatest
value, it shall ever be our
duty to vindicate our
brethren, when oppressed;
and to lay the case before
the public. We shall also
urge upon our brethren,
(who are qualified by the
laws of the different states)
the expediency of using
their elective franchise; and
of making an independent
use of the same. We wish
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Freedoms’s Journal Transcribed Continued

them not to become the
tools of party.

And as much time is
frequently lost, and wrong
principles instilled, by the
perusal of works of trivial
importance, we shall
consider it a part of our duty
to recommend to our young
readers, such authors as will
not only enlarge their stock
of useful knowledge, but
such as will also serve to
stimulate them to higher
attainments in science.

WE trust also, that
through the columns of the
FREEDOM’S JOURNAL,
many practical pieces,
having for their bases, the
improvement of our
brethren, will be presented
to them, from the pens of
many of our respected
friends, who have kindly
promised their assistance.

It is our earnest wish to
make our Journal a medium
of intercourse between our
brethren in the different
states of this great
confederacy: that through
its columns an expression of
our sentiments, on many
interesting subjects which
concern us, may be offered
to the public: that plans
which apparently are
beneficial may be candidly
discussed and properly
weighed: if worth, receive
our cordial approbation; if
n o t ,  o u r  m a r k e d
disapprobation.

Useful knowledge of
every kind, and everything
that relates to Africa, shall
find a ready admission into
our columns; and as that
vast continent becomes
daily more known, we trust
that many things will come
to light, proving that the
natives of it are neither so
ignorant nor stupid as they
have generally been
supposed to be.

And while  there
important subjects shall
occupy the columns of the
FREEDOM”S JOURNAL,
we would not be unmindful
of our brethren who are still
in the iron fetters of
bondage. they are our
kindred by all ties of nature;
and though but little can be
effected to us, still let our
sympathies be poured forth
and our prayers in their
behalf, ascend to Him who
is able to succor them.

From the press and the
pulpit we have suffered
much by being incorrectly
represented. Men whom we
equally love and admire
have not hesitated to
r e p r e s e n t  u s
disadvantageously, without
becoming personal ly
acquainted with the true
state of things, nor
discerning between virtue
and vice among us. The
virtuous part of our people
feel themselves sorely
aggrieved under the existing

state of things – they are not
appreciated.

Our vices and our
degradation are ever
arrayed against us, but our
virtues are passed by
unnoticed. And what is still
more lamentable, our
friends, to whom we
concede all the principles of
humanity and religion, from
these very causes seem to
have fallen into the current
of popular feeling and are
imperceptibly floating on
the stream – actually living
in the practice of prejudice,
while they abjure it in
theory, and feel it not in
their hearts.

Is it not very desirable
that such should know more
of our actual condition; and
of our efforts and feelings,
that  in forming or
advocating plans for our
amelioration, they may do it
more understanding? In the
spirit of candor and
humility we intend by a
simple representation of
facts to lay our case before
the public, with a view to
arrest the progress of
prejudice, and to shield
ourselves against the
consequent evils. We wish
to conciliate all and to irate
none, yet we must be firm
and unwavering in our
principles, and preserving in
our efforts.

If ignorance, poverty
and degradation have
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hitherto been our unhappy
lot; has the Eternal decree
gone forth, that our race
alone are to remain in this
state, while knowledge and
civilization are shedding
their enlivening rays over
the rest of the human
family? The recent travels
of Denham and Clapperton
in the interior of Africa, and
the interesting narrative
which they have published;
the establishment of the
republic of Haiti after years
of sanguinary warfare; its
subsequent progress in all
the arts of civilizations; and
the advancement of liberal
ideas in South America,
where despotism has given
place to free governments,
and where many of our
brethren now fill important
civil and military stations,
prove the contrary.

The interesting fact that
there are FIVE HUNDREN
THOUSAND free persons
of color, one half of whom
might peruse, and the whole
be benefited by the
publication of the Journal;
that no publication, as yet,

h a s  b e e n  d e v o t e d
exclusively to their
improvement – that many
selections from approved
standard authors, which are
within the reach of few,
may occasionally be made –
and more important still,
that this large body of our
citizens have no public
channel – all serve to prove
the real necessity, at
present, for the appearance
of the FREEDOM’S
JOURNAL.

It shall ever be our
desire so to conduct the
editorial department of our
paper as to give offence to
none of our patrons; as
nothing is farther from us
than to make it the advocate
of any partial views, either
in politics or religion. What
few days we can number,
have been devoted to the
improvement of our
brethren; and it is our
earnest wish that the
remainder may be spent in
the same delightful service.

In conclusion, whatever
concerns us as a people,
will ever find a ready

admiss ion  in to  the
FREEDOM’S JOURNAL,
interwoven with al lthe
principal news of the day.

And while everything in
our power shall be
performed to support the
character of our Journal, we
would respectfully invite
our numerous friends to
a s s i s t  b y  t h e i r
communications, and our
coloured brethren to
strengthen our hands by
their subscriptions, as our
labour is one of common
cause, and worthy of their
consideration and support.

And we most earnestly
solicit the latter, that if at
any time we should seem to
be zealous, or too pointed in
the inculcation of any
important lesson, they will
remember, that they are
equally interested in the
cause in which we are
engaged, and attribute our
zeal to the peculiarities of
our situation; and our
earnest engagedness in their
well-being.
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Figure 2.3    Samuel Cornish, left, and John B. Russwurm, were founding editors of Freedom’s Journal.

Courtesy Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University.
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Figure 2.4    In 1889, Ida. B. Wells
became co-owner of the Memphis

Free Speech and Headlight. Through
her journalism, she was a fearless
crusader who devoted her life to a
national anti-lynching campaign. In
1892 she published Southern Horrors:

Lynch Law in All Its Phases and in
1895 she published A Red Record.
Both were extensive pamphlets
documenting lynching that occurred
throughout the United States. Courtesy
University of Chicago Library.

Figure 2.5    On May 5, 1905. Robert S.
Abbott founded the Chicago Defender, which
became the most widely read black
newspaper produced before World War I.
Courtesy Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center,  Howard University.
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Figure 2.6

Stephen K. Beasley

CHAPTER 2

CAPITAL OUTLOOK: FINDING ITS WAY

Beasley and the Beginning (1975-1978)

The Capital Outlook was officially established

in 1976 by Stephen K. Beasley, a self-taught

photographer who developed the concept for the

newspaper in 1975. A Tallahassee native, Beasley was

born April 4, 1942.
1
 His father, the late Sylvester L.

Beasley, Sr., was a professor at Florida A&M

University and his mother, Nevada Beasley, was a

teacher in the Leon County public school system.

Stephen Beasley received both his elementary and

secondary education on the campus of Florida A&M

University attending Lucy Moten Elementary Grammar School (later called FAMU High

School), from 1948-1956 and FAMU High, now named the Florida A&M University

Developmental Research School, from 1956-1960.
2
 It was during his tenure as a high

school student that Beasley developed his passion for photography.

As a tenth-grader, Beasley worked on the yearbook staff and shadowed his older

brother Sylvester, a commercial photographer. “I just fell in love with the camera,”

Beasley reminisced.
3
 “I used to follow him around carrying his photography bag … and

every once in a while he would let me shoot a picture,” he said of  Sylvester, who was

killed in a car accident in 2003.”
4
  Possessing an entrepreneurial spirit at a young age,

Steve Beasley decided to turn his hobby into a career and started earning money with his

photographic talents. He often “cut class” to travel to area schools, such as

                                                
1 Stephen K. Beasley, interview with author. Tape recording. 6 July 2004. Richelt Oral History Program,
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida; State of Florida Application for Employment, (March 20,
1968), Stephen and Nickie Beasley Collection, Southeastern Regional Black Archives Research
Center and Museum, Florida A&M University, Tallahassee, Florida, cited hereafter as the Beasley
Collection.
2 State of Florida Application for Employment, (March 20, 1968). Beasley Collection.
3 Beasley, 2004.
4 Ibid.
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Donaldsonville High School in South Georgia where he was paid to produce the high

school’s yearbook.
5

Beasley enrolled at Florida A&M University in 1960 and graduated with a degree

in business administration in 1965.
6
 While at FAMU, Beasley served as chief

photographer for the campus newspaper, the Famuan, and the “Rattler Yearbook.” He

worked as an apprentice to photography and graphics professor Horace Jones, who was

the full-time university photographer. With his photography and graphic design skills

paying off, Beasley started his first business, a photography service, in 1960. His parents’

basement served as his headquarters and darkroom until he moved his operation to 540

W. Brevard Street in 1962.
7
 Photography became Beasley’s life. He was often invited to

photograph much of Tallahassee’s social and political scene. Through his camera lens,

Beasley photographed everything from college graduations to weddings and

christenings.
8
 As a teen, he helped his brother photograph Tallahassee during its 1955 bus

boycott led by the late Rev. C.K. Steele. His camera captured images of the turbulent

1960s when FAMU students were arrested and jailed in their protest against the city’s

Jim Crow policy of segregated lunch counters in downtown Tallahassee. Some of his

pictures were published in Ebony and Jet magazines.
9
 In 1999, civil rights activist and

FAMU graduate Patricia Stephens Due and her daughter Tananarive Due published some

of Beasley’s photos in their memoir Freedom in the Family: A Mother-Daughter Memoir

of the Fight for Civil Rights.
10

To further develop his craft, Beasley traveled along with Sylvester to workshops

and seminars held at the University of Miami where internationally acclaimed

photographer Gordon Parks taught a course in photojournalism. Parks, whom Beasley

greatly admired, was Life Magazine’s first black photographer.
11

 By 1964 Beasley was

operating three businesses.
 
In order to avoid purchasing separate business licenses, he

                                                
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.; State of Florida Application for Employment, (March 20, 1968), Beasley Collection; Resume
(1968), Beasley Collection.
7 Beasley, 2004.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 Tananarive Due and Patricia Stephens Due, Freedom in the Family: A Mother-Daughter Memoir of the

Fight for Civil Rights (New York: Ballantine Books), 2003, chapter 8.
11 Beasley, 2004.
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established his flagship company, Beasley and Associates in 1965, one year after he

graduated from FAMU.
12

 Beasley and Associates specialized in public relations,

advertising, marketing, printing, and photography. Beasley and Associates published

black business directories, a quarterly political magazine and several newsletters. Beasley

also began investing in real estate and established himself as a public relations consultant,

mainly for candidates in political races.
13

 Fully integrated into the community as a

thriving businessman and photographer, Beasley became an “accredited member in good

standing” of the Tallahassee Chamber of Commerce in 1969.
14

 He was well known and

respected in local and statewide communities. His jovial personality and gregarious

nature were a plus as indicated in several letters of appreciation he received from state

and local political candidates.

In July 1965, Beasley married Nickie Bell of Pineapple, Alabama.  Bell was born

May 27, 1940 to Mattie Mae Bell and Mack Arvis. She moved to Tallahassee in 1958 and

attended FAMU, where in 1965 she received her degree in business education and in

1969 her master’s of education in administration and supervision. She earned her Ph.D.

from Florida State University in 1981. She was the assistant principal of Belle Vue

Middle School for eight years and the first woman to become principal at the secondary

level in the Leon County School District when she was named principal of Nims Middle

School in 1980.
15

 After 37 years of various educational service in Leon County, including

her last position as assistant principal of Fairview Middle School, she retired on May 30,

2003. Shortly after her retirement, Nikki Beasley lost her battle with cancer and died on

September 12, 2003. She was 63.
16

 For thirty-eight years, the Beasleys supported each

other’s many dreams and ambitions.  While Nikki Beasley was not part owner of the

Capital Outlook, she helped out both “behind and in front of the scene.” Beasley credits

much of his career success to his late wife’s support and encouragement:

In any small operation when you are starting from scratch with limited
resources, it’s always good to have your partner drawing a steady
paycheck that you can at least pay the rent until you get it nourished and

                                                
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Membership card, Tallahassee Chamber of Commerce, 1969, Beasley Collection.
15 Retirement programs, “Dr. Nickie Beasley: Phenomenal Woman,” May 30, 2003, Beasley Collection.
16 “Educator Nickie Beasley succumbs to cancer at 63,” Tallahassee Democrat, 13 September 2003), sec.
1B. Nickie and Steve Beasley had one daughter, Cheryl, and two granddaughters, Nicole and Mauriona.
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going. She was very supportive and she was very active in doing little
things behind the scenes and in front of the scenes. And she was very
understanding during the early years of my matriculation in business. I
probably would have been homeless if I didn’t have a wife that [was
willing] to pay the rent.

17

Steve Beasley was politically active and worked on dozens of local, state and

political campaigns including: James E Joanos’ 1966 Senate campaign, Donald L.

Tucker’s (Democrat) 1967 bid for the Florida House of Representatives, Dempsey

Barron’s 1967 Senate campaign and Gene Berkowitz’s 1967 bid for the Tallahassee City

Commission. Letters indicate that his opinion was valued by these political figures.
18

 In a

letter dated April 4, 1967, Tucker expressed his appreciation to Beasley for his

contributions to the campaign. “I value your opinion and will appreciate any advice

which you may have to offer on any piece of legislation with which you may be

concerned.”
19

 Beasley maintained a collection of photographs, newsletters and personal

letters of thanks illustrating his service as campaign manager and public relations

coordinator for several election campaigns, mostly Democratic.

Despite his Democratic Party affiliations, and indicative of his personal

philosophy of supporting the best candidate for the job, in 1968, Beasley became the first

black public information specialist employed by a state agency when Gov. Claude R.

Kirk, Jr., Florida’s first Republican governor since Reconstruction, appointed Beasley as

public information specialist for the Governor’s Office’s Division of Economic

Opportunity.
20

 Beasley was responsible for informing the public about state and federal

human resource programs. The word of Beasley’s appointment was statewide news, with

articles being published in the Miami Herald, the Tampa Tribune and the Tallahassee

Democrat. The local newspaper’s headline read “Kirk Names Local Negro to OEO

Job.”
21

  A letter to Beasley from James A. Bax, director of the Governor’s Office,

                                                
17 Beasley, 2004.
18 James E. Joanos to Stephen Beasley, letter, 7 June 1966; Donald L. Tucker to Stephen Beasley, letter, 4
April 1967; Dempsey J. Barron to Stephen Beasley, 7 April 1967; and Gene Berkowtiz to Steve Beasley,
letter, 13 April 1967, Beasley Collection.
19 Donald L. Tucker to Stephen Beasley, letter, 4 April 1967, Beasley Collection.
20 James A. Bax to Steven K. Beasley, letter, 22 March 1968; and Office of the Governor, Division of
Economic Opportunity, Report of Personnel Action, 25 March 1968, Beasley Collection.
21 “Kirk Names Local Negro to OEO Job, Tallahassee Democrat, 27 March 1968; “Kirk Names Negro to
Press Position,” Miami Herald, 27 March 1968; “Negro Named to State Post,”Tampa Tribune, 28 March
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indicated that Beasley’s business savvy, political consciousness and community

economic outreach, were among the reasons Kirk tapped him for the position: “Your

qualities of experience and training will be of immense benefit to the state of Florida and

in its fight on poverty…Let me welcome you to our staff and offer the assistance of the

staff in any way we may be able to help you in your new position.
22

In 1968, Kirk commissioned Beasley to accompany him during his statewide

outreach tour against poverty and unemployment. Beasley was part of the governor’s

team that included members of his “Little Cabinet” and black community leaders,

businessmen and athletes such as FAMU football stars Elroy Morand, Ken Riley and

John Eason,
23

 who traveled the state to promote Kirk’s job service and anti-poverty

programs such as “Operation Concern,” “Task Force 1773,” the “Jobmobile,” the

“National Guard Health Unit,” and the “Mobile Dental Clinic.”
24

In April 1968, Kirk and his team traveled to Gainesville’s Fifth Avenue district

that had been the scene of racial unrest on Palm Sunday when several black residents

were arrested and jailed for inciting a riot and firebombing. Amidst an atmosphere of

protestors calling for justice and raising bond money for the “Negro militants,” and

energy surrounding a scheduled visit of Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Toure) who had

gained a reputation of militancy, Kirk’s team walked Fifth Avenue and addressed

unemployment and poverty issues of residents such as the Rev. T. A. Wright and Geneva

Stafford, who ran a children’s nursery in a dilapidated woodframe house, and Eddie

Fisher, a store owner whose shop had been damaged during the unrest. Beasley promised

to return the next week to assess the problems.
25

As the outreach continued, Beasley was reported as saying the governor was

winning over black Democratic support because of the “intense personal interest he is

showing in the problems of the black community.” The Palm Beach Post and the Fort

Pierce News-Tribune quoted Beasley as saying, “At least they think he is fair and

                                                                                                                                                
1968; “Beasley Appointed to State Office,” The FAMU Alumni News, (May, 1968), 3; D.C. Revels to Steve
Beasley, letter, 4 April 1968, Beasley Collection.
22 James A. Bax to Steven K. Beasley, letter, 22 March 1968, Beasley Collection; Office of the Governor,
Division of Economic Opportunity, Report of Personnel Action, 25 March 1968, Beasley Collection.
23 Thorton Hartley, “Kirk Strolls Among Gainesville Negroes,” Florida Times-Union, 1968(?).
24 Jack Harper, “Aide Says Kirk Cracking Demo’s Solid Negro Vote,” Palm Beach Post, 10 July 1968.
25 Florida Times-Union, 1968 (?).
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sincere.”
26

 But the reports added that Beasley made it clear that black support was for

“the man, not the party.”
27

 During his time with the Governor’s Office, Beasley and Kirk

became fast friends. The governor sent Beasley a personal letter wishing him a happy

birthday, “good health and happiness.”
28

 Beasley received several other letters

commending him on his job and contribution to the governor’s outreach programs locally

and abroad. Kirk wrote:

The recent tour of Tallahassee that you were kind enough to take me on
has been very productive and I want you to know just how much I
appreciate it. In addition, I am well aware of your other efforts in
Tallahassee as well as throughout the state during the period of great
potential troubles and wish to express my gratitude for these efforts.

29

In 1968, Kirk awarded Beasley the Governor’s Appreciation Award – State of Florida for

Outstanding Contribution to State War on Poverty.
30

On April 30, 1969, Beasley resigned his post as public information officer for the

Division of Economic Opportunity in order to focus more on the public relations

component of Beasley and Associates. James Bax told Beasley he would be missed and

expressed his appreciation for his “commitment to helping the poor of Florida.”
31

Beasley and Associates did not limit itself to local political campaigns. In 1972

Bob Hurwitz, a Miami public relations and advertising consultant, commended Beasley

for his firm’s roles in Hubert Humphrey’s 1974 Presidential Primary campaign in

Florida. Hurwitz said:

Steve Beasley’s performance in the Humphrey effort was outstanding. We
recognized that he has a unique approach in not only dealing with minority
advertising and news media but that his grassroots approach to political
organization work has opened new vistas to those of the Black
communities who want to be active in the politics of their government.

32

                                                
26 Palm Beach Post, 10 July 1968; “…Claims Kirk is Gaining Support of Negro Demos’,” Ft. Pierce News-

Tribune, 11 July 1968.
27 Ibid.
28 Claude Kirk to Steven Beasley, letter, 2 May 1968, Beasley Collection.
29 Claude Kirk to Steve Beasley, letter, 15 April 1968, Beasley Collection.
30 “The Niagara Movement – Then and Now: The Struggle for Achievement,” Calendar, 2005 (Tallahassee,
Florida: Tallahassee Community College), Beasley Collection.
31 James A. Bax to Steve Beasley, letter, 25 April 1969, Beasley Collection.
32 “Florida Black P.R. Firm Wins,” Liberty News, 17 November 1974, pgs. 1,6,7. Liberty News was a
Miami black-owned daily newspaper established in 1961. Its publisher and managing editor was C.
Gaylord Rolle. It had a circulation of 60,000.
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Former Secretary of State Richard Stone largely credited Beasley and Associates for his

successful 1974 campaign for the U.S. Senate, where Stone garnered 169,916 votes

compared to his Republican opponent Jack Eckerd’s 78,741 votes.
33

 Recognizing that

black voters could help turn the election to his favor, Stone hired Beasley’s firm to help

his political message reach the black community. Beasley told a Liberty News reporter:

He asked us to conduct a vigorous campaign, giving every person of a
minority race an opportunity to be active. We took on the assignment with
determination to file an organizational effort beginning at the grassroots. It
worked and the results were gratifying to those of us who had a hand in
it.

34

Beasley & Associates played key roles in several other political campaigns that year,

including those of: State Treasurer Tom O’Malley, Commissioner of Education Ralph

Turlington, Attorney General Robert Shevin, and Public Service Commissioner Bill

Bevis.
35

Though Beasley was successful in business, he possessed a political and social

consciousness that led him to a life of public service. Political and feature newsletters

published by Beasley & Associates often carried a message of community unity and

political participation.
36

 So when D.L. Linmann, in the mid-1970s, ceased publishing

T&T Times, a black-owned and operated newspaper paper in Thomasville, Georgia, that

covered news in Tallahassee and Thomasville black communities, Beasley felt it left a

void in the community that he desired to fill:

[When T&T Times] closed, there was a vacuum and a need for the
dissemination of news to blacks because at that time the [Tallahassee]

Democrat didn’t do a very thorough job of covering the black community
and … had very few, if any black reporters….So we were trying to do
something to fulfill … a very serious need in the black community.

Concerned with the lack of positive media coverage of Tallahassee’s black communities,

Beasley decided he would do something about it: “I had an office building and I had

some extra room and I had to create some type of business to facilitate a bottom floor…

                                                
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Beasley, 2004.
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After making an assessment of what was needed in the community and what I pretty

much had a background to do, I came up with [the idea of] a newspaper.”
37

In 1975, Beasley conceptualized the production of a photofeature newspaper that

would highlight the positive aspects and achievements of the Capital City’s black

community. He named it the Capital Outlook. It took him nearly a year to finalize the

concept and put a team together, but on September 17, 1976, he established Outlook

Publications Company Inc., the parent company of the Capital Outlook, and began to

produce the newspaper.
 38

 “I wanted to bring something positive to the community. The

[Tallahassee] Democrat was publishing a little bit about us but it wasn’t much. Most of it

was about crime and negative events.”
39

In his first editorial titled “Long overdue,” Beasley explained to readers that the

Capital Outlook was an experimental publication designed to facilitate the need for

improved communication as well as counter the negative stigma associated with

Tallahassee’s black community.
 40

 The editorial read:

You now have in your hands the first-edition of the Capital Outlook, a
black-oriented, photofeature newspaper. Capital Outlook is of course in
experimental stage right now, but we are creating a first-class publication
and in time the support we receive from you, our readers, will determine
whether this newspaper will be able to grow into a viable weekly
publication.

41

The editorial stated that the newspaper was not created to compete with the local daily or

“out-of-town newspaper.” Its aim was to deliver to the black community a “special type

of reporting” that was often overlooked by mainstream daily newspapers. Additionally, it

expressed the newspaper’s opposition to sensational journalism, a trait that had grown to

be associated with contemporary black newspapers:

We are not trying to follow the format of other black newspapers by
reporting sensational news such as crime, gossip and other irrelevant
events. We are not providing a means of attacking the white
establishment, however, we do intend to tell it like it is. We intend to place

                                                
37 Ibid.
38 State of Florida, Division of Corporations, Florida Department of State, Corporate/LP/LLC Document
No. 512580, Tallahassee, Florida.
39 Beasley, 2004.
40 “Long overdue,” reprinted, Capital Outlook (August 31-September 6, 1995) 1.
41 Ibid.
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our emphasis on the progress of the black community in terms of
achievements, business, education and social activities. Much of this
emphasis will be given to church activities, and the social aspect of the
black community will not be overlooked. We welcome views about
anniversaries, weddings and receptions.

42

Making it clear that while the Capital Outlook was created to fill a void in the black

community, it was very much business oriented. The editorial encouraged readers who

“believed” in the idea of the newspaper to show their support by “verbally thanking our

advertisers and writing to us at Outlook Publishing Company.”
43

On December 24, 1976, the Capital Outlook joined Black Media Inc., (BMI), a

national organization that provided black media news services and advertisement. Its

motto was “A cooperative effort for greater service and benefits to all.” President Jeanne

Johnson, and national co-chairpersons W.J. Russell and C.W. Rolande all signed the

official “Pledge of Integrity and Service” inducting the Outlook into the national

organization. The pledge acknowledged that the Outlook was an official member in good

standing and was entitled to equal shares of profits generated by the group. A copy of the

October 29-31 issue of the Capital Outlook reveals that Beasley published a full-page

announcement in the newspaper informing readers of its membership and its efforts to

facilitate a communication network among black communities, locally and abroad. The

ad read: “Capital Outlook is proud of its affiliation and membership with Black Media

Inc. Our association with Black Media Inc. will help us bring you more news about your

black brothers and sisters throughout the country.”
44

Black Media Inc. aimed to function as a cooperative between the nation’s black

media. As a unified group, the organization desired to serve as a catalyst that would make

black communities “fully self-sustaining and not a needless burden on others.”
45

 BMI

was an effort to generate “considerable revenue” from local and national advertisers. This

unified front would not only be appealing to advertisers, but it would make available

news and networking services to small newspapers who could not afford upgraded

technology and memberships to organizations such as the Associated Press and the

                                                
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 Capital Outlook, October 29-31, 1977.
45 Ibid.
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United Press of America. Also, an increase in advertising dollars would improve member

newspapers’ chances of profit success. By taking BMI’s “Pledge of Integrity and

Service,” member newspapers made a vow – to the communities they served and to

Corporate America:

1) of “total commitment to maintain and pursue the crusading and
historical role of the pioneering Black Press in the achievement of justice
and equity for all Americans so as to remove the present effects of past
discrimination from every aspect of American life”
2) and of “determination to display total integrity both to our readers via
presentation of news that is accurate and relevant to the empowerment and
long-overdue redemption of our communities, and to the corporate world
via respected circulation audits, independently-amassed demographics and
effective and modern merchandising of their messages.

46

The Capital Outlook began as a tabloid size, biweekly photofeature publication. It

printed photos spotlighting the business and church of the week. Pictures of Sunday

School activities, weddings, graduations and social gatherings were common among its

pages. “Face in the Place” was a popular feature in which Outlook photographers snapped

candid group photos at football games, weddings and other social events. The person

with an arrow pointing to him/her would receive a gift donated by one of the newspaper’s

advertisers. As it grew, the Capital Outlook included some editorial content, publishing

guest columns from state and local political leaders and educators. “Editorially, we

weren’t very strong… We focused more on pictures than on the story,” Beasley said.
47

In a camera-ready format, the Capital Outlook was printed at the Tallahassee

Democrat, which operated a commercial printing division. An annual Capital Outlook

subscription cost approximately twelve dollars. A single issue was twenty cents.
48

Initially, Beasley gave the Capital Outlook away for free because he was trying to get the

message out about his product. Four special editions were published each year

highlighting the city’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration, Black History Month, back to

school issues, and election season. Because of business growth, Beasley moved Beasley

& Associates and Outlook Publishing Company to 630 West Brevard Street.
49

                                                
46 Ibid.
47 Beasley, 2004.
48 Capital Outlook (October 29-31, 1977), 2.
49 State of Florida, Division of Corporations, Florida Department of State, Corporate/LP/LLC Document
No. 512580, Tallahassee, Florida.
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Beasley said the newspaper was well received and generated positive feedback.

At its peak, the Capital Outlook had a circulation of about 1,200. However, with its key

distribution locations being barber and beauty shops, Beasley estimates its readership was

much higher:

One paper would sometimes see as many as 20 to 30 people…The paper
was really out there. And it was accessible to not only the FAMU crowd
and the upscale blacks, but also the grassroots and persons in the housing
projects… We never neglected that segment of the black community,
which is a part of the black community.

50

Because the Outlook had not established a paid circulation list, it could not obtain

contractual agreements with major advertisers. While it occasionally received ads from

national chains such as Winn-Dixie, the Outlook was well supported by local advertisers.

Beasley recalled, “We had very strong support from the local business community, black

and white….”
51

 The Outlook’s aggressive sales team acquired ads from local car

dealerships, restaurants, drug stores, and beauty and barbershops. Beasley asserted: “We

did very well in advertising. Matter of fact, we did better in advertising than we did in

editorials.”
52

 Beasley’s businesses, including the Outlook, also profited from political ads

during election season. Candidates of various ethnicities and political parities advertised

in the newspaper. Beasley pitched the Outlook as a viable tool for candidates to reach the

black community. “We were pretty much the only medium that could get into the black

home, and so our political edition is when we would really make money to take care of

some of the off months that we were in the red.”
53

During the 1978 Primary, eighteen, of an Outlook 32-page issue, were filled with

political ads. County Judge Charles McClure placed four ads. Senator Pat Thomas of

Quincy placed an ad that showed him with City Commissioner James Ford. The caption

read: “Senator Pat Thomas with his personal friend Commissioner James Ford.” Ford

was the City’s first black commissioner.
54

 City Commissioner Hurley Rudd not only

published ads in the newspaper, he was also a subscriber. In a Tallahassee Democrat

article, Rudd said the Capital Outlook had a vital role in the black community: “I read

                                                
50 Ibid.
51 Beasley, 2004.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
54 Tallahassee Democrat, (October 2, 1978).
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[the Capital Outlook] to learn about a part of the community that I think I need to know

about….The Outlook can’t be expected to be the New York Times any more than the

Democrat can.”
55

The Capital Outlook employed two fulltime employees – Beasley and a full-time

typesetter – and six part-time workers, mostly volunteers. Beasley served as publisher

and the staff director was Steve Rhodes. Associate editors included Cassandra Y.

Williams, Cynthia A. Scales, and Beasley’s teen-age daughter, Cheryl. Gloria Hall was

the corresponding editor. Joe Roache and Eluster Richardson (who became an acclaimed

artist) served as art directors.
 56

 At its peak during Beasley’s tenure, the Outlook had ten

employees.
57

 Prominent local residents such as Dr. Herbert Alexander and Professor

Thelma Gorham, who was instrumental in establishing FAMU’s School of Journalism,

contributed articles and editorials to the newspaper. Gorham, who also volunteered as an

editor, sent many of her journalism students to the newspaper as volunteers.
58

Beasley felt the Outlook was achieving its objective of highlighting the positive

aspects of the community and offsetting news of a negative nature such as “crime, who-

shot-who … accidents and Frenchtown-Macomb Street cuttings and stabbings.”
59

 He saw

the Outlook as important for community self-esteem: “If you continue to read nothing but

blacks killing and blacks shooting, and blacks stabbing, you’ll start believing that blacks

are a bunch of thugs and crooks.
60

Because of its limited resources and bi-weekly publishing, the Outlook was not

viewed as competition by the Tallahassee Democrat, nor was competition the Outlook’s

objective. In fact, the Democrat, in its October 2, 1978, issue, published a front-page

feature about the Outlook titled “Tallahassee’s only black paper struggles to overcome

obstacles.”
61

 The article discussed how the newspaper managed to prosper despite staff

turnover, fluctuating advertisement profits, minimal equipment, and low subscription

orders. It credited the Outlook as being “the most rapidly improving” of Florida’s twenty

black newspapers. The Democrat highlighted the Outlook’s support of the state
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NAACP’s effort to purchase and preserve the historic John G. Riley House as its

headquarters and quoted Beasley as saying he would like to think the Outlook’s editorial

stance of supporting a black owner for the building helped influence the City

Commission to accept the historic civil rights organization’s bid.
62

Despite its struggles, the article said the Outlook managed to thrive as

Tallahassee’s only black newspaper.
63

 But Beasley said after two years, the business “hit

a stalemate.” Subscription rates were well beneath his goal of 5,000. The paper’s novelty

appeared to have run its course. “We were concerned … so we started … traveling to

other newspapers around the state … showing them our product and [asking] what are we

doing wrong?”
64

 Beasley was advised that in order to sell more papers he had to publish

news of a sensational nature. He recalled:

They said negativism sells papers … because people don’t rush out and
buy a paper to see who got married, but if their neighbor got shot or their
neighbor got caught with their neighbor’s wife, they’ll go out. And if the
paper is gone from one news rack, they’ll keep on until they find [one].

65

Indeed, Beasley began receiving complaints from customers regarding news coverage.

Customers wanted more provocative news:

The Florida Star (a weekly, black newspaper in Jacksonville) would print
stories on who shot who .… But we never did get in the gutter like that. I
am a public relations man and didn’t like controversy. I felt crime, gossip
and negative stuff was not the way I wanted to portray the black
community. But that didn’t sell papers.

66

In an attempt to generate more interest in the newspaper, Beasley published an

expose of a local African Methodist Episcopal minister who had a reputation for being

dogmatic and headstrong. Though there were repercussions, such as eggs being thrown at

his building, sales increased. “I can’t even tell you what the story was about … but I can

tell you this, we ran out of papers.
67

 According to historian Roland E. Wolesley:

Newspapers and magazines that fail to publish what readers will read
disappear…. The Black Press realized the truism of publishing in the
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USA, since it is a secondary press. The front page headline in a newspaper
or the front-of-the-book articles or stories in a magazine are depended
upon to pull in readers.

68

Beasley’s ultimate breaking point came after customers requested he publish

another expose, this time on FAMU’s sitting president Benjamin L. Perry. This was a

personal conflict because Beasley and the president were family friends and neighbors.

Beasley “unwillingly” published an article concerning a conflict of interest regarding

Perry and his ownership of apartments situated around the perimeter of the university’s

campus. Perry’s ownership of the housing units generated public interest because it

appeared he was profiting from a captive audience of FAMU students who were paying

rent. After Perry visited Beasley and expressed his hurt and disappointment about the

article, Beasley decided that was the last straw — he was not cut out to be “a newspaper

man:”
69

…If you are a true newspaper person, you got to have a tough hide …But
truly, I’m philosophically a very positive person and I just couldn’t be in a
business that requires me being negative of even people I don’t know,
because that’s just my nature, to help people, not hurt them.

70

With no regrets, in December 1978, Beasley sold the paper to a charismatic, and

politically ambitious Arthur E. Teele who partnered with Sharon Woodson, a visiting

professor of public relations at FAMU’s School of Journalism. Beasley said, “I am proud

of the seed I planted but I don’t regret getting out of it. I’m glad I did and I have no

notions of getting back into it.” Approximately a month prior to transferring ownership to

Teele and Woodson, the Capital Outlook became a weekly publication.
 71

Newspaper Analysis

Though Steven Beasley did not set out to adhere to the “Five Founding

Principles” of Freedom’s Journal, Beasley’s Capital Outlook began to take on several

characteristics as defined by Cornish and Russwurm. With no journalism training,

Beasley was unfamiliar with the specifics of the nation’s first black newspaper, however,
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his personal objectives for the Capital Outlook began to fall in line with four of the “Five

Founding Principles” – Youth/Education, Character Development, Civil Rights/Voting,

and Useful Information. Beasley’s objective was straightforward –improve the public

image of Tallahassee’s black community:”

I just think it is good to have positive images, especially for the younger
generation who is trying to cling on to a role model and mainly a black
role model, and for the older person that can look back and feel that the
contribution they made in the black community was not a waste.

72

With only one newspaper available to represent the three years Beasley owned the

Capital Outlook, it is difficult to assess whether the newspaper remained true to

Freedom’s Journal original mission. However, a detailed analysis of the single October

29-31, 1977, issue indicates that the Outlook was on the right track. As the paper grew, it

expanded beyond its photofeature format to include minimal news and editorial content

that focused mainly on black empowerment and state, local and national black leadership.

Youth/Education

The lead article highlighting the crowning of Cheryl Ann Beasley, “Miss FAMU

High 1976-77,” indicates that the Outlook was abreast of activities surrounding youth

within educational settings. The photofeature article consisted of a picture of Miss

FAMU High (Beasley’s daughter) and a detailed photo cut-line. Though it could be

questioned whether the photo would have been printed if Miss FAMU was not Beasley’s

daughter, the news demonstrates that the Outlook was interested in what was happening

in area schools, at least at FAMU, which was an integral institution within Tallahassee’s

black community. Perhaps, it is better explained that the only available issue during this

period featured a front-page article about Beasley’s daughter because the family saved

the article as part of their personal, family memorabilia. 
73

Character Development

The newspaper’s publication of a full-page article titled “Jesse Jackson’s Bold

Plan for Black Achievement,” illustrates another key objective of Freedom’s Journal –
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Character Development. The article discussed Englewood, California schools

implementation of Jesse Jackson’s PUSH for Excellence program designed to counter

disciplinary problems within predominantly black district schools by providing

extracurricular activities and art programs centered around school pride and teamwork.
74

Voting/Civil Rights

As part of its motive to encourage black Tallahasseans to become more politically

astute, Beasley, a lobbyist and political campaign consultant, published a “Legislative

Alert” and an article titled “Black Empowerment.” The paper’s emphasis on voting and

political education is representative of Freedom’s Journal’s aim to champion Civil

Rights and Voting. The October 29-31 “Legislative Alert” featured an editorial

concerning a Federal Reserve policy that effected rapid money growth and double-digit

interest rates throughout the country. Written by Democratic U.S. Rep. Perren J. Mitchell

of Maryland’s 7
th

 district, the article encouraged Congressional leaders to push for

interest rates to remain low.

Mitchell, then chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus and chairman of the

domestic Monetary Policy Subcommittee of the House Banking, Finance and Urban

Affairs Committee, was concerned that an increase in inflation would lead to an increase

in interest rates and hurt black families working to make ends meet. The article was

followed by an editor’s note informing Florida readers about how to contact their state

senator or congressional leader concerning the issue. It included the address of the

Congressional office. The article also included a Capital Outlook promotional that

encouraged readers to “help” by becoming more politically involved. By checking the

desired box, and mailing in the form, readers could “help” by requesting to participate in

“organizing a regional Friends of the Caucus group,” or by “enclosing a check,” or by

“working with [a] local or nearest black congressional representative in any way that is

needed.” Readers could also check a box to request that literature on the Caucus be

mailed to them.
75
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A “Black Empowerment” article, written by Human Rights activist Nathaniel

Wright, Jr., Ph.D., called for blacks to forge an alliance with women in their fight against

discrimination. Wright told black readers they should be disturbed by a U.S. Supreme

Court decision that declared that seniority rules in employment was unconstitutional

unless found to be discriminatory “on a deliberate basis.”
76

 Wright discussed white

males’ claim of reverse discrimination and argued that while the measure possibly

afforded blacks relief on pre-1964 cases, it provided no recourse for women:

…In making our own arguments against discrimination, we as black
Americans should look to women as potential allies, and especially so
since most of our traditional allies – in labor groups, in Jewish
organizations and in Civil Liberties Union – have increasingly taken the
other side, as in the immediate U.S. Supreme Court decision.

77

Useful information

Representative of Freedom’s Journal’s goal to provide the black community

useful information, Beasley’s Capital Outlook published “Media Reviews” designed to

direct readers to other media outlets it felt would educate its readership. “Media

Reviews” printed reviews of books, movies and other media that produced items of

interest to black communities. The October 29-31 “Media Review” critiqued a book

concerning adoption across racial lines. While no byline was included in the Outlook’s

review of  “Invading Our Turf: A Review of Mixed Families Adopting Across Racial

Lines,” the Outlook praised the author, Joyce Ladner, for her work in analyzing black-

white adoption.

Calling Ladner’s book a “definitive study” that “takes on a note of urgency” the

reviewer said her book was timely considering HEW Secretary Joseph Califano’s

“recent” announcement of the government’s plan to subsidize adoptions, “especially of

the hard to adopt.” The review encouraged Outlook readers to turn to Ladner’s book if

they wanted insight into whether white Americans should be able to adopt black children,

and now “profit” by doing so when black family adoption education might still be a

reasonable alternative. Or if they questioned the competence of white families to raise,

acculturate or “socialize black young people?” Calling Ladner a brilliant black
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sociologist, the review added: “Whatever your question may be regarding black-white

adoption, here is the best source book on the subject ever written. This book belongs on

the shelf of every black household with substantial books on deeply sensitive subjects.”
78

Other “useful information” components included the “Vets Corner” designed to

update readers about government activities that affected veterans of the United States

military. The October 29-31 “Vets Corner” discussed an announcement by W. B.

Mackall, Florida’s director of the Division of Veterans Affairs, regarding $190 annual

clothing allowance checks distributed, on September 1, to more than 50,000 service-

disabled veterans. According to the article, MacKall received approval from the U.S.

Veterans Administration to distribute funds to vets who obtained service-related

disabilities and required the use of prosthetics or orthopedics that caused “undue wear

and tear to their clothing.”
79

 The Outlook thought it pertinent to equip its readers with the

“useful information” so they would not be excluded from receiving funds if they were

qualified to do so.
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Figure 2.2    Front page of the Capital Outlook,

October 29-31, 1977. Courtesy Stephen & Nickie

Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.3    Beasley with his professional idol,
Gordon Parks, an internationally renowned
photographer circa 1964. Courtesy Stephen &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.5    Beasley with Florida Gov. Claude Kirk.
In 1968, Kirk appointed Beasley Public Information
Specialist for the Division of Economics, making
Beasley the first black employee to fill position.
Courtesy Stephen & Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.7    Beasley presents business
award to Earl Graves, founder of
Black Enterprise Magazine, circa
1962. Courtesy Stephen & Nickie

Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.4    Steve and Nickie Beasley during their
July 1965 wedding. Thelma Gorham, a pioneer
journalism professor at Florida A&M University,
pictured on the right, served as wedding
coordinator. Courtesy Stephen & Nickie Beasley

Figure 2.6    Nickie feeds Steve a piece of their

wedding cake, circa July 1965. Courtesy Stephen &

Nickie Beasley Collection.
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Figure 2. 8    Nickie Beasley with her and
Steve’s daughter, Cheryl Beasley, circa
1965. Courtesy Stephen  & Nickie Beasley

Collection.

Figure 2.9    Nickie and Steven Beasley at the wedding
of their daughter Cheryl, circa 1985. Courtesy Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.10    Cheryl and Nickie Beasley
win Alpha Kappa Alpha Mother/Daughter
Award, circa 1983. Courtesy Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.13    Steve Beasley with
daughter Cheryl and first grandchild

Nicole, circa 1992. Courtesy Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.11    Nickie Beasley
as a young teacher, circa
1985. Courtesy Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.12    Nickie during her
retirement  celebration, May 30,
2003. Courtesy Stephen  & Nickie

Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.14    From left: Arnette Ward, Steve Beasley, his
daughter Cheryl and granddaughter Marionna during a memorial
service in honor of Nickie Beasley who died September 12, 2003.
Courtesy Stephen  & Nickie Beasley Collection.
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Figure 2.16    On April 24, 1979 the Georgia Legislature adopted
“Georgia on My Mind” as sung by the late Ray Charles, as the
official state song. Beasley, left, helped Georgia Rep. John White
(a FAMU graduate), center, and Charles lobby the bill. Courtesy
Steven & Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.17

Figure 2.18

Figure 2.15    Beasley with his close friend, the
legendary singer/songwriter Ray Charles, circa

1965. Courtesy Steve & Nickie Beasley collection.

Nickie and Steve Beasley were among Tallahassee’s
social elite. Pictured left, is the couple attending the Kappa
Alpha Psi annual “Black & White Ball.” Above they are
participating in the annual ball of Alpha Kappa Alpha, an
organization in which Nickie Beasley was a member.
Steve Beasley is not a member of a fraternity. Photos circa
1985. Courtesy Steve & Nickie Beasley Collection.
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Figure 2.20
Beasley as part of
the press core
during Hubert
Humphreys 1974
Presidential
campaign.
Courtesy Stephen

& Nickie Beasley

Collection.

Figure 2.22
Beasley with
Florida Sen.
Bob Graham
during
Graham’s
1979
gubernatorial
campaign.
Courtesy
Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley

Collection.

Figure 2.21    Election buttons Beasley
collected from campaigns he worked on
over the years. Courtesy Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.24    Beasley with his
camera, circa 1995. Courtesy
Stephen  & Nickie Beasley Collection.

Figure 2.23
Beasley with
Vice President
Al Gore during
the 1996
Presidential
Campaign.
Courtesy Stephen

& Nickie Beasley

Collection

Figure 2.25
Beasley, center,
served as part of
Florida Sen. Pat
Thomas’
(second from
the right)
leadership team,
circa, late
1980s. Courtesy
Stephen  &

Nickie Beasley

Collection

Figure 2.19    Beasley with Florida Gov.
Reuben Askew holding a Legislative
directory produced by Beasley &
Associates, circa 1971-1979. Courtesy
Stephen & Nickie Beasley Collection.
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Figure 2.26

Arthur Teele Jr.

Figure 2.27

Sharon Woodson-Bryant

New Ownership: The Contributions of

Arthur Teele Jr. and Sharon Woodson-Bryant

It was under the ownership of Arthur E. Teele Jr.

and Sharon Woodson-Bryant that the Capital Outlook

began its transition into a news-oriented publication. Teele

and Wodson-Bryant owned the Capital Outlook from 1978

to 1980. Teele, a local attorney, met Woodson-Bryant

during a Tallahassee social gathering in 1978. Woodson-

Bryant, a Topeka, Kansas, native, was in Tallahassee on a

three-year Kellogg Foundation grant as a visiting professor

at FAMU’s School of Journalism.

Valuing Woodson-Bryant’s journalism skills and

experience, Teele solicited her assistance in media relations

for the Tallahassee NAACP, where he served as legal

consultant. During her tenure with the civil rights

organization, Woodson-Bryant worked closely with Teele

and state president of the NAACP, Charles Cherry, who was

also founder and publisher of the Daytona Times, a black

weekly located in Daytona Beach, Florida.
1

After developing a productive working relationship

at the Tallahassee NAACP, Teele approached Woodson-

Bryant with the idea of purchasing the Capital Outlook from Steve Beasley. “I think Art

recognized my skills as a journalist,” Woodson-Bryant recalled.
2
 Even though Woodson-

Bryant had never worked at a black newspaper, it appeared that Teele’s legal and

business acumen coupled with Woodson-Bryant’s overall journalism expertise, was a

favorable match when considering a partnership in owning a newspaper. Woodson-

Bryant reflected: “I remember thinking … wow, this would be the opportunity of a
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lifetime but I certainly didn’t have the cash. I remember going home that Christmas and

making a plea to my parents. They came through and they lent me the money.”
3

Contributing approximately $5,000 each, the 50-50 partnership began and the

Outlook entered its second phase of evolution. Teele and Woodson-Bryant’s vision was

to make the paper a “voice for the black community.”
4
 The newspaper became a weekly

on July 4, 1978, and was a member of the Southern Communications Group Inc., a

franchise organization of black newspapers designed to strengthen Florida’s Black Press

both editorially and fiscally. The group’s official public statement encouraged black

Floridians to subscribe to their area’s black-owned newspaper. It also expressed the

group’s desire for a unified front between black Floridians and the Black Press:

We must work together to maintain this essential vehicle for the
expression of Black America’s demands for civil rights and economic
equality. The Black Press must remain as an advocate for Black rights.
The Black Press must also be allowed to fully represent this community.
Black people must begin to define Black leadership themselves and this
definition can only be made through Black journalists and Black-
controlled media. If the Black Press is to survive it must be supported by
you. Please take an opportunity to subscribe.

5

Teele and Woodson-Bryant changed the Outlook’s format from photojournalism

to a news-oriented publication containing current events, general local news, social and

community activities and articles from the Associated Press newswire, all written from a

black perspective.
6
 Although they maintained the original Outlook masthead design, they

changed the newspaper’s motto from “Capital Outlook: Your Photofeature Newspaper,”
7

to “Capital Outlook: Looking at the community from a different perspective.”
8
 The paper

became a member of the Southeastern Black Publishers Association, which, including the

Capital Outlook, consisted of 15 black Florida newspapers.
9
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Outlook news coverage was devoted to events and issue that were not typically

found in the Tallahassee Democrat. News coverage was written from a black perspective

and focused on activity surrounding FAMU, city and county commission decisions, and

the Florida Legislature.
10

 Teele and Woodson-Bryant maintained its original emphasis on

positivism and often published article highlighting awards, achievements and successes

in local, state and national black communities. Indicative of Teele’s political interests and

work with labor unions, many articles were political in nature and often localized activity

surrounding government relations with unionized employees.
11

 Beasley continued to

provide photographs to the newspaper, and FAMU professors and students contributed

articles. Professor Gorham also volunteered her services. FAMU newspaper journalism

professor, John Hanson, served as Woodson-Bryant and Teele’s first editor.
12

 In 1978,

Tawana Thompson, a 1976-graduate of FAMU’s journalism program, became the paper’s

second editor.
13

Both Teele and Woodson-Bryant were ambitious and have had extensive careers

surrounding their respective professions. Born May 4, 1946 in Tallahassee, Teele

graduated from FAMU in 1967 and Florida State University College of Law in 1972. His

father, Arthur Teele, Sr., was dean of FAMU’s College of Education. Teele Jr. was a

United States Army Airborne Ranger from 1967 to 1976 and company commander in

Vietnam. He practiced law while in the Army, serving as chief trial counsel (prosecutor)

Second Infantry Division in Korea and special private counsel to commander XXIII

Airborn Corps in Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
14

Woodson-Bryant was born August 23, 1947 in Topeka, Kansas, where she was

educated in segregated schools until the U.S. Supreme Court Brown vs. Topeka Kansas

Board of Education rendered the Jim Crow “separate but equal” doctrine

unconstitutional. As a first-grader at Buchanan Elementary School, she said she was
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unaware of the significance of the ruling: “When I saw Oliver Brown at church, I was

told that he was someone important, and so was his daughter Linda. But since she was

several years older, I never knew her very well and certainly didn’t realized they were the

plaintiffs in a Supreme Court case.”
15

But the significance of the court decision became clear to her nearly four years

later when actual implementation of integration occurred in her now famous city. As a

fourth-grader in desegregated Quinton Heights School, she felt like “an uninvited guest,”

and began to internalize fear and anger when her young white classmates asked her why

was she “so tan.” Despite her hard work, she was always given B’s by her teacher who

later explained to her mother that “she didn’t know how to judge [her] in relationship to

white students.”
16

 The young Woodson-Bryant also dealt with the pain of not being

invited to her white classmates’ slumber parties because she was black.
17

 Woodson-

Bryant’s parents worked to offset her negative experiences by keeping her grounded in

black pride. They made sure she spent time with black friends and kept her involved with

historically black organizations such as Jack and Jill, and St. Johns African Methodist

Episcopal Church, where the family was a member.
18

Woodson-Bryant grew up in a Republican household. Her parents were both

active in the Kansas civil rights movement and spent a majority of their energy traveling

across the state registering blacks to vote. Her mother, Ethel (Ransom) Woodson, was an

educator in the Topeka, Kansas, School District. Her father, James E. Woodson, was a

graduate of Washburn University where he earned his law degree. He was the president

of the local branch of the NAACP and in 1964 was a Kansas delegate to the Republican

National Convention in San Francisco.
19

 He and his close friend and college classmate

activist Art Fletcher, who were often called Young Turks, worked to develop a black

voice within the Republican Party.
20

 During Fletcher’s tenure as assistant secretary of

labor in the Nixon Administration, he drafted the Philadelphia Plan that established the
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foundation for affirmative action by forcing firms competing for federal contracts to hire

a particular number of minorities.
21

Sharon Woodson-Bryant balanced the negative impact of the segregation with her

own activism and became politically active at a young age. She helped her parents

register black Kansas resident to vote and worked as a page in the Kansas Legislature

when she was 13.
22

 She made another important decision when she was 13. While in

junior high, Woodson-Bryant decided she wanted to become a journalist after her English

teacher, impressed with an essay she wrote for a class assignment, asked her to read it at

a school assembly. “I’m not even sure I knew what a journalist was, but that was

something I knew I wanted to be.”
23

 She developed her writing skills by working at the

Topeka High School newspaper and during her senior year she won an award from the

William Allen White School of Journalism at the University of Kansas for a feature story

she wrote for her high school paper.
24

In 1969, Woodson-Bryant graduated from the University of Topeka where she

earned a degree in journalism. From 1969 to 1972 she worked for the Booth Newspaper

Chain, a mainstream media network, as a reporter in Grand Rapids and Ann Arbor,

Michigan. Woodson-Bryant attributed a combination of education and timing to her

ability to land a job as reporter with the highly competitive newspaper chain. A few years

prior to her graduating, the country experienced a series of race riots in cities such as

Watts, Chicago and even Kansas City: “This was the time when there was a lot of

pressure on, especially the white media, and they were actually looking for more blacks

to be in these positions. So I was just very lucky … It was the right time, because prior to

that there were very … few blacks that had entered the field.”
25

During her time as education reporter with the Ann Arbor News, she wrote an

investigative article that was published in Editor and Publisher, a distinguished trade

journal for journalism professionals.
26

 Woodson-Bryant left Ann-Harbor News in 1972

and returned to the University of Kansas to pursue a master’s degree in journalism. She
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graduated in 1974 after producing a thesis, “The Black Higira” that examined the black

Exodus to Kansas and newspapers’ reaction to it. During her graduate studies she also

studied public relations, a sequence of journalism in which Woodson-Bryant spent the

majority of her adult profession career.
27

It was in 1974 that Woodson-Bryant began her relationship with the Black Press.

As a public relations specialist for the Metropolitan Community College District in

Kansas City, Woodson-Bryant saw the Black Press as a viable outlet for improving

public relations between the district and area black communities. She contributed regular

columns and editorials to black newspapers informing the public about opportunities in

higher education and district outreach programs. She developed a relationship with

Lucille Bluford, editor of the Kansas City Call, a black weekly. “I remember just really

admiring [her] … She was a strong civil rights activist and just one of my heroes in term

of a black woman.”
28

Woodson-Bryant came to Florida in 1975 after she was recruited by Walt Disney

World to work in the marketing department. While at Disney, she worked closely with

Florida’s Black Press and its marketing network, Amalgamated Publishing, which

represented black newspapers’ efforts to gain advertising and market dollars from large

corporations such as Disney World. Woodson-Bryant was recruited to Disney as part of

an outreach program headed by Alex Herman, who before her appointment as Secretary

of the Department of Labor under the Clinton administration, operated a federal outreach

program designed to help corporations identify qualified black employees for corporate

positions. “I think they got my name from someone at the Urban League and I felt at that

time in my life I wanted to add as many dimensions to my career as possible.”
29

After a year at Disney, Woodson-Bryant decided she wanted to teach journalism

at a Historically Black College or University (HBCU). She expressed interest to her good

friend and University of Kansas classmate Marion Temple of Quincy, Florida, whose

husband was an ROTC instructor at FAMU in Tallahassee. Temple approached FAMU

Professor Thelma Gorham, a nationally-recognized journalist, about Woodson-Bryant’s

desire to teach journalism at a black college. Gorham recommended Woodson-Bryant for
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a grant position funded by the Kellogg Foundation. She was hired by Bob Ruggles, then

chairman of the Division of Journalism.
30

 As the Kellogg professor, Woodson-Bryant

was a journalism instructor but also traveled the country to recruit and encourage black

students to major in journalism. Her strategy was to recruit in cities where FAMU had

strong alumni associations. “I looked at those students that may have [had] strong

potential in journalism, because a lot of black students back then weren’t aware of

[journalism] or necessarily had the opportunity to take specific journalism classes.”
31

Initially, Woodson-Bryant, the first professional journalist to own the Capital

Outlook, was responsible for developing the editorial side of the newspaper. Teele was to

manage the business component.  But the lines quickly blurred and Woodson-Bryant

found herself virtually at the helm of the entire operation. Teele’s position as a lobbyist

kept him away from the day-to-day Outlook management. While he did use his business

connections to garner national advertising for the newspaper, he did not micro-manage

Woodson-Bryant and the staff. His infrequent presence left the bulk of the business on

Woodson-Bryant’s shoulders – something she was not equipped to handle:

I think I was very naïve when I entered into the partnership because I
thought being a reporter would make me knowledgeable enough to be an
owner…. I can remember very clearly not knowing anything about how
you do the taxes, and not knowing at first that I was supposed to be paying
into the social security for my employees…. I didn’t have the business
acumen and Art was helpful in some ways, but he just wasn’t there.”

32

Teele gave her direction, but she could not benefit from his one-on-one business

training. Woodson-Bryant managed the small Outlook staff of one full-time editor/type

setter and a three-man sales team held over from Beasley’s ownership.
33

 Historically,

limited resources have been a challenge for black newspapers, resulting in small staffs

becoming burdened out with making the operation work.
34

 The Capital Outlook was no

exception. Each employee, particularly the full-time editor, wore many hats – answering

telephones, editing copy, writing stories, typesetting and developing photos.

                                                
30 Woodson-Bryant, 2004. Ruggles retired from dean of FAMU’s School of Journalism and Graphic
Communication in 2003.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
34 Wolesley, 56.
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Woodson-Bryant often found that management conflicted with her personal

character. It was difficult for her to direct the all-male sales staff which she felt did not

“respect her as a woman.” Though it troubled her, she followed Teele’s advice and fired

“someone” in order to “make a statement.” She made other business decisions that

conflicted with her personal beliefs, such as publishing an ad from a local fortuneteller. “I

personally didn’t support that kind of venture … but … I needed the money.” There were

many intense moments for Woodson-Bryant such as not knowing whether the newspaper

would have an editor, working late nights typesetting and pasting up the paper, waiting

on ads that sometimes didn’t show or knowing whether she would be able to pay the

printer.
35

Despite the hard work and growing pains that came with running a weekly

newspaper, Teele and Woodson succeeded in making the Capital Outlook a more

integrated part of the Tallahassee community. Woodson-Bryant credits Teele for having

the “bigger picture” in terms of making the venture work from a business, political, and

community relations sense. Two significant features of the Capital Outlook Teele

inspired were the weekly Publisher’s Page that functioned as the editorial mouthpiece of

the newspaper, and an awards banquet that honored Tallahassee residents for their

community involvement and commitment to their areas of expertise. Woodson-Bryant

described the Awards Dinner as the highlight of her experience. “To just see the support

of the community and the kind of the accolades, I  remember at that point thinking, well

you know what… this really was worth it.”
 36

The “Capital Outlook First Annual Awards Dinner” was held March 8, 1980, at

the Tallahassee Hilton.
37

 The newspaper presented twenty-four “Editorial Awards,” six

“Media Awards,” the “Gwen Cherry Memorial Award,” the “Capital Outlook Person of

                                                
35 Woodson-Bryant, 2005.
36 Ibid.
37 Banquet program. The program list the Capital Outlook staff members as: John H. Hanson, editor; Ann
Foster and Thelma T. Gorham, contributing writers; Kathy Fitzpatick and Wendell Johnson, reporters;
Michelle Ford, office manager; John Leonard, business manager; Steve Beasley and Belinda Flint,
advertising representatives; Southern Communications Group, Inc., publisher; Sharon Woodson,
chairperson; Arthur Teele Jr., legal counsel. The Capital Outlook Charter Committee was listed as:
Marjorie S. Campbell, chairperson; Ruth Orr, co-chairperson; Phyllis Woodford, co-chairperson; Bessyee
Washington, Delmas Barber, Lil Oglesby, Wilber Hobbs, Malachi Andrews, Walter Thomas, Charlie
Worsham, Vivian Hall Royster, Al Lawson, Gerrie Roberts, Art Teele Jr., Edith Fresh, Naim Akbar,
Sharon Woodson, Sarge Carter and Sam Howell.
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the Decade,” and the “Capital Outlook Person of the Year.” In order to qualify for an

award, recipients had to be individuals or organizations recognized in an Outlook

editorial.
38

Newspaper Analysis

A content analysis of actual Capital Outlook newspapers printed during Teele and

Woodson-Bryant’s ownership could not be conducted because no papers published

during their era were available. However, by examining a 12-page program of a Capital

Outlook-sponsored community Awards Dinner, it can be determined that by honoring

community leaders who dedicated their lives to many of the principles projected in

Freedom Journal’s “Five Founding Principles,” the Capital Outlook between 1980 and

1983, upheld three of the objectives – Offset Misrepresentation, Youth/Education and

Civil Rights/Voting.

Editorials originally published in the Capital Outlook were reprinted in the

banquet program. They included editorials focusing on twenty-four honorees as well as

two Publisher’s Statements. No dates accompanied the program’s editorial reprints, so it

is unclear what month or year each editorial was originally published. Despite the lack of

newspapers, the program’s content provided significant insight into the editorial tone of

the Outlook and issues considered important to the publishers.

Offset Misrepresentation

In the editorial lauding State Attorney Harry Morrison for his criticism on the

Tallahassee Democrat’s “insensitive” and “incorrect” treatment of circumstances

surrounding Representative Gwen Cherry’s February 7, 1979, death, the Capital Outlook

upheld the first and defining principle of Freedom’s Journal – to Offset

Misrepresentation. The Outlook editorial condemned the Tallahassee Democrat for what

it deemed “irresponsible journalism on the part of the press” when it published an article

that implied Cherry was almost drunk when the car accident that killed her occurred.

The news story suggested the grand jury determined that Cherry had been

drinking just before her accident. The Outlook applauded Morrison for challenging the
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local paper and “clarifying” that the jury had not drawn that conclusion. Instead it had

only reported the medical findings said that Cherry’s blood-alcohol level was .09. “A

blood-alcohol reading of .09 is not legally drunk and could mean a person consumed

anywhere from one to three drinks in a time which could range from one to ten hours,”

the Outlook editorial stated. The Outlook called for evidence in the investigation to be

made public for the “sake of the black community” to determine for itself the “truth”

concerning Cherry’s death: “…we need fair and unbiased reporting of this information in

the media. Gwen Cherry’s unfortunate death should not be subjected to cheap shots or

yellow journalism and the Outlook commends Morrison for speaking out for what is

right.”
39

Youth/Education

The Capital Outlook’s support of education, particularly regarding the education

of black youth, is reflected in editorials it published spotlighting Edwin Norwood, James

Ford and Catherine Arnold, three area educators, administrators and education advocates.

An editorial titled, “A Great Loss” praised the legacy of civil rights leader Norwood who

had died. The Outlook singled out his commitment to youth as reflected in his work with

youth through the NAACP. Norwood, a highly respected community leader, was a

professor at FAMU. “He believed in Black youth … as well as educating and guiding the

lives of Florida A&M University students while serving on the faculty of the School of

Education.”
40

The Outlook  editorial titled “Ford-School Superintendent,” expressed much pride

in City Commissioner James Ford’s candidacy for Superintendent of Leon County

Schools. To the Outlook, Ford represented a fair man who was genuinely concerned with

the education of both black and white children. He was no “Uncle Tom,” the editorial

declared: “There are many so-called Black ‘leaders’ in Tallahassee, unfortunately most of

them were selected to be ‘Black leaders’ by the White power structure. Only a few have

been declared leaders by the masses, and only one – James Ford – has been selected by
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both.”
41

 Ford was a twenty-five year veteran educator who worked as a classroom

instructor, assistant principal and principal in Leon County Schools. “Leon County needs

a superintendent who is both an educator and an administrator, who understands the

people and our public institutions and who has demonstrated a commitment to quality

education, and most importantly, the welfare of our children.”
42

A Capital Outlook editorial titled “Teachers get the short end,” said Catherine

Arnold’s public and legal opposition to more than one hundred teachers’ being laid-off

by the Leon County School Board merited editorial recognition. Arnold, who was

executive director of the Leon Classroom Teacher’s Association, filed a grievance against

the school board, demanding that all lay-offs be rescinded. “…the Leon County School

Board is doing to teachers what the state and the government has been doing for years –

stiffing them.”
43

 The School Board said the lay-offs were justified because it expected a

smaller budget and a decline in school enrollment during the next school year. The

Capital Outlook supported Arnold’s grievance that called for the Board to prove the lay-

offs were necessary and provide laid-off teachers the first-right of refusal if any new jobs

were created. “When citizens have to demand that officials be decent and fair, it makes us

wonder if the right people are in office,” the editorial read. The Outlook also supported

Arnold’s push for smaller class sizes: “If there is an expected decline in student

enrollment, it makes sense to take advantage of the situation and create smaller classroom

sizes in an effort to provide better education with a little more specialized attention to

students.”
44

Civil Rights/Voting

“We have not been able to alleviate poverty and racism, but we have
forced powerful forces in this country to see poverty and become
conscious of it as never before” — the Rev. Charles Kenzie Steele.

45

The Outlook’s honoring of the Rev. C.K. Steele; activist Ben Chavis; and

women’s rights advocate Edith M. Fresh, indicates its valuing Freedom Journal’s fourth
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principle – Civil Rights/Voting. Steele, pastor of the Bethel Missionary Baptist Church,

was honored as the “Capital Outlook Person of the Decade” for his lifetime of leadership

in civil rights. The Outlook praised Steele, who provided remarks at the awards banquet,

for his leadership in the 1955 Tallahassee bus boycott that led to the desegregation of the

city’s public transportation system; his organization of the 1964 St. Augustine, Florida,

movement that led to the historic town’s creation of a biracial committee for racial

justice; and for his role as one of the founding members of the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference. Additionally, the editorial recognized Steele for his courage

when he filed an anti-discrimination lawsuit against Florida State University, which later

awarded him an honorary doctorate degree.
46

 “The career of Reverend Steele actually

spans a lifetime. It is regrettable that we at the Capital Outlook can only honor him as our

‘Person of the Decade.’”
47

 Steele died the following year in December, 1981.
48

The Rev. Ben Chavis was named Capital Outlook “Person of the Year” for his

endurance during his four-year imprisonment term as one of the members of the

Wilmington 10, a group of nine black men and one white woman who were charged with

burning a white-owned grocery store during racial unrest in Wilmington, North Carolina,

in 1971. City unrest began after officials denied black students’ request to hold a

memorial service for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Chavis and the others were given 25-29

year prison sentences. According to the Outlook editorial, the white female did not

receive a “lengthy prison sentence.” Dubbed a political prisoner by Amnesty

International, Chavis’ sentence was reduced after North Carolina Governor James B.

Hunt, Jr., was pressured by civil rights groups to pardon the members. The editorial

encouraged Chavis to not let the “unfortunate experience … sidestep his destiny.”

We urge [Chavis] to help fill the vacuum left by the untimely death of the
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. and we of the Capital Outlook urge Black
youths to follow the Rev. Ben Chavis and the Wilmington 10’s example of
courage and forthrightness in refusing to give in whatever the pressure.

49
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In December 1980, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit

overturned all of the defendants' convictions in Chavis v. State. Hunt granted Chavis

parole in December the same year.
50

For her concern for the “bread and butter” issues affecting women, such as

employment, family welfare and education, the Capital Outlook honored Edith M. Fresh

with the “Gwen Cherry Memorial Award,” named for the late Representative Gwendolyn

Sawyer Cherry, who in 1971 became the first black woman to serve in Florida’s

Legislature. The Outlook honored Fresh, a founding president of the Tallahassee Chapter

of the National Hook-up of Black Women, for her commitment and advocacy, and her

outspoken opposition to limits and inequities lodged against black women:

She has spent untold hours counseling and meeting with black women …
to get them to see that they have a lot of power but it has not been
exercised….She is truly carrying on the work of the late Rep. Gwen
Cherry in making people sensitive to the needs of black women in
Florida.

51

In regards to voting, the Capital Outlook’s editorial, “Support Single-member

Districts,” called for its readers to support a petition drive aimed at implementing single-

member districts. This article illustrates that the newspaper viewed voting and adequate

representation of blacks in the Legislature as critical to the advancement of Florida’s

black community.
52

 This is in-line with Russwurm and Cornish’s urging blacks to

exercise their vote and to do it independently. “We wish them not to become the tools of

party.”
53

 The statewide petition received the full support of the Southeast Black

Publishers Association, whose member papers agreed to provide a petition in each of

their newspapers.

The Outlook editorial encouraged its readers to put their support behind

candidates who supported the measure: “In a few months candidates for the state

Legislature will come knocking on your door, begging for votes. Before you make any

promises, get them to pledge their support for single member districts.” According to the

editorial, Florida was the only state in the South that did not have single member districts
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and had the fewest number of black legislators: “At-large elections are denying Blacks in

Florida fair and equitable representation. Single member districts and the petition deserve

our support.”
54

Separate Ways

Though Teele was not involved in the day-to-day operation of the Capital

Outlook, his business role expanded the scope of the newspaper, adding to its viability as

a black-owned business. Additionally, his “Awards Banquet” concept more deeply

entrenched the Capital Outlook as part of the Tallahassee Community. The newspaper

developed a personal relationship with the community and readers expressed pride and a

sense of ownership.
55

 A 1978 study conducted by now FAMU Dean of the School of

Journalism, James Hawkins, when he was an assistant professor, indicated the Outlook

had a significant presence in the Tallahassee community despite its youth. The study,

conducted as part of the campus radio station’s, WAMF-FM, Federal Communications

Commission application for a power increase, determined that Capital Outlook was a key

source of information for many Tallahasseans. Of the city’s 234 black residents who were

asked the source of news they considered important when faced with a problem in their

community, 16 percent chose the Capital Outlook, 22 percent selected the Tallahassee

Democrat and 35 percent relied on radio and television stations.
56

 This was significant

when considering the Capital Outlook was only three and half years old compared to the

daily paper that was established in 1905.
57

As the end of the three-year grant cycle that funded Woodson-Bryant’s position at

FAMU neared and national career opportunities opened up for Teele, the business

partners decided to sell the Capital Outlook. Teele arranged to sell the paper to Allen and

Helen Stucks. He worked closely with Allen who became president of the Tallahassee

Branch of the NAACP in 1978. The Stucks’ assumed ownership in 1980. Teele left

Tallahassee and moved to Washington, D.C., where he worked as transportation director
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for the U.S. Department of Transportation from 1980 to 1981, and administrator of the

Urban Mass Transit Administration of the department between 1981 and 1983. In 1990,

Teele was elected to Florida’s Metro-Dade County Commission District 3 and served two

consecutive terms. In 1997 he was elected to the City Commission where he represented

District 5 until 2001. He currently resides in Miami Dade County with his wife Stephanie

(Kerr) and son.
 58

 While it was hard work and an “experience that could be very intense

sometimes,” Woodson-Bryant does not regret the experience, and counts it as a defining

moment in her life: “It’s one of those experience that I’m forever grateful for because …

it taught me so much – … about the business end of things … the political realm, event

planning … insight about people, and just a wealth of experiences I don’t think I could

ever recapture any place else.”
59

 Woodson-Bryant moved to Los Angeles in 1980 and

worked for Bank of America for a year and half before becoming manager of Pacific

Bell’s multi-cultural affairs program where she coordinated the company’s marketing and

advertising outreach to Asian, Hispanic and black-owned businesses. In 1994 Woodson-

Bryant and her husband, James, moved back to Florida, where she reunited with her old

business partner, Art Teele, who had become chairman of the Dade County Commission.

“But after a stint there, I realized that arena wasn’t for me.” After three years in Florida,

serving only six months as Teele’s press deputy, the couple moved back to Los Angeles

in 1997. She currently works for Union Bank of California where she is head of Media

Relations.
60

Despite Woodson-Bryant’s not having worked at a black newspaper prior to her

co-ownership of the Capital Outlook, she believes in the mission of the Black Press and

views it as a critical part of the black community today:

I feel that it is just such a vital part of the black community in getting out
[different] points of views, getting … people the exposure [and]
…information about things that are happening that are of great importance
that aren’t included in the white press. It’s, a lot of times, the only way I
know about some of the issues … people involved and certainly
community activities that are not included in the media. And in taking a
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role of advocacy, getting us motivated in understanding issues that affect
us more clearly…

61

It was not until reading an article published in a 2003 professional trade journal that

Woodson-Bryant knew the Capital Outlook was still in existence. She was pleased to see

it had earned an A. Philip Randolph Messenger Award from the National Newspaper

Publishers Association. And then, in 2004, she and her husband were given a subscription

to the Outlook as a Christmas present. “I’m very impressed,” said Woodson-Bryant, who

now uses the Capital Outlook in her research for columns she writes for Wave

Publications in Los Angeles. She says is proud of the role she and Teele played in

helping the newspaper flourish into its present status.
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Figure 3.1

Allen D. Stucks

Figure 3.2

Helen Stucks

CHAPTER 3

PASSING THE PEN

The Stucks Years (1980-1983)

In keeping with the times and challenges of

integration and civil rights efforts, Arthur Teele and

Sharon Woodson-Bryant primarily utilized the Capital

Outlook as a medium to protest social injustice and

raise the conscious levels of individuals living in the

North Florida region. While the Teele/ Woodson-

Bryant team had been stern, but conservative in its

approach to protest, the Capital Outlook’s third

owners, Allen and Helen Stucks, moved the

publication towards more aggressive news coverage

by mimicking the journalistic style of Robert S.

Abbott and his renowned Chicago Defender which

used provocative techniques to attract readers and

dramatize race issues plaguing the country.
1
  As did

Abbott, the Stuckses, who purchased the paper April

15, 1980, from Teele and Woodson-Bryant,
2
 used

bold, sensational headlines to draw attention to

compelling and controversial issues ranging from

employment and economic discrimination to urban

crime and political conspiracy.

                                                
1 Simmons, African American Press. The Chicago Defender, created by Robert Sengstacke Abbott on May
5, 1905, was the first black weekly to generate a six-figure circulation. Abbott launched the Defender into
national prominence, making him one of the nation’s first black millionaires. The Defender veered away
from the traditionally conservative approaches previous black newspapers had taken when addressing
injustice.
2 State of Florida, Division of Corporations, Florida Department of State, Corporate/LP/LLC Document
No. 666800, Tallahassee, Florida.
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Although the Stuckses incorporated sensationalism in their news coverage, they

did not veer far from their role as watchdog and advocate for the black community. The

Stuckses’ Outlook worked to keep readers abreast of issues and opportunities surrounding

affirmative action measures, local politics affecting the community and achievements

won by African Americans in Tallahassee and surrounding areas.
3
 Additionally, with

many civil liberties battles seemingly won, the Capital Outlook during the Stuckses’

administration, began to focus on expanding its marketability and profitability by

aggressively seeking local and national advertising, and working to reach a broader

audience across class lines by adding feature columns that highlighted economic, social,

religion and sporting events.

The Capital Outlook experienced tremendous growth in the early 1980s under the

ownership of Allen and Helen Stucks. Allen Stucks served as executive editor and

publisher. Helen Stucks was managing editor and one of the copy editors.
4
 Allen Stucks

was born February 16, 1945 in Jacksonville, Florida. Raised by a single mother,

Katherine Stucks, Allen became interested in photography at a young age. While a

student at Stanton Senior High School, Stucks served as photographer for the school’s

newspaper.
5
 After graduation from Stanton in 1964, he later earned an Associate of Arts

degree from Lincoln Business College also located in Jacksonville.  Stucks’ experience

with both the Black Press and mainstream media was a significant contribution to the

growth and development of the Capital Outlook during his tenure as publisher. He began

his professional journalism career with the Black Press serving as his training ground.

He worked as a photographer and staff associate for two Jacksonville black

weeklies, The Florida Star,
6
 owned by Eric Simpson, and Northeast Florida Advocate,

published by Isaiah Williams.
7
 His stint with the Florida Star began with his delivering

newspapers. However, the staff photographer, William Brown, gave Stucks his first

                                                
3 Allen Stucks. Interview with the author. Tape recording. Tallahassee, Florida, 5 August 2004. Reichelt
Oral History Program, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
4 Capital Outlook (October 22-29, 1981).
5 Allen Stucks, 2004.
6 Special Collections, “African-American Newspaper Project,” P.K. Young Library of Florida History
(Gainesville, University of Florida).The Florida Star, established in 1956, is Northeast Florida’s largest and
oldest African-American owned newspapers.
7 The Northeast Florida Advocate, (established date unknown), ceased publication June 2004. Isaiah “Ike”
Williams is also the publisher of the Jacksonville Advocate, established February 1, 1978 which still exists.
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professional photography opportunity and Stucks became a staff photographer covering

community events and occasionally writing articles. It was during his time with the

Northeast Florida Advocate that Stucks learned the ins and out of the business side of

newspaper ownership.
8
 With coverage of civil rights activities and protest in Duval

County,  the Florida Star and the Northeast Florida Advocate not only served as the

foundation for Stucks’ future media career, it also laid the groundwork for his future and

interests as a civil rights advocate.

Stucks’ experience with the mainstream media began at WTLV, a Jacksonville

television station where he worked as both a field and studio cameraman for ten years:

I started off working in the studio … operating the camera.… This was in
late 60s-70s. I … was one of the first blacks they hired at a television
station during the time when the riots were going on in Jacksonville and
they needed some black reporters to go out into the community to be
among the people and talk to [them] because if they sent a white reporter
out there they [were] going to burn his car or burn him up and he was in
trouble….

9

In 1977, Stucks moved to Tallahassee to work with Gov. Reuben Askew’s administration

in the media and video production department for the State Energy Office during

Florida’s energy crisis. “They wanted somebody who could come in [who] had a good

grasp of taking pictures and doing video stuff, and the owners of the television station at

the time recommended me to the governor because they [were] good friends.”
10

Shortly after his arrival in Tallahassee, Stucks, through a mutual friend, met

Helen Starke, a FAMU graduate who held degrees in library sciences and English.
11

 The

two were married on November 20, 1977. Helen Stucks was born May 29, 1946, in St.

Louis, Missouri, to Dr. George Henry and Hattie Ruth Starke.
12

 Her family moved to

Sanford, Florida in 1949. She attended high school in Daytona Beach, Florida, where she

                                                
8 Allen Stucks, 2004.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Helen Stucks. Interview with the author. Tape recording. Tallahassee, Florida, 5 August 2004. Richelt
Oral History Program, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
12 George H. and Lancaster C. Starke Collection, Southeastern Regional Black Archives Research Center
and Museum; Florida A&M University, Tallahassee, Florida. George Henry Starke, of Alachua County,
was a graduate of Florida A&M High School and Florida A&M University. He was awarded the Doctorate
of Medicine from Meharry Medical College and postgraduate studies at Harvard University. He opened his
medical practice in Sanford, Florida. His brother Lancaster C. Starke, was also a prominent medical doctor
and graduate of Florida A&M University.
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briefly lived with her aunt. Following the footsteps of both her father and uncle,

Lancaster C. Starke, Helen Stucks graduated from Florida A&M University in 1968.
13

 On

January 17, 1972, Helen Stucks joined the Florida State Employment Services, a division

of the Department of Commerce, and in 2005, continues to work with the agency now

named the Agency for Workforce Innovation. Helen and Allen Stucks have two children,

Yvette Stucks and Allen D. Stucks Jr., and a granddaughter Brittney.
14

After moving to the Panhandle, Allen Stucks quickly became acclimated with the

Tallahassee community. After two years, he left his government position with the State

Energy Office and became director of FAMU’s Booster Club. He was elected president

of the Tallahassee Branch of the NAACP in 1978.
15

 The offer for the newspaper came in

December 1979 when he was encouraged by his friends, fellow photographer Stephen

Beasley, and NAACP colleague Art Teele, to purchase the newspaper. “I had never

thought about owning a newspaper.” But it was an opportunity Stucks said he could not

let pass. He discussed it with his wife and they decided to “take a chance:”
16

At the time my wife was a housewife and I was pretty much just involved
in the community as a civil rights advocate …. We were pretty much
living off our own resources, so we didn’t have to work. I saw it as just
another opportunity for me to get into something I hadn’t done….I’ve
always loved new challenges.

17

With Helen Stucks’ background in library science and English, and Allen’s experience

with news gathering, writing, and photography, the couple agreed to venture into the

newspaper business.  “It was all put together. It was a package. All we had to do was pay

for the alterations. And there was a staff there, so we said, ‘hey, let’s take a chance….”
18

With its small, full-time staff of four, their goal was to turn the Outlook into a

“full-fledged” black newspaper and make an impact in the black community.
19

Allen

Stucks was resident photographer, reporter and wrote a weekly editorial. By 1981,

Edward Nelson served as copy/layout editor and Dorothy Landers was circulation
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manager.
20

 Helen Stucks assisted with research, organization, and day-to-day operations

that included typesetting, telephone troubleshooting and managing the billing. She also

wrote a weekly column titled “Helen’s Corner.” Allen Stucks began printing hard news

stories on local politics, government programs, police action and university relations. The

newspaper’s masthead read the “Capital Outlook – bringing North Florida the truth!”
21

I began to see the importance of the newspaper in the black community
and how valuable it was in terms of information….We decided to take it
real serious[ly] and bump it up a step to the extent that we … kept news
that was current. We [were] on top of things, whether it was government,
schools … the county or the city, or things in the community. We were on
top of all kinds of issues, positive or negative. It didn’t make a difference
what the issue was. It did not make a difference who the people were. We
just thought it was important to get the word out.

22

With the community’s increased interest, support, and new dependency on the

Capital Outlook for information and representation, the husband and wife team focused

one hundred percent of their attention on the newspaper. About a year and half into their

ownership, Allen Stucks resigned his post as head of the Tallahassee NAACP and

relinquished his position as president of the FAMU Boosters in order to work full-time at

the newspaper. Helen Stucks worked to balance her position at the state with her role at

the newspaper and motherhood. She set up a full-scale daycare at the newspaper,

complete with playpen and crib, in order to care for her two small children while helping

to produce the newspaper.
23

To increase readership, the Stuckses gave the newspaper away for free,

distributing week-old issues to churches on Sunday, “washhouses,” barber, and beauty

shops.
24

 They placed honor racks in area businesses. “I was trying to satisfy the hunger of

the black people in the community. Black people were doing things but nothing was

being written about them. Once people saw we were really trying to make a difference, I

was getting calls with news tips.”
25

 News of children placing in county spelling bees and

local youth club activities were published. Socially, there were photo essays of FAMU’s
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Homecoming,
26

 fashion shows and baby contests.
27

 Typical of early black newspapers,

the Stuckses’ Capital Outlook also published poetry, psychic, astrological, fashion,

health, church, sports and business news.
28

Helen Stucks’ weekly article “Helen’s Corner,” provided readers household hints

regarding efficiency, organization and home and child safety.
29

  “… Do not buy toys

which are dangerous in and of themselves…. Do not ignore the age

recommendations….The Capital Outlook wants you and your children to have the

happiest and safest Christmas possible. You can insure that it will be by shopping for

your children’s toys with care.”
30

 Allen Stucks published two weekly columns, “Clear

Focus,”
31

 which often discussed family-related issues and “Publisher’s Outlook,” which

provided the newspaper’s editorial stance on issues affecting the black community.
32

Stories of black achievement were also highlighted in the Stuckses’ Capital

Outlook, such as the induction ceremony of Helen Stucks as the president of the local

chapter of the National Council of Negro Women; and Gov. Bob Graham’s appointment

of Richard “Dick” Williams as executive director of the Florida Commission on Human

Relations.
 33

 The Capital Outlook also spotlighted the opening of black-owned businesses

such as Cox-Gary Mortuary, which celebrated its grand opening on July 12, 1981.

Additionally, the Stuckses used the paper to plead for community members in

need of help, such as Helena Barrington, a local evangelist and musician who suffered

with kidney failure and was confined to the Tallahassee Memorial Hospital’s intensive

care unit. In its lead article, the Capital Outlook urged readers to support the Tallahassee

Urban League’s effort to assist her financially. “The beloved Sister needs money, not to

help her dream of having a Christian School of Performing Arts this fall, but to help pay

bills at the Regional Medical Center that are not covered by her insurance.”
34
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In order to more deeply integrate the newspaper into the community, the Stuckses

allowed the pages of the newspaper to serve as an outlet for community voices. It began

publishing “Letters to the Editor,” allowing average citizens to express their views

regarding current events. Letters both praised and criticized the newspaper.
35

 Capital

Outlook guest columnists included local experts such as Alvin Hollins Jr., who

volunteered as sports editor, provided weekly sports information about FAMU and other

Historically Black Colleges and Universities and produced a weekly sports column, “Ask

the Outlook;”
36

 local radio personality Joe Bullard, who kept the readers abreast of

entertainment news and produced “Joe Bullard’s Top 10,”
37

 list of latest music hits; and

Augustus “Sarge” Carter, a former cook with the U.S. military, who produced a weekly

column, “Sarge’s Kitchen,” which provided readers culinary developments and recipes.

“I used all the celebrities, all the key personnel in the city to help embellish my

newspaper,” Stucks reflected. “I needed to make my newspaper valuable and make it

well known, and people appreciate it.”
38

Thelma Gorham continued her ties with the newspaper and wrote a column titled

“Universal Truths,” that discussed issues of religion and faith.
39

 Local political analyst

Lucius Gantt’s popular and brazen column, “The Gantt Report,” provided “political and

economic news for minorities” in a straightforward fashion that was critical of both

blacks and whites. “It is amazing how the white news media pick the leaders in the Black

community,” Gantt wrote in his September 24-30, 1981, column, which urged black

business owners to support black publishers who report on the achievements and creative

ideas of black businesses, because “no one else will plead the case of the Black

independent businessman but the Black Press:”

Whenever the press wants an evaluation of the Black business community,
they ask educators…. To me … that is just like asking the owner of the
chicken shack how to teach economics…When the white press wants to
know about business in the white community, they don’t survey the
professor at white schools. They ask the President of the Chamber of
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Commerce, some board member of a large corporation or some
established businessperson.

40

Other local columnists included Annette P. Thorpe, who produced the “Critics

Corner;” James A. Scruggs who frequently contributed an untitled editorial regarding

various issues concerning the black community; M. S. Thomas’, “Yes, I Remember

When,” which reflected on historical events in Tallahassee; FAMU Professor Herbert C.

Alexander’s, “Dimly Seen Through the Glass;” Gladys Young’s, “Fashion Outlook;”

Greg Grady’s, “Walker-Ford Center;” Otto McClarrin’s, “Happiness Through Health;”

Anne Peter’s, “The State of Things;” and Charles E. Belle’s, “Business in the Black.”

The Outlook also published editorials from local officials including Mayor Hurley

Rudd’s “Report From City Hall;”
41

 Leon County Sheriff’ Eddie Boone’s, “The Law and

You;”
42

 and Public Service Commissioner John Marks III’s “Your PSC.”
43

 State

columnists such as Jim Smith, Florida’s Attorney General, were featured in the “Guest’s

Outlook.”
 44

 State and federal elected officials, black and white, including Lt. Gov.

Wayne  Mixson,
45

 and State Reps. A.E. Girardeau, often contributed columns to the

Capital Outlook during the Stucks’ era. Editorials from national figures Vernon Jordon

III, National Urban League president and Tony Brown’s syndicated columns, “Tony

Brown’s Journal,” also appeared in the Outlook.

Allen Stucks included news he considered “exciting,” “fast-paced” “popular” and

“controversial: “Anything that was happening within the community, whether it was

murder, people getting in trouble with the school board … anything that was

controversial, I tried to be on top of it.”
46

 Other techniques included topping articles with

bold, headlines, much in line with Wolesley’s insight regarding “putting in what sells.”
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“Until recent years the streamers or banners on black papers dealt with crime,” Wolesley

observed. “Now likely … they are concerned just as often with some racial issue.”
47

Stucks used expressive wording in many of his headlines and lead quotes. For

example: “Why Are Your Blacks Resigning: Florida’s Highest Ranking Blacks Gone,”

was the headline of the front-page December 3-9, 1981, article, highlighting the

resignation of some of Florida’s top-ranking black officials, including Norman Jackson,

who resigned his post as Executive Director of the Florida Commission on Human

Relations, and Alvin J. Taylor, former Secretary of Health and Rehabilitative Services. 
48

The articles lead sentence exhibited more emotion in an attempt to intrigue readers:

“Lord, oh Lord, why must us Black people always fall when we get to the top,” it read. A

follow-up sentenced proclaimed, “Nobody knows where Alvin Taylor is or what he is

doing as of this writing. Mr. Taylor also was one of the State’s highest-ranking Black

males. Taylor resigned earlier this Fall to go where?”
49

Aside from marketing techniques such as these, the content of more serious news

articles was enough to keep readers’ attention. Through news articles, guest columns and

opinion pieces, the Capital Outlook kept its readers abreast of the unfolding events

surrounding the Atlanta Child Murders that began July, 1979. An April 1-7, 1981,

Outlook editorial titled, “Sensationalism or Sensitivity,” written by Frank W. Johnson Jr.,

criticized mainstream media for “sensationalizing” news articles concerning the deaths

and disappearance of twenty-two black children in Atlanta. By publishing articles that

depicted the children as social castaways, Johnson said news coverage bordered on

insensitivity: He asked readers:

 Are we really being as sensitive to the problem of Atlanta’s dead children
as we should be? … Most of the news accounts tell us that the victims
were known for trying to earn a dollar or two by doing odd jobs like
carrying groceries for shoppers at Atlanta’s shopping center. As a result,
when we think of the murdered children in Atlanta we think of them as
being street kids or hustlers.

50
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The op-ed piece continued by discussing circulating theories regarding who was

responsible for the killings, including the rumored speculation that the murder(s) might

be someone disgruntled with the Atlanta police department. Or the murders were

connected with Klan activity. The writer also encouraged readers to take note of a “recent

trend of black folks being killed,” citing the death of black residents of Salt Lake City,

Buffalo, Jonestown, Pennsylvania, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis and Oklahoma City, some

of which had been prosecuted by federal authorities:

Whoever is responsible for the murders, one thing for sure is that this kind
of sickness and insanity that has come upon us must be stopped. Whatever
we say about the missing and murdered children in Atlanta as well as the
other black victims across the country, we all should recognize this as
being one of the most tragic situations that has ever confronted the black
community in recent times.

51

The Outlook, in its March 25-31, 1981, issue, published an unedited sample of

letters written by fifth-graders in Instructor Margie Rush’s class at FSU’s Developmental

Research School. As a class writing assignment, students expressed their feelings about

the murders in their essays titled “What I feel About the Atlanta Child Killings.”  Some

of the letters were laden with fear and intense anger. Many expressed a grim belief that

the killings were race related.
52

 Nichole Tausone wrote: “… They are innocent kids and

do not deserve to die. It would be scary living in Atlanta. It would be even more scary if

you were black. I think the person that is killing them is white and does not like black

kids or people….
53

 Jennifer Eakin said: “… I think the KKK are killing the black

children. My reason is the KKK is becoming wild and are known all around. They are

really pregedist against minorities….Everyone is really scared and I am sorry for the kids

parents.
54

 Fran O. McTier wrote:

I feel frightened because someone might start killing in
Tallahassee…Most people say it is racism, others say it’s somebody
impersonating an important figure….One child was killed in Orlando,
Florida … I will pray and hope you will too, so that no more kids are
kidnapped or murdered.

55
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Other articles included Tony Brown’s Journal, “Is this the Atlanta Killer?” which

discussed Atlanta authorities’ use of psychics and numerologists, including acclaimed

psychic Lillian Cosby and numerologist Lloyd Strayborn;
56

 and “The Politics of Fear,”

written by Manning Marable, a syndicated columnist and activist who often wrote about

race, radicalism and resistance.
57

 The editorial discussed how fear threatened the political

and social stability of blacks in America: “… Parents are reluctant to send their children

to school in the morning if they fear that they will not return that night. The politics of

fear must be confronted squarely in the 1980s, if we have any hope of undermining the

forces of Reaganism, racism and reaction.
58

The Capital Outlook did lack in some mechanics and principles of journalism

during the Stuckses’ era. Some articles were written in first person, which by industry

standards is reserved for opinion pieces. Oftentimes, articles were published without by-

lines and key sources were not revealed. However, the shortcomings did not offset the

Outlook’s effort and intent to inform its readers about issues of concern, impact and

interests to Tallahassee’s black population. During the Stuckses’ ownership, the Outlook

was especially ardent in its role as watchdog, concerning the evolution and

implementation of affirmative action policies throughout the nation, state and local

community. Allen Stucks said:

When I was president of the NAACP, I had the city under consent decree.
I had the school board under consent decree, and the police department
under consent degree….So, because of the magnitude of what I did in the
community, I had well established myself as somebody with integrity that
was fighting for my people.

59

Several Capital Outlook articles illustrated the newspaper’s effort to educate its readers,

while simultaneously holding local officials accountable to abiding by equity measures.

The July 16-22, 1981 article written by Charles D. Jackson title “Tallahassee Consent
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Decree,” used data from a report issued by the City of Tallahassee’s Affirmative Action

Office and determined that the city fell “short of its affirmative action goals in hiring

blacks in administrative positions.”
60

 The article concluded that while the city met part of

its Modified Consent Decree handed down by the U.S. Justice Department’s Division of

Civil Rights, blacks were not being hired in administrative and upper-management

positions. They were predominantly hired as technicians and skilled/craft workers.

Additionally, the article reported that 95 percent of municipal black employees (599 out

of 633) earned under $15,000 compared to 51 percent of white employees who earned

less than $15,000 annually.
61

 The newspaper interviewed City manager Dan Kleman.

Allen Stucks, who was still at the time president of the Tallahassee NAACP, was

quoted in the article saying he planned to write a letter to the U.S. Justice Department,

notifying the office that the city neglected to hire blacks in higher-level positions:

The NAACP feels the city has had a number of attempts to hire blacks in
Equal Employment Opportunity-Four category one (which consists of
officials and administrators). The city has made a good attempt at the
lower end of the scale in hiring blacks, but neglected to hire blacks in top
management positions.

62

The Capital Outlook also covered a local protest of Senator Paula Hawkins’

appearance at the Moose Hall on Capital Circle, where she, before a mostly “all white”

crowd of 250, discussed President Ronald Reagan’s proposed budget cuts. The article

titled “Democrats on their knees over Hawkins,” highlighted the efforts of the integrated

group that held “The Needy Welcome Paula Hawkins,” signs as they kneeled in front of

the facility. The protest was led by Jon Ausman, chairman for the Leon County

Democratic Executive Committee.
63

  According to Helen Stucks:

[The paper] was basically the only place people could go for an outlet to
get their point-of-view out. We did not discriminate when it came to the
type of article. If you were mad with your boss, and …wanted to pitch a fit
about something, they knew that they could either write us or that we
would interview them, put the article on their side…. It wasn’t gossip
type…. If the other agency …wanted to respond to whatever dirt we had
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kicked up, they had the opportunity. We were an all around, current issue
newspaper.

64

While the newspaper criticized shortcomings concerning affirmative action, it

also lauded steps taken in the right direction, such as the University of Florida’s hiring of

Ava Parker, a sophomore who worked with the football recruitment program as part of

the UF’s Gator Getters. The article, “Dual Minority,” showcased Parker’s many

achievements as a student on the predominantly white campus. “I don’t see my dual

minority status as a weakness, but a strength,” said Parker, who served as president of the

UF Black Student Union, hosted campus tours, and was a member of the UF Gospel

Choir and Florida Cicerones.
65

 Although no available newspapers during this era

contained articles about Florida State University’s affirmative action practices, it is not

unreasonable to assume the Capital Outlook printed articles that highlighted similar

advances at the university located in Tallahassee.

A December 3-9, 1981, article discussed details of a meeting President Reagan

held with members of American Association of Minority Enterprise Business Investment

Companies, whose members presented the president a copy of their MESBIC Economic

Revitalization Plan. The article said Reagan “reaffirmed his commitment to minority

business development” and told the black business leaders to “keep on doing what you

are doing – what you are doing is based on the development of capital and that is

important….We are exploring how the government can appropriately encourage equity

investment in minority business.”
66

 Other meeting participants included: Murray

Weidenbaum, chairman of the President’s Council of Economic Advisers; Elizabeth

Dole, assistant to the President for Public Liaison and Norman Ture, Treasury

Undersecretary for Tax and Economic Policy.
67

The Capital Outlook had become a legitimate news source. Journalism students

from FAMU, including Pam Oliver, who became a lead sports reporter for ESPN; Barry

Cooper, former sports writer for the Tallahassee Democrat and Gail Andrews, former

Channel 6 reporter, interned at the paper as reporters and photographers. Jeraldine Smith,
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the wife of FAMU’s seventh president, Walter Smith, volunteered as social editor. The

social section became a popular feature with coverage of sorority, fraternity, civic and

community organization events.
68

 “People like to see two things, their name and their

picture in the paper,” Helen Stucks observed.
69

In addition to improving the editorial component of the paper, Allen Stucks put

his business skills to work. He hired an advertising director and joined the National

Newspaper Publishers Association, an organization comprised of the country’s black

publishers. The Capital Outlook received national ads from Sears, Eckerd, Coca-Cola,

Velvet Feelin’ liquor, and Winn Dixie, through the association.
70

 State government and

local businesses, many black-owned, also advertised in the Capital Outlook. Local

businesses included: NuDay Graphics, Barry Cooper Enterprises, Proctor’s car

dealership, Palmer-Harrell Buick, Danny’s Record Shop, Quality Cleaners, New Dawn

Realty and Management Company Inc.
71

 The newspaper frequently published a full-page

Business Service Directory, featuring advertising from various community and regional

businesses.
72

Because the Capital Outlook experienced significant growth with a circulation

increase to approximately 5,000, Stucks stopped giving the paper away and upgraded it

from a tabloid size to a broadsheet in 1982.  Though a single issue remained twenty-five

cents, a six-month subscription was $4.35, an annual subscription sold for $8 and a two-

year subscription was $15.
73

 While the Outlook’s office was still located at 630 West

Brevard Street,
74

 Stucks moved the paper’s printing, from the Tallahassee Democrat to

the Post-Searchlight in Bainbridge,
 75

 Georgia, forty-two miles from the Capital Outlook,

in order to economically accommodate the growing demand for the newspaper:
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I wanted to print up thousands and to print there was just too costly….So
going to Post Searchlight I could print up 5,000, 10,000 copies with no
problem. And the cost would be $300 to $400 dollars to print them where
….If I would have printed them there (Tallahassee Democrat) it might
have cost me thousands of dollars.

76

Additionally, Stucks decided the move was needed because he viewed the Tallahassee

Democrat as competition:

They had the opportunity to see what I was gon’ print and break the news
the next day … So I couldn’t take that chance… Not saying they did, but
I’m just saying I wanted to protect my newspaper …They might not have
run a story right then. They may do a little more investigation and break
the news two, three days later in a bigger fashion than what I did … on a
smaller basis.

77

While Stucks was excited with the paper’s growth and his and Helen’s

contribution to the community, running the weekly became an overwhelming challenge.

He said though the Capital Outlook proved profitable, the long hours, short-staff and

intense nature of the Black Press as a business began to take its toll:

It [was] a tedious job on me ‘cause I had to take the pictures. I had a
darkroom at home so I had to do all the printing of the pictures. Then I had
to be there at night to lay out the paper and I had to deliver the paper out to
the place to get it printed. Then I had to make sure it got delivered through
… my network of people delivering papers and it was just taking a lot of
toll on me ... and you getting older every year, you know what I mean, and
that stuff takes a toll on you.

78

Additionally, the extra responsibility of parenthood became increasingly difficult to

manage, particularly for Helen, who could not “really participate too much in anything

because when he was out taking pictures and stuff, I had to keep the children.”
79

 By

1982, the couple had their second child, Allen Stucks Jr., and their daughter Yvette, born

in 1970, was in middle school. Fortunately the offer to purchase the paper came through

just when Helen said she was “getting [her] fill:”

My son … had a playpen and a crib and everything he needed because
there were many nights we stayed very, very late. And my daughter had
class work to do, … and I was at one and two o’clock in the morning
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having to pick them up and take them home. I would go home, proof some
of the paper and go back early in the morning and it just got to be a
hassle….I just didn’t think it was fair to the kids to have them up all times
of the night. So when he mentioned it, I said, yes.

80

Allen Stucks had passed up several offers from businessmen and women

interested in purchasing the newspaper. Some offers came from white Tallahasseeans as

well. “I wasn’t like out there marketing and shopping trying to sell the newspaper….We

didn’t have [any] money problems….We [were] pretty much self-sustained financially so

… it was no big deal.”
81

 However, when Attorney Jeraldine Smith, who volunteered as

the Capital Outlook social editor for approximately a year and a half, and her husband

Walter Smith, approached Allen Stucks about purchasing the paper, Stucks felt it was

“the right people, with the right deal at the right time:”
82

…We felt positive that it wasn’t going to somebody that was gon’ drag it
down. We knew it was going to somebody that a) had money, and number
2) had prestige and they was gon’ move it to the next level, okay. So when
their offer came through, we jumped at it… [Also], here was an
opportunity for us to get out nice and clean and make a little profit….

83

The Stuckses sold the Capital Outlook to the Smiths’ in 1983. As part of the agreement,

Allen Stucks stayed on for six months to help with the transition.

The Stuckses continue to live in Tallahassee where Allen Stucks works as an

analyst for the Florida Department of Education and is a member and officer in several

community and professional organizations. He is chairman of the Godby High School

Committee and Quarterback Club and former president of the Northwest Tallahassee

Association. Proud of the role they played in the growth and development of the

newspaper, the couple described their time as owners of the Capital Outlook, as an

enjoyable but challenging experience. “I … think the Outlook was one of the best things

that happened to the minority community in Tallahassee. And I’m proud that my husband

and I had the opportunity to make a contribution, ”
84

 said Helen Stucks, who, despite the

long nights, stressful moments and busy schedules, supported her husband’s ambitious
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endeavor: “…That’s my husband and my best friend. We went into it as a team and it was

the two of us that made it work. I enjoyed it. I enjoyed getting the news first, getting the

news hot, being in the mix. … It was just the parent part … I couldn’t come up with a

good balance there.”
85

Though an intense period of his life, Allen Stucks said overall, he believes he and

his wife’s efforts helped improve the image of Tallahassee’s black community by

educating their readers and giving the community a voice. Additionally, their ownership

not only helped develop the newspaper as a legitimate business entity, it also increased

their status within the region. Allen Stucks said:

We got the opportunity to employ black people and give them the
opportunity to make an income. And we got the chance to hold our head
high in the community as we moved along — around the white
community (as well)….White people began to recognize who I was and
they supported me as a business person.…

86

Newspaper Analysis

At this stage of the newspaper’s development, the Capital Outlook began to

adhere, more consistently, to the five objectives of Freedom’s Journal. Based on an

examination of six available issues printed during the Stucks’ era of ownership, the

Capital Outlook published articles that reflected four of the “Five Founding Principles”

of the country’s first black newspaper: 1) Offset Misrepresentation; 2) Character

Development; 3) Civil Rights/Voting; and 4) Useful Information. No articles within the

six available issues discussed education in a context specifically addressing children.

Offset Misrepresentation

The Capital Outlook published articles regarding events that challenged the

representation of blacks citizens. Some articles examined negative systematic responses

to blacks, such as the disproportionate number of incarcerated blacks males, while other

articles reproached blacks whose detrimental behavior harmed black advancement and

added to social stigmas associated with black Americans.  A December 3-9, 1981 article,

titled, “Blacks on Florida’s Death Row,” written by Karen Jaymon Long, addressed racial
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disparity within Florida’s death penalty system. According to the article, a study

produced by University of Florida researchers, maintained that blacks on Florida’s death

row, particularly those convicted for killing whites, were possibly the victims of racial

discrimination. UF’s research was the nation’s first comprehensive study in decades

concerning racial demographics of death penalty sentences. Michael Radelet, the UF

assistant professor of sociology, criminal justice and psychiatry who led the study

claimed: “Blacks accused of killing whites are three times more likely to be sentenced to

death than blacks who kill blacks in Florida. It looks very clear that society values the

loss of a white person much more than that of a black.” The study also found that “no

white in Florida has ever gotten death for killing a black.”
87

 “The Politics of Fear,” an editorial published March 25-31, 1981, discussed how

fear that emerged as a result of the Atlanta Child Murders threatened the political and

social stability of blacks in America. With one of the theories concluding the killer was

black, columnist Manning Marable castigated blacks who exercised depraved behavior:

“We must take the offensive against black people who steal, beat and rape each other,

and begin to consider such behavior as a political crime against black humanity.”
88

Character Development

The Capital Outlook printed articles about black success in an effort to motivate

and stimulate black achievement within the community. By publishing articles that

highlighted black accomplishments, the Capital Outlook, during Allen and Helen

Stuckses’ ownership, met Freedom’s Journal’s objective of Character Development.

“New Prexy
89

,”  published December 3-9, 1981, spotlighted the appointed of Dr. Herbert

C. Beacham, a FAMU professor of Education for 23 years, as the first black president of

the Florida Industrial Arts Association (FIAA).
90

A December 3-9, 1981, article, “Architect and Environmental Designer,”

highlighted the publication of Sandra V. Moore’s study, “Black Women in Architecture.”

                                                
87 Capital Outlook (December 3-9, 1981), 15.
88 Capital Outlook, (March 25-31, 1981), 5, 6.
89 Prexy appears to be a misspelling. There was no definition for it.
90 Capital Outlook (December 3-9, 1981), 1.
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Moore, an architect and environmental designer, served as assistant dean of FAMU’s

School of Architecture and was a member of the Board of Directors for the Community

Design Exchange in Washington, D.C, and Design Arts Policy Panel for the National

Endowment for the Arts.
91

“Coping: The Harmful Negative Self-Image,” written by Dr. Charles W. Faulkner

in the July 16-22, 1981, issue explained to readers the effect of self-hatred that develops

from a negative self-image or inferiority complex: “When you correct the negative self-

image, you will correct the emotional problem that results from it. To attempt to correct

the symptom rather than the cause of the symptom is like giving a person who has a

toothache an aspirin as treatment rather than excising the abscessed tooth.
92

Civil Rights

The majority of articles published in the six Capital Outlooks examined

affirmative action policies, implementation, and their impact on the black community.

Through the Capital Outlook’s extensive coverage of news surrounding equity measures

as they related to employment and promotion, the newspaper met Freedom’s Journal’s

objective of advocating civil rights. “Tallahassee Consent Decree,” published July 16-22,

1981, examined fair treatment, opportunity and representation of black employees among

the City of Tallahassee’s upper-management positions.
93

In the April 1-7, 1981, issue, “Will Reagan Deal Blacks in or Out,” assessed if the

Reagan Administration would retaliate by eradicating affirmative action measures

because of limited support Reagan received from black voters during the 1980 election.

With the administration’s hiring of black conservatives such as Thomas Sowell, an

economist at Stanford University, blacks were concerned with the direction of the new

administration as it related to minorities and women. Additionally, the endorsement of

Reagan from long-time Democrat and civil rights advocate, Hosea Williams who said the

Democratic Party took black voters for granted, led to anxiety among many black policy-

watchers. The article quoted Edwin Meese, who assured that budget cuts would not be

                                                
91 Ibid., 11.
92 Capital Outlook (July 16-22, 1981), 5,6.
93 Ibid, 1.
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“done on the backs of the poor,” as saying much of the criticism was baseless. “I guess

what does disturb me is that I think there are those people who are formenting black

hysteria in others to preserve their own positions of so-called leadership.”
94

A July 16-22, 1981, article titled “RIF Impact/Debate,” reported concerns that the

impact of a proposed program, Reduction in Force, would “fall heaviest on black

workers.” The program, designed to eliminate government excess, was to be the topic of

discussion at Blacks in Government’s [BIG] Third Annual Training Conference

scheduled for August 25-28 at the Washington, D.C., Hilton Hotel. Lonis Ballard,

president of BIG feared that the nearly 70,000 positions slated for elimination would

adversely affect minorities and women. Keynote speakers planned for the event included:

Benjamin Hooks, executive director of the national NAACP; Maynard H. Jackson, mayor

of Atlanta; Samuel R. Pierce, Secretary of HUD; J.A. Parker, president of the Lincoln

Institute; James Rhodes, governor of Ohio and Gloria Toote, a New York attorney.
95

Useful Information

In their effort to educate and foster awareness among black Tallahasseeans, Allen

and Helen Stucks published articles and helped sponsor events that provided “Useful

Information” to its readers. For example, the newspaper published a front-page article

about the “Minority Issues and Answers Mini-Conference,” held July 16-17 in Orlando,

where Florida Gov. Bob Graham was the guest speaker at the conference banquet. The

conference, sponsored by the Florida State Voter’s League and Governor’s Office of

Minority Affairs, provided a platform for Florida citizens to meet their state government

leaders such as Agriculture Commissioner Doyle Conner, Comptroller Gerald A Lewis,

Education Commissioner Ralph Turlington, Norman Jackson, Florida Commission on

Human Relations director; State University System Chancellor Barbara Newell; Attorney

General Jim Smith; Bill Gunter Insurance Commissioner/State Treasurer; Lieutenant

Governor Wayne Mixon; Secretary of Labor Wally Orr; and Secretary of Corrections

Louie Wainwright. The Capital Outlook was one of the co-sponsors.
96

                                                
94 Capital Outlook (April 1-7, 1981) 3, 5.
95 Capital Outlook (July 16-22, 1981) 6.
96 Capital Outlook (July 23-29, 1981), 1.
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Allen Stucks used his “Publisher’s Outlook” to educate readers about the political,

and economic issues of the time. His July 23-29, 1981 column explained the 1964 Voting

Rights Act scheduled for Congress’ renewal in 1982.
 97

 “Key provisions of the Voting

Rights Act are due to expire in August 1982 unless Congress votes to extend the Act. It is

important for the House to complete action on the bill this year to ensure that there will

be sufficient time for the difficult Senate fight.”
98

 The editorial emphasized Section five

of the Act that outlawed racial gerrymandering, change from the single-member to at-

large elections and last minute shifts in polling places by requiring certain state and local

governments to clear changes in voting and election procedures with the U.S. Justice

Department.
99

Other Publisher’s Outlook entries included: “Some Facts about Buying a House in

Today’s Market;”
100

 “Meeting Black Housing Needs: Community Development Credit

Union,”
101

 and “The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.”
102

                                                
97 Ibid., 2.
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid.
100 Capital Outlook (September 24-30, 1981), 2.
101 Capital Outlook (December 10-16, 1981), 2.
102 Capital Outlook (December 3-9, 1981), 2.
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Figure 3.3    The Capital Outlook during the Allen and Helen Stucks era used bold, sensational
headlines to draw readers to news article concerning race issues in Tallahassee and surrounding areas.
Pictured is the front page of the December 3-9, 1981 Capital Outlook. Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks

Collection.
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Figure 3.4    Each week, Helen Stucks produced
“Helen’s Corner,” which provided readers
household hints and safety tips. Published
September 24-30, 1981, Capital Outlook.

Figure 3.5    Allen Stucks published a weekly column titled
Clear Focus that dealt mostly with family issues. Printed July
16-22, 1981, Capital Outlook.

Figure 3.6    Helen, and Allen and their daughter Yvette, stand
in Sanford, Florida’s Dr. George H. Starke Memorial Park,
named for Helen’s father, who was a FAMU graduate and
prominent South Florida doctor. Photo circa 1980. Courtesy
Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.
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Figure 3.7    Allen Stucks pictured with the late
Charles Cherry, founder and publisher of the
Daytona Times, a black weekly located in Daytona
Beach, Florida, circa 1978. Courtesy Allen and

Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.9    Allen Stucks pictured with Arthur
Teele, former publisher and owner of the Capital

Outlook. Teele, co-owned the newspaper with
Sharon Woodson-Bryant from 1978 to 1980.
Photo circa 1982. Courtesy Allen and Helen

Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.10    Allen Stucks interviews Florida Gov. Bob
Graham during Graham’s 1975 re-election campaign. In
Figure 3.11, Stucks is pictured with Florida Gov. Lawton
Chiles, during his 1991 gubernatorial campaign. Courtesy
Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.8    Allen Stucks, left, posed with Florida NAACP
leaders during a meeting circa 1982. Picture third from left
is the late Les Humphrey, former publisher of the Pensacola

Voice, a black weekly established in 1963. Courtesy Allen

and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.14    Allen Stucks pictured with civil rights
advocate the Rev. Jesse Jackson, president of the
Rainbow PUSH Coalition, circa 1980. Courtesy
Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.15    Allen Stucks interviews critically
acclaimed, the late Esther Rolle, made famous for
her role as Florida Evans on T.V. sitcom “Good
Times.” circa 1982. Courtesy Allen and Helen

Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.16    Stucks poses with Moses Freeman,
center, executive director of Jacksonville, Florida’s
Community Opportunity Program; and  Dick
Gregory, internationally famous activist/comedian,
circa 1968. Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks

Collection.

Figure 3.12    National civil rights leader, the late
Rev. C.K. Steele, pictured with his wife Lois, and
world-famous boxing champion and humanitarian
Muhammad Ali, circa 1979. Photo taken by Allen
Stucks. Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.13    Allen Stucks and Muhammad Ali,
who served as guest speaker for Men’s Day held at
St. Mary’s Primitive Baptist Church, located on
Call Street, where the Rev. R.N. Gooden, a well-
known civil rights advocate and protégé of the late
Rev. C.K. Steele, was pastor. Photo circa 1979.
Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.17    Stucks served as president of the
FAMU Boosters Club from 1978-1980. He is picture
here with Ohio State Coach Woody Hayes, legendary
Rattler Head Football coach Jake Gaither, Rattler
assistant coach Fred Goldsmith and Stucks circa
1979. Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.
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Figure 3.21    As president of the Florida Capital
Chapter for the Society of Government Meeting
Professionals, Stucks presented awards to Bond
Elementary School students: Bianca Shall, Shantel
Chaires and Keith Martin, circa 1998. Courtesy
Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.22    This January 18, 2000
Tallahassee Democrat front-page
article shows Stucks, center, among
several local dignitaries during the
2000 Martin Luther King Jr.
Freedom March. Also pictures are,
from left: Raheen Gooden, 13; his
father, civil rights leader, the late
Rev. R.N. Gooden; Charles Evans,
past president of the Tallahassee
NAACP; Anita Davis, former
NAAPC president; T.K Whetherell,
then president of Tallahassee
Community College, and Frederick
Humphries, then president of
Florida A&M University. Courtesy
Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.18    On October 7-8, 1999, Stucks was
presented the Big Bend’s “Minority Enterprise
Development Award.” Pictured from left: City
Manager Anita Favors, Stucks and Ben Harris.

Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.20    During his tenure as president of the
Frontiers Tallahassee Area Club, Stucks was a devout
volunteer at Bond Elementary School. He is pictured
here presenting seeds to Bond Children after he read
them “The Giving Tree,” circa 1998. Courtesy Allen

and Helen Stucks Collection.

Figure 3.19    Stucks with Stephen K. Beasley,
founding publisher of the Capital Outlook, circa
1995. Courtesy Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.
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First Lady and Madame Publisher: The Jeraldine Smith Years (1983-1991)

Jeraldine and Walter Smith purchased the Capital Outlook on December 30,

1983. Jeraldine Williams-Smith was executive editor, publisher and managed the day-to-

day operations of the newspaper. No newspapers printed during this era were available

because Williams-Smith moved back to Johannasburg, South Africa, during this study’s

research period, and was unable to assist in locating any. However, based on oral history

accounts from Williams-Smith and subscribers during her tenure as publisher, the Capital

Outlook, under her leadership, took on the characteristic of a Society-Page.

Williams-Smith, who worked as the social editor of the paper during the

Stuckses’ era, decided she wanted to expand the scope of the newspaper to reflect the

integrated dynamic of Leon County. During her eight years as publisher, Williams-Smith

used the newspaper to bridge the social gap between the black and white communities. In

the mid-80s, she even hired a white male as reporter: “I started working from moving it

from being considered black, just strictly Black Press…. I really wanted to integrate the

concept so that it would be a community paper, not just a black paper…. I had a broader

perspective than just a narrow parochial African-American perspective in journalism.”
1

Williams-Smith implemented her integration goal by making sure photographs

and news were racially inclusive. She used the coverage of social functions to highlight

positive race relations in the local community. Blacks and whites intermingled with each

other during Chamber of Commerce soirees, fraternity and sorority galas and political

functions.
2
 While the paper did grow, it faced criticism from subscribers who began to

view the Capital Outlook as a public relations tool used to promote society life and the

Smith family.
3
 During her tenure as publisher, Williams-Smith was married to Walter

Smith, a graduate of Florida A&M University who returned to his alma mater in 1977 to

serve as university president. He resigned in 1984.

Williams-Smith became interested in journalism at a young age. While in the

ninth grade, she worked at the Florida Sentinel Bulletin, a black-owned newspaper

                                                
1 Jeraldine Williams-Smith. Interview with the author. Tape recording. Tampa, Florida, 14 March 2003.
Richelt Oral History Program. Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
2 Williams-Smith, 2003.
3 Dorethea Mungen. Interview with the author. Tallahassee, Florida, 27 October 2002; Parker, Florida.
Interview with the author. Tallahassee, Florida, 2 November 2002.
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located in Tampa, Florida. The publisher, C. Blythe Andrews, III, was an important

influence in her decision to pursue an education in journalism. Williams-Smith graduated

with a degree in journalism and communications from the University of Florida in 1967.

She went on to work as a reporter for the St. Petersburg Times.
4
 In 1970, she earned an

MBA from Clark Atlanta University and a law degree from the Florida State University

College of Law in 1982. While publisher, Williams-Smith also practiced law with the

Florida Department of Insurance. She said it was a challenge trying to function as an

attorney, newspaper publisher, wife and mother of two: “Owning and publishing a

newspaper is more than having articles in it and making sure the pictures look good. You

have to make money. I had no experience in that at all. That was a learning experience

for me at a high learning curve. It was very expensive.”
5

Though challenging, Williams-Smith published the paper for nearly nine years.

She recalled the experience as both demanding and rewarding. She considered herself

respected among her colleagues, the majority of whom were men:

[The other women publishers] were there primarily because their husbands
had died, not because they bought the paper. They had a different level of
respect because the men respected their widowhood…. I had my goals set
and I was figuring out how I was going to reach those goals.… I was able
to get respect because [the men] saw me that way.

6

In the early 1990s, when the Smiths were preparing to move to Johannesburg, South

Africa, Williams-Smith decided to sell her businesses to accommodate the move. This

included the Capital Outlook. She approached Roosevelt Wilson, an academic colleague

in FAMU’s School of Journalism and Graphic Communications,
7
 about purchasing the

newspaper. He agreed. Today Williams-Smith moves between Tampa, Florida, and South

Africa. She and Walter Smith are divorced. Her views on the Black Press have changed

significantly. She has a new appreciation for the press’ role as advocate and its mission of

educating the black community about issues pertinent to its well-being:

I am glad I’m willing to change and expand my mind. I have observed
over these fifty-seven years a change in the needs of African-American

                                                
4 Williams-Smith, 2003.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7 In 2002, the school’s name was changed from School of Journalism and Graphic Arts, to School of
Journalism and Graphic Communication.
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people…. Black people will hear the news from [the Black Press] they
won’t hear from anywhere else. [The Black Press] has a tremendous
responsibility that has grown rather than diminished over the years. I saw
it as integration, the melting pot. But actually, we are more polarized than
we have been…. The Black Press has a responsibility much more than I
thought. But the need is there and I believe it’s being met and I’m just
really very proud of it.

8

Newspaper Analysis

No “Newspaper Analysis” of the Capital Outlook during the 1983-1991

ownership of Jeraldine Williams-Smith could be conducted because no issues or Capital

Outlook memorabilia printed during this era were available. However, oral histories of

subscribers and Williams-Smith indicate that at the least, through the newspaper’s focus

of interracial Tallahassee social life, the Capital Outlook reflected the principle of

“Character Development.” According to Williams-Smith, and subscribers Florida Parker

and Dorethea Mungen, Capital Outlook news coverage focused on the achievement,

promotion and distinction of African-Americans living in Tallahassee and the North

Florida region.

                                                
8 Williams-Smith, 2003.
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Figure 3.23    Attorney Jeraldine “Jerry” Williams-Smith, a graduate of Florida A&M University and fourth
owner/publisher of the Capital Outlook, is pictured, second from the left wearing a hat, at a FAMU football
game with the Honorable Carrie P. Meek, first from the left, also a FAMU alum. In 1983, Meek became
Florida’s first black woman Senator and in 1993 she was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives and
served in Congress until 2003. Also pictured to William-Smiths left are Barbara Newell, chancellor of State
University System, and Harry S. Blanton, executive vice president during the Walter Smith administration.
Photo courtesy the Allen and Helen Stucks Collection.
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Figure 4.1

Roosevelt Wilson

Figure 4.2

Cathy Wilson

CHAPTER 4

THE PROFESSOR AND THE PRESS: THE WILSON YEARS (1991-PRESENT)

The Capital Outlook experienced the most growth under

the ownership of Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson who purchased

the newspaper from Jeraldine Williams-Smith on March 19,

1991. The couple continues to own the newspaper today.

Roosevelt Wilson serves as publisher and president and Cathy

Wilson is vice president and general manager. The Wilson’s

revamped the newspaper’s image, solidified its mission and

developed it into a professionally competent newspaper. Florida

Parker, a Tallahassee native, long-time Capital Outlook

subscriber since 1976, and avid subscriber of multiple black

newspapers, has witnessed the evolution of the Tallahassee

weekly. “There is no comparison between what it is now and

what it was then. It went to a whole new level when the

Wilsons took it over. It is the best of the black papers I’ve

seen.”
1

Roosevelt Wilson was born July 25, 1940, in rural

Bunnell, Florida, to Zackie W. and Rosa Wilson. His mother, a

domestic worker, also worked in the fields. His father, who

owned a small café and auto mechanic and service station, was

foreman of a turpentine mill. “He was the smartest man I had

ever known, yet he had no formal education, but he had a brilliant mind. I know I got my

courage from him.”
2
 Roosevelt would later adapt his father’s business acumen. In 1946,

his family moved to Fitzgerald, Georgia, where he attended segregated Queensland

School, a kindergarten through 12
th

 grade institution. After he graduated from high

school in 1957, the family returned to Bunnell. Growing up, Roosevelt spent his school

                                                
1 Florida Parker, 2002.
2 Roosevelt Wilson. Interview with author. Tape recording. Tallahassee, Florida, 27
March 2003. Richelt Oral History Program. Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
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breaks in fields and packing housings, along side his parents and four siblings (including

a nephew who was raised along with him), helping the family earn money:

I dreaded my summers….Every summer when we were here in Florida,
we would have to go to the potato fields….It would be so hot until the
sand would burn your feet through your shoes….During the Christmas
break, and spring break, I had to go out and cut cabbage. And then it was
freezing….Then we went to Georgia and I had to pick cotton…. We
worked from sun up to sun down…. Everybody worked.

3

Though neither his mother nor father, who Wilson described as full of wisdom and

common sense, had any formal education, they valued education and encouraged any of

their children who wanted to pursue academic studies. “[My father] said if you want to go

to school, if Rose and I have to drink water and eat bread, you’ll go.”
4
 Wilson began his

academic pursuits in 1957 and dedicated most of his professional career to education.

From 1957 to 1958, he attended Savannah State University until he transferred to

Daytona Beach Community College where he graduated with an Associate of Arts degree

in business administration. Between 1961 and 1963, he attended Bethune-Cookman

College (B-CC) and earned a bachelor’s degree in English. He would later, in 1977, earn

a master’s degree in Mass Media Communication from Florida State University.
5

Roosevelt Wilson married the sweetheart of his youth, Cathy Cusack, on August

24, 1962. Raised on a Seminole reservation in Indiantown, Florida, located in Martin

County, Cathy was born to Georgia May (Wilson) Cusack and George Cusack, on March

19, 1942.
6
 Her maternal grandmother, “Tiny Dow,” was part Seminole and Crow.

7
 In

1946 her family moved to Trenton, New Jersey, where her father worked as a civilian for

the U.S. Army base at Fort Dix. When she was in the third grade, her parents divorced

and the father moved the family, consisting of eight children, back to Florida. Georgia

May raised four of the children, which included her three sons from a previous marriage

                                                
3 Roosevelt Wilson. Interview with author, 10 August 2004. Richelt Oral History Program. Tallahassee,
Florida.
4 Wilson, 2004.
5 Diploma. Personal collection of Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson, located at residence, Tallahassee, Florida,
cited hereafter as Wilson Personal Collection.
6 Cathy Wilson. Interview with the author. Tape recording. Tallahassee, Florida, 9 August 2004. Richelt
Oral History Program, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. Cathy Wilson was born Cahter
Wilson. Birth certificate. Wilson Personal collection. Tallahassee, Florida.
7 Cathy Wilson, 2004. Tiny Dow was later given the American name Hattie.
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and the youngest child from her marriage with George. George raised the four middle

children, which included Cathy. George remarried four years later to Mamie Booker of

Boyton Beach, Florida.

Growing up in rural South Florida, Cathy Wilson worked in the fields along side

her stepmother:

…We worked picking potatoes. We cut cabbage in December and January
when it was so cold you couldn’t even feel your fingers….Your clothes
would freeze on you. In the summer time, we cut okra … and that fuzz on
the okra stung, so in the hot sun you had to wear long sleeves and try to
cover yourself. And we broke corn.

8

But Cathy did not succumb to life as a migrant worker. She attended George Washington

Carver High School in Bunnell, Florida, where she graduated in 1959. She earned an

Associate of Arts degree from Volusia Community College in 1961. As a high school and

community college student, Cathy Wilson participated in the fight against segregation.

Inspired by the Tallahassee Bus Boycott led by FAMU students in 1958, she and a group

of seven friends attempted to integrate Moody’s Drug Store in Bunnell, when they

entered the store through the front door to buy ice-cream, a move that defied South

Florida’s Jim Crow policies. She was among dozens of student protestors, including those

from B-CC and Volusia County Community College, who were jailed for trying to

integrate Daytona’s beach. Cathy Wilson claimed: “… I didn’t think I was being treated

fairly, having to walk in the back door, spending the same amount of money to buy the

same thing that the people that walked in the front door (did)…. If I’m too black to come

into the front door, then my money is too green to spend at your store.”
9

Cathy and Roosevelt moved to Ocala, Florida, in 1963, shortly after he graduated

from B-CC. Cathy had given birth to their first child, Van Wilson, born May 10, 1963.

While in Ocala, Roosevelt Wilson held a full-time job as a high school English teacher at

Howard Academy from 1963-1969. He also opened a gas and service station.

Business came natural … because I saw my dad do it… I guess learning
from that, I used to shine shoes. I parched peanuts and sold them. When I
was in school in Georgia, I was taking vocational agriculture and one of

                                                
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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my projects was to buy baby chicks and raise them up for 6 weeks and sell
‘em.

10

Cathy Wilson, a devoted stay-at-home mom, took on small jobs including helping

manage her husband’s service station; coordinating weddings for Ocala’s Parks &

Recreation; and working as a maid in the home of the Ocala Star Banner owners, Loyal

and Evelyn Phillips.

With a wife and child at home, Wilson had to take on a second job to provide for

his family. Even with Cathy’s sacrifice and assistance, it was still difficult for Roosevelt

Wilson to make ends meet: “My nine-month salary was $4,050, and for a family of three,

our oldest, Van, was less than 5 months, I often ran out of money before I ran out of

month. Cathy decided to delay her college education a bit and get a job to help make ends

meet.”
11

 He asked Cathy to ask Loyal Phillips if there was any part-time work with his

newspaper. Though Wilson was interested in “something simple” like circulation,

because the Star Banner was an afternoon paper it conflicted with his teaching schedule.

When Phillips asked what type of position he was interested in, Roosevelt said he wanted

to write. According to Wilson, Phillips was enthusiastic, saying, “We really need a link

with the black community, and you can provide that for us.”
12

Wilson cut his journalism teeth at the Ocala Star Banner, where he started out as

a stringer, getting paid by the inch for each story, and worked his way up to staff writer.

His main beat was sports, covering the local black high school, junior college, FAMU

and B-CC, “but eventually I ended up covering FSU’s first victory ever over the Gators

in Gainesville.
13

 He became an integral part of the community. Wilson, who held the job

during the “turbulent” ‘60s, was the only black working in the news room. He recalled

that he was at the newspaper when Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated and during

the tension-filled period of desegregation in Florida. “But if anyone at the Star Banner

resented my being there, it never showed.… I can’t help but be grateful to Mr. Phillips …

                                                
10 Roosevelt Wilson, 2004.
11 Roosevelt Wilson, “A telephone call brings back memories,” Capital Outlook (December 15-21, 1994),
4.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
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who gave me a chance as a human being, but recognized that the diversity I brought was

good for the newspaper.”
14

During his time at the Star Banner, Phillips also gave Wilson the opportunity to

write columns during the highly sensitive period of desegregation in Marion County. “I

think the sense of fair play permeated the community and the Star Banner under Mr.

Phillips’ leadership had a lot to do with Ocala – while filled with tension – remaining

calm while other cities throughout the state and nation erupted in violence.
15

In 1969 Roosevelt Wilson was offered the job as FAMU’s sports information

director, so he moved the family, which now consisted of three children – Vaughn, born

in 1966 and Tiffany, in 1969 – to Tallahassee, where the family continues to live today.

He served as sports information officer until he was promoted to publications director in

1977 and athletic director in 1980.
16

 While director of university publications, Roosevelt

Wilson earned his masters from FSU. His thesis, titled, A Determination of the

Relationship Between Civil Rights Legislation and the Manner in which Blacks are

Portrayed in Six Florida Newspapers, examined the effect integration had on the

mainstream press’ portrayal of blacks in the media.
17

 Cathy Wilson, once their youngest

child was enrolled in kindergarten, returned to college and earned her bachelor’s in

sociology from FAMU in 1974 and her master’s in criminology in 1975. She worked as a

prison counselor, a job she called “rewarding,” for the Federal Correctional Institution

located in Tallahassee from 1974 to 1976 until she left to join the security team at

Gayfer’s Department Store, a position she held until 1991.
18

Roosevelt Wilson left the athletic director post after five years to teach journalism

in the university’s School of Journalism, Media & Graphic Arts. He started as an assistant

professor and was promoted to associate professor after three years. The decision to teach

journalism instead of English was Wilson’s. He believed the students could benefit from

his interesting mix of journalism experience.

                                                
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 Roosevelt Wilson, 2003.
17 Roosevelt Wilson. A determination of the relationship between civil rights legislation and the manner in

which Blacks are portrayed in six Florida newspapers. M.A. Thesis, Florida State University, 1977.
18 Cathy Wilson, 2004. Gayfers is now Dillard’s Department Store.
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I assessed the combination of my experience as a journalist, as a business
person, as a person who has practiced public information in terms of
getting information into the paper, a person who as the athletic director
was the subject of news stories and understood what it felt like to be mis-
quoted and to be quoted out of context. I decided rather than teach
English, I wanted to teach journalism … because I felt that I was one of
the few people who had that scope of experience on both sides when it
came to media.

19

Roosevelt Wilson’s experience with the Black Press came in 1989 when, while a

professor, he won a T. Thomas Fortune Fellowship. As a Fellow, Wilson spent ten weeks

at the Winston-Salem Chronicle, which had received the John B. Russwurm Award and

named “Newspaper of the Year” by the National Newspaper Publishers Association. The

Chronicle was the major black newspaper in North Carolina and was respected for its

quality journalism. Chronicle publisher Ernie Pitt opened the door for Wilson to learn

“everything there was to know” about running a newspaper. The experience was

rewarding for Wilson, who returned to the classroom a better journalism professor

because he had a better understanding of the practical aspects of newspaper publishing.
20

But Wilson also returned to Tallahassee with an interest in ownership. He did not

start a newspaper, however, because he did not want to create competition for the Capital

Outlook. Instead, he developed a relationship with the paper by submitting, for free, his

syndicated column titled “Against the Grain” which he started at the Winston-Salem

Chronicle. But the opportunity for ownership soon came. In 1991, Jeraldine Williams-

Smith, also a professor at FAMU, asked Wilson if he knew anyone who would be

interested in buying the Capital Outlook. He answered, “I am.” Wilson’s imagination

took off. He wanted to develop it into a newspaper of the caliber of the Chronicle and

envisioned the paper as a training ground – an extension of his classroom. In his first

editorial as publisher, he wrote:
21

The one question I have been asked most over the past six weeks is how
will I manage the dual responsibility of being publisher of this newspaper
and continue my duties as a faculty member at Florida A&M University. I
teach journalism. This is a newspaper…. I have a virtual gold mine of
resources here to help make me a better teacher. Also, I have something

                                                
19 Roosevelt Wilson, 2004.
20 Ibid.
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else – the opportunity to give some of our students supervised experience
on a daily basis.

22

Supportive of his dream, Cathy gave up her full-time job at Gayfers Department

Store where she worked for fifteen years and committed to helping her husband run the

Capital Outlook. She used her retirement funds to help purchase the newspaper.

When he asked about this paper it was something I definitely didn’t want
to do…. I don’t have a media bone in my body… But I told him to go
ahead because it was something he wanted to do. So at this point, his
dream became my dream … and I wanted to help him do what he wanted
to do.

23

With the new direction Roosevelt wanted to take the newspaper, and the small staff of

four, the newspaper’s transition into the Wilson era was not without struggle and

complication. It was obvious that off-site management was not going to work. “When

Roosevelt came home and said that he wanted to buy the newspaper … he immediately

told me, you don’t have to quit your job because the people that are working there will be

staying there.”
24

 But after the third week, they found out that was not going to be the

case.

Work was not being done …. Things were going awry. The invoicing and
all this other stuff had not been kept up with by the previous people, so
therefore, we were now being called… The paper was really in a mess. So
… he came home one day and he says one of us will have to quit our job
and go to the paper. So I’m saying, I know he’s not talking ‘bout me.

25

But she agreed and Cathy quit her job at Gayfers to be an on-site manager for the

newspaper during the day while her husband was on campus teaching a full course load.

“For the last six weeks at Gayfers, I split my time between the store and the newspaper. I

would leave at 1 o’clock and go to the newspaper and stay until Roosevelt got there in the

evenings.”
26

The work was tedious, labor intensive and the couple struggled financially for the

first four years. Roosevelt, who spent his nights writing and editing copy, initially paid
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the staff with the salary he earned from the university. Oftentimes, after putting the paper

to bed, sometimes at two in the morning, they drove the news pages to Bainbridge to be

printed and returned at six to pick them up.

… When (Roosevelt) first started having problems with his sight, he could
not drive at night … I started taking the paper up, laying in the back of the
van and sleeping until they finished it…That actually went on for about
three years (until) the business started picking up and we could afford to
have them delivered….

27

In addition to managing the employees, paying taxes and payroll, answering the phones,

cleaning the facility, and overseeing the day-to-day operations of the newspaper, Cathy

Wilson took on the added responsibility of helping care for her first grandchild, Olivia,

born in 1991 during their first year of Capital Outlook ownership. Over the course of

thirteen years, Cathy has helped raise their five grandchildren at the Capital Outlook. “I

get them up and potty trained … walking … and kind of feeding themselves. Then they

go to nursery school. But until that time, they stay with grandma.”
28

 Despite the logistical

and financial hardships, Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson endured until they got the

newspaper on steady footing and firmly rooted in the community.

Of all the Capital Outlook publishers, Roosevelt Wilson came into ownership

with the intended mission of making the newspaper reflect the founding ideals of

Freedom’s Journal.

It was during my time at the Winston-Salem Chronicle that I really learned
to appreciate Russwurm and Cornish. I never really had studied them and
it’s interesting because I had no real idea that I would be officially
involved with the Black Press beyond that fellowship. But it became
addictive. I couldn’t let it go. I developed a passion for it that I didn’t
know I had.

29

Wilson defined the newspaper’s mission as “to educate, entertain, advocate, and when

necessary agitate to advance the cause of our people and humanity in general.” To

emphasize the paper’s community-centered focus, he instituted the slogan, “The Capital

Outlook: Your Community Newspaper,” and used the motto: “Targeted for the black
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community but written for the entire community.”  Using industry standards and the

Associated Press Style, Wilson insisted the newspaper adhere to sound journalistic

principles, and present quality coverage of issues-oriented news.

Some of the black newspapers are trying to exist simply from the fact that
they existed, as opposed to actually getting out, covering the news, and
dealing with the issues. I think …the reason we’re still around … is
because we deal with issues and we have real news in the paper … I think
that’s critical. You can’t just exist simply because you are a newspaper
and ask people to support the black press…. That’s not going to work.

30

He reorganized the newspaper and created clearly identifiable specialty pages. He

reserved the front page for in-depth coverage of the latest news about politics, race,

economics, education and justice, and their impact on the black population. Whatever the

story, Wilson said it was imperative to present the news from the black perspective.

It is our strong belief that the public is best served when it has the same
information presented from both perspectives. Before the Black Press, we
didn’t have that counter perspective. It was never given and I think that
has led to a lot of the stereotypes that exist today because we only got one
side….That’s why I think the Black Press is so important today.

31

He also designed the front page to include a “News Digest” that featured national and

international briefs focusing mainly on events occurring in or impacting the African

continent or other nations of color.
32

Ever the educator, other front page components include brief educational features

such as “Word to the Wise,” which distinguishes between often misused words; “This

Week’s Quote,” which presents thought-provoking quotes from well-recognized or

historical figures; and “This Week in Black History,” a seven-day calendar strip printed

across the top of the front page. It provides facts related to black history on the day of the

week in which it occurred:

We believe everyday is black history day, every week is black history
week, every month is black history month, every year is black history
year…. Every single day of the year, something significant in black
history has happened….In (printing the calendar) we don’t have to wait
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until February to try and talk about what happened in black history. We do
it year round.

33

Wilson added History, Religion, Health and Sports pages and upgraded the already

existing Social Page. Meeting the objective to encourage education and development

among area youth, Wilson implemented a Youth Focus Page. The new feature first

appeared on page eleven in the June 22-28, 1995 edition. Shenee’ LeShaun Johnson, a

native of Tallahassee and, sophomore majoring in newspaper journalism at FAMU,

served as the youth editor. The lead columnist was nine-year-old Jabari Ritchie, a fifth

grader at Gilchrist Elementary School, who had been writing a weekly youth column

titled “Kidding Around,” for the newspaper since 1993.
34

 Youth response was so

favorable, the section was expanded to two pages in the July 27-August 2, 1995 issue.
35

Within two years, advertising increased, feature pages were expanded to a two-

page layout, and the paper grew from six to twelve pages. To facilitate its growth, the

Capital Outlook relocated to a larger office at 602 North Adams Street, one block South

of the Governor’s Mansion and located on the edge of Frenchtown, a historic black

Tallahassee neighborhood. In 1993, the Wilsons hired their first full-time reporter,

Glyndell Presley, a graduate of FAMU’s School of Journalism. Wilson’s eldest son, Van

Wilson, became the paper’s advertising director.
36

 By 2000, the Capital Outlook grew to

a staff of eight that included: the publisher, general manager, one senior reporter, an

associate reporter, receptionist, advertising director, graphic artist and circulation

manager. Each of the Wilsons’ children held a position at the newspaper. Vaughn became

the advertising director and their daughter Tiffany oversaw invoicing. Van returned in

2002 to oversee the Internet version of the newspaper. Two part-time reporters were

added in 2003. Each employee, however, wears several hats with all fielding phone calls,

gathering news, some writing articles and doubling as photographers. Student interns

make up a large portion of part-time staff and contribute to writing, proof reading and
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office management.
37

 Community members also contribute to the newspaper by

submitting columns, articles and photographs of community events. For example,

Beasley maintains a relationship with the Capital Outlook by referring advertising and

sharing photos with the newspaper at no cost. The founder speaks highly of the

newspaper’s present efforts saying:

I think it is one of the top papers I’ve seen in the country…. I think it has a
lot of integrity.… Editorial wise, it’s probably one of the better black
papers in the country. It’s really above reproach in terms of
integrity….And I’m glad [Roosevelt Wilson] thought enough of me
creating an idea to put my name in it (newspaper credits) every week. It
doesn’t pay any money but it is really heart-warming.

 38

News Coverage

Under Roosevelt Wilson’s leadership, the Capital Outlook evolved into a social

activist, community representative and well-respected institution lauded for its integrity.

Subscriber Ronald Joe, a retired colonel of the U.S. Army characterized the newspaper:

“The Capital Outlook is a tremendous service for us to have here in the Tallahassee

community. Without it, there would be a void in our literacy and our knowledge about

key issues that affect African Americans nationally, statewide and locally.”
39

 The Capital

Outlook has become known for its up-front position and straightforward approach toward

tackling race matters and issues of concern to the black community. Wilson, too, used

striking, bold headlines, reminiscent of the technique applied by William Randolph

Hearst, Joseph Pulitzer and Robert Abbott, to capture the reader’s attention and sum up

an issue in just a few words.

“Stop the Madness” was the July 2-8, 1992 headline of an article regarding

Tallahassee ministers who claimed race continued to be a factor in Tallahassee and Leon

County when the victim is black, regardless of the color of the assailant. The Ministers

Coalition for a Better Community called for an investigation into the handling of two

cases in which two black men, Eugene Franklin and Fred Bates, were murdered and

neither of the assailants, one black, one white, spent a night in jail. The then Rev. A.J.
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Richardson, pastor of Bethel AME Church and president of the coalition, as well as the

late Rev. R.N. Gooden, civil rights activist and pastor of St. Mary’s Primitive Baptist

Church (located on McComb Street), were among the protesting clergy. Richardson was

quoted saying: “Black life is still cheap, whether the assailant is white or black. While for

the most part we have enjoyed good relations with the heads of law enforcement

agencies, we do level this complaint at their doorstep.”
40

“Bush vs. Blacks,” was a headline regarding Florida Gov. Jeb Bush’s 1999

executive order that abolished affirmative action in university admissions and public

contracting.
41

 Perhaps no other black newspaper was more critical and consistent in its

coverage of Bush’s decision. Each week, for nearly a solid year, the Capital Outlook

published articles concerning One Florida and its impact on black Floridians. Although

the newspaper opposed the executive decision, Wilson said it tried to maintain fairness by

objectively presenting both sides of the story.
42

 The Outlook included comments from

One Florida proponents within its news articles, and did not exclude editorials from One

Florida supporters in its Opinion Section. For example, the newspaper published an

editorial from then FSU President Sandy D’Alemberte who supported the initiative.
43

 In

the December 2-8, 1999, op-ed, D’Alemberte explained that FSU had implemented race-

neutral admissions policies in 1990 and developed extensive minority-student

recruitment, admissions and retention programs to increase minority enrollment at the

predominantly white institution:

Our experience has shown us that the elimination of race as one of a
number of factors considered in the decisions to admit students to our
undergraduate programs will not reduce our minority student enrollment.
In fact, our robust effort to recruit and retain minority students has led to
growth in minority enrollment every year over the past 10 years. In 1990,
minority enrollment stood at 12.6 percent, and today its stands at 22.4
percent of FSU’s student populations.

44
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The Capital Outlook also published an editorial response from Gov. Bush, who

championed the progress of One Florida after a year in existence. In the August 2-8,

2001, editorial titled, “The facts speak to the people: One Florida is a success,” Bush

claimed minority enrollment in the state’s eleven universities increased because of One

Florida:

One cannot credibly dispute the bottom line: we have switched to race-
neutral admissions without adversely affecting diversity. In fact, we have
made the switch while increasing the number of minority students in our
state universities. Coupled with the improvements in low-performing
schools bought about by my A+ plan and the dedication of parents and
teachers statewide, the future of Florida’s minority students has never
been brighter.

45

Bush said minority undergraduate enrollment increased by 577 students from 2001 over

fall 2000 – before One Florida. Citing SUS Office of Planning, Budgeting and Policy

Analysis, the Governor’s Office said that 12,038 black, Hispanic, Asian and Native

American students were admitted in the SUS in 2001 compared to 11,461 in 2000.

However, using Bush’s numbers, an Outlook analysis said minority enrollment was the

smallest after One Florida. The article showed that based on the SUS report, from 1997 to

1998, SUS minority enrollment increased by 877; from 1998-1999 by 1,140; form 1999-

2000, by 852 and from 2000-2001, the year of One Florida, by 577. If the 127 additional

enrolled at FAMU (an HBCU) was subtracted, the figure was reduced to 450.
46
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While One Florida had a statewide impact, the Capital Outlook has been as stern

concerning local political decisions. In an article titled “All White Again,” the newspaper

articulated community concerns with a Tallahassee City Commission move that returned

the board to an all-white governing body. The front page news story contended the five-

member city commission’s May 8, 2002 decision not to appoint a black candidate to fill

the commission seat left vacant by the death of Commissioner Charles Billings, set

Tallahassee back thirty-one years in race relations. Instead, the commission appointed

Allan Katz, a local attorney who is white. It had been thirty-one years since an all white

city commission had governed Tallahassee.
47

The Capital Outlook which had endorsed all five city commissioners, called the

decision “insensitive.” “It would have been wrong if all five commissioners were

black,”
48

 Wilson said. Only one commissioner, John Paul Bailey, the board’s only

conservative, objected to the decision. Wilson, in an editorial, explained the quarrel was

not with whom the commission chose to complete Billings’ term, but with who was not

selected – another qualified black candidate. The editorial criticized the board for having

a lack of community awareness, racial sensitivity and appreciation for diversity. The

newspaper’s editorial read:

Regardless of how brilliant they are, if one of the white people on that
commission was replaced by a black person of equal or greater brilliance,
the commission and people of Tallahassee would be better served. To
think otherwise would be arrogant and presumptive – and bordering on
white supremacist reasoning.

49

While the Capital Outlook prides itself on news coverage and its relationship with

the community, it has received its share of criticism under Wilson’s ownership. The

paper has been charged with being elitist, too critical, too consumed with issues of race

and focusing too much on Florida A&M University. While former owners Allen and

Helen Stucks agree that the Capital Outlook has evolved into a respected community

institution, they say the paper “has lost some of its oomph” and edge since their

ownership era. Allen Stucks said:
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The newspaper that we had during that time … there was a need to bring
North Florida the truth….because we were trying to move ahead as black
society to know our status and our place and realize that we had power,
buying power, and saying power.... The newspaper now, …it’s not hard
hitting … it ain’t challenging nobody. Their biggest threat on a weekly
basis is ‘bout FAMU.

50

Helen Stucks maintains that the Capital Outlook has become a newspaper that caters to

Tallahassee’s middle class:

If you aren’t in society, quote, unquote, in Tallahassee, you don’t get in
the Capital Outlook… There was a mailman and he was retiring and his
wife sent an article and a picture and we put it in the paper. That kind of
stuff will not get in the paper. You have to be a sorority or fraternity, big
club, national club, before you really get into the Outlook, or you have to
be a member of those things and know somebody that will get your
information on the social page.

51

Allen Stucks agreed: “We gave everybody something, whether you was poor, rich,

middle class, low income … everybody had the need to go see the Capital Outlook cause

it had a piece in there to fit everybody….It got away from that. Its become a very

intellectual newspaper now…”
52

 Despite their criticism of the newspaper, the Stuckses

laud the present Capital Outlook owners for their diligence with managing the challenges

that come with operating a black-owned newspaper.

While Wilson offered no excuse, he said the criticism that the newspaper caters to

middle-class Tallahassee stems mostly from its Social Page’s coverage of fraternities,

sororities and other professional and social clubs. Wilson said having only one person

covering Tallahassee’s social events makes it difficult:

A lot of the stuff we get from fraternities and sororities is brought to us.
And its hard a lot of times for us to find out what’s happening elsewhere
in the community. You’re dealing with people who recognize the paper
and who want to get their pictures in the paper, and they’ll make sure we
get the information…So, that’s a weakness and until we can grow so that I
can assign somebody to that, we will continue to get that criticism and I’m
not saying it’s not justified.

53
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However, Wilson makes no apologies for his constant coverage of FAMU, which he

called the “jewel of this community” and the state:

FAMU is that important…But the reason FAMU needs so much
coverage, whether it’s good or bad, it that FAMU’s existence is always
hanging in the balance…The other thing too is, we are not going to look
the other way if somebody does something wrong… We cannot pretend
that everything is ok. We have to hold ourselves accountable just like we
hold other people accountable.

54

As part of its community service, Wilson established a Capital Outlook editorial

board, responsible for interviewing political candidates and making endorsements. It also

began monitoring the hiring practices of state agencies regarding their employment of

African Americans in decision-making positions. They reported their finding in an annual

Diversity Report Card, first created by two community watchdog organizations, the

Tallahassee chapters of the National Political Congress of Black Women (NPCBW), and

the African-American Political Action Network (APAN). Under the leadership of the

Gwen Humphrey, who died in 1993, the groups graded Florida’s state agencies based on

the hiring of qualified minority employees in upper-management positions. Their first

Report Card was published in the March 16, 1993, issue of the Capital Outlook. The

newspaper adopted the Report Card system, and continues to grade each agency based on

their hiring during the state’s fiscal year, between July 1 and June 30 of each year.

The diversity analysis uses employment figures supplied by the Florida

Department of Management Services to compare the number of blacks employed in

Select-Exempt and Senior Management positions with the number of African Americans

in Florida’s population. The population was used as the equity number based on Florida

Gov. Lawton Chiles’ public commitment that he wanted his administration to mirror the

state population in terms of diversity. In their first report card, NPCBW and APAN gave

F’s to the Governor’s office, five of six Cabinet agencies and seventeen of twenty-one

executive departments. The Outlook published a response from Governor Chiles titled,

“We’re proud of the strides we’ve made,” in which the governor defended his diversity

efforts:
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From the outset of my administration, I have worked consistently to
increase the involvement of all minorities at every level of government.
This not only means hiring more qualified minorities throughout state
government but also expanding the state’s purchasing contracts with
minority-owned businesses and appointing more minorities to judgeships
and various boards and commissions around Florida.

55

By 1995, the third year of the Report Card, the state was making strides in

remaining true to diversity. The Governor’s Office improved its efforts and earned an A

in diversity with black employees filling seven of the office’s 55 black SM-SES

positions. With blacks representing 12.7 percent of upper-management, the Governor’s

Office earned a 93-A.
56

 While no statistical data exist to suggest that the Outlook’s report

card was the impetus for changes, it is clear that the publicity concerning state diversity

was taken seriously by agency heads. Ron Sachs, Chiles’ communication director, told

the Outlook:

While the governor is delighted about the improvement, he remains
actively committed to making state government reflective of the
population. Since the last report card, the governor’s office has improved
from having only five blacks in SES-SMS positions to having seven.

57

Against the Grain

Another key feature of the Capital Outlook under Wilson’s administration has

been the paper’s editorial pages. Wilson dedicated two pages for the Opinion Section to

provide a forum for Tallahassee residents, particular members of the black community, to

be able to express their ideas without worrying about being edited.
58

 “We don’t refuse to

print columns just because we don’t like what they say…. Our position is not to edit

opinions, but to publish them…Our pages are a public forum…. Anybody can submit

what it is that they want to say, even if it’s critical of us.”
59

Wilson’s opinion column, “Against the Grain,” is considered by readers to be the

most popular feature of the newspaper. Located on the first page of the Opinion Section,

“Against the Grain,” has developed a “telling-it-like-it-is” reputation when confronting
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issues.
60

 While his column focuses mostly on race, Wilson discusses an array of current

event from politics and war, to leadership, education and community development. His

writing is considered provocative, insightful and fearless. State Sen. Tony Hill, a long-

time subscriber to the Capital Outlook said of Wilson’s editorials: “[Wilson] gives us

survival information…His analysis are so thorough and so profound.… whether it be

about the Iraq war, social security in terms of privatization, education, healthcare, those

issues are the issues that people are trying to get their hands around.”
61

Wilson began writing “Against the Grain” during his time at the Winston-Salem

Chronicle. After leaving the Chronicle, he syndicated his column and shared it with other

black newspapers, including the Outlook when Jeraldine Smith was publisher.
62

 Through

his weekly column, he champions justice, informs readers about issues affecting their

well-being, and confronts race matters. Often, headlines alone such as “One can be pro-

black without being anti-white,” concisely articulated the editorial message for the

reader.
63

 Another example includes, “Colorblindness is an affliction, not a goal,”

published September 22-28, 1994, in which Wilson urged both black and white

individuals to embrace differences and diversity:

…Proponents of the colorblind principle often are unaware that what they
propose smacks of the essence of racism…. In our zeal to prove we are not
racist, we should think before we utter the familiar “I don’t see color when
I deal with someone…. Instead of being colorblind, we should be color
conscious and seek people of different colors, backgrounds and heritages
to learn from them, and take advantage of their uniqueness to enrich our
lives….

64

In 1992, Lou Heldman, then managing editor of the Tallahassee Democrat,

wanted the daily’s editorial pages to be broader in scope and represent more community

voices. Heldman, who served on the advisory committee for FAMU’s School of

Journalism, and helped facilitate the Democrat/FAMU internship program, asked Wilson

to be a weekly columnist for the Democrat. He said Wilson’s insight and historical

knowledge of local politics, sports, FAMU and Tallahassee’s African-American
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community were valuable assets to the Tallahassee Democrat’s editorial pages. Heldman

believed Wilson represented an important point of view that might not otherwise be

represented in the Democrat or as strongly expressed:

I thought it would be good for the Democrat’s readers because it might
challenge some of their notions. One of the things I’ve always appreciated
about … Wilson is he’s fearless in his opinions. He writes extremely well.
His thoughts are very sharply etched and I knew that he’d make some
people mad, but I thought in some cases it’d bring more credibility to the
Democrat and in some cases it would do what a newspaper should do,
which is challenge people’s comfortable beliefs.

65

“Against the Grain,” was published every Thursday in the Capital Outlook and

Saturdays in the Tallahassee Democrat.  Heldman, who holds the Black Press in high

regard, felt publishing Wilson’s column in the Democrat would bring more exposure to

the Capital Outlook newspaper. “I also thought it would call attention to the Capital

Outlook, because you know my own experience working for an African-American

weekly is that it exist below the surface of the consciousness of the majority

community.”
66

 During his freshman and sophomore years at Ohio State University (1968-

69), Heldman, who is white, worked for the Call & Post, a black-owned weekly that

publishes in three Ohio cities: Cleveland, Cincinnati and Columbus. His experience at the

Columbus Call & Post made him comfortable as a journalist and publisher when dealing

with diverse populations and environments. Heldman, who came to Tallahassee after six

years as managing editor of the Miami Herald, was also instrumental in creating El

Nuevo Herald, the Spanish-language version of the South Florida newspaper:
67

I thought that a newspaper, its first role, is to be a community connector.
That means all of the different segments of the community should see
themselves reflected in the pages of the newspaper and should also be able
to learn about the segments of the community that the reader is not
naturally a part of.

68

During its run in the Democrat, Heldman said Wilson’s column drew controversy

and incited angry phone calls and letters to the editor. But Heldman, with the support of
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then publisher Carol Dadisman, refused to pull the column.
69

 Dadisman, who wanted the

editorial pages to be a “market place for ideas,” said:

…We thought that he spoke responsibly, and although we might not
always agree with him, I thought that he had a good rationale for his views
and they certainly were not irresponsible. They were provocative and
that’s one of the roles of an editorial page, is to make people think…He
represented viewpoints our readers generally needed to hear about.

70

“Against the Grain” was printed in the Democrat until 1997, when Michael Pate became

the new publisher of the Tallahassee daily. Wilson said many of his topics “bothered” the

new publisher:

They wanted to try to basically have an agreement where they would run
the columns that they would chose to run instead of running every one that
I wrote. And I would not go for that. I just said lets just drop it altogether
from the Democrat because what they’d do is …run columns when the
columns agreed with the Democrat philosophy, but anything … critical,
particularly critical of the system, they tend to shy away from, and many
of my columns were critical of the system.

71

Heldman, who has worked 33 years for newspapers that are part of the Knight

Ridder Corporation, left the Tallahassee Democrat in 1996 and now serves as publisher

of the Wichita Eagle, in Kansas. Dadisman, whose journalism career spanned forty-one

years, retired from the Democrat in 1997 after seventeen years as president and

publisher.
72

 “Against the Grain,” also became a local, weekly AM talk show on WNLS

1270. In 1993, WNLS program director Ronald Ebben and producer Gary Karasick asked

Wilson to host the show after having him on as a guest.  Wilson hosted the call-in-show

until 1998 when WNLS changed its format to all-sports. WHVT 105.7 F.M., where

Wilson’s eldest son Van was part owner, aired the show between 1998 and 2002, until

“Against the Grain” was picked up by WTAL, AM 1410.

While “Against the Grain,” often criticized the establishment regarding issues of

race, black America was not exempt from the scope of the column’s criticism. Wilson

said:
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I named it “Against the Grain” because I figured it would rub even some
black people the wrong way. But I felt like I needed to say it. It wasn’t
going to be a feel good type column. I was going to tell the truth as I saw
it, and at … many times it was going against the thinking and wishes of a
lot of the people who would be reading it.

73

In a December 10-16, 1992, column, “Egos, personal agendas stymie progress,” Wilson

admonished blacks who allowed egos to dilute “the effectiveness of the fight for freedom

and equality of blacks:”

We place racism at the top of our list of evils to destroy, yet, within our
community we have factions that are jockeying for power and prestige and
in so doing seriously hamper the black community’s efforts in its fight
against racism. …Some … condemn the effort simply because it is not the
way we would do it, and we question both the authority and audacity of
those who have the courage to try to make a difference…. Some of us
attribute this factionalism to the white man’s “divide and conquer” tactic.
But the sad truth is we can’t blame anyone but ourselves for our lack of
unity….

74

In “Some blacks best perpetrators of racism,” printed in the May 6-12, 1993, issue,

Wilson asked black readers to explore their role in perpetuating racism. He wrote:

“…Blacks love to point fingers a[t] whites as the perpetrators of racism, but once in a

while we need to look in the mirror. Low self-esteem or the lack of it altogether by blacks

could be just as racist and more damaging to the black psyche than anything done by

whites.”
75

A final example includes an August 3-9, 1995, “Against the Grain,” when Wilson

condemned black lawmakers who would not respond to media inquires during the

Outlook’s efforts to produce a series on the impact the Supreme Court’s June 29, 1995,

Miller v. Johnson decision, would have on Florida. The ruling prohibited race-based

congressional districts. Wilson indicated that inaccessibility had been a problem with

many of Florida’s black state legislators. However, he appeared to have had enough and

became vocal when his journalism students, assigned to interview their respective

Congressional legislators on the matter, became frustrated and disappointed when trying
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to obtain information from Black Caucus members.
76

 He wrote: “Too many members of

the Florida Black Caucus have become so important that sometimes arrogance or even

rudeness emanates from some of their aides or others in the office…. The same member

finds time to seek us out when they have a cause they wish to advance.”
77

Wilson was clear to exclude U.S. Representatives Carrie Meek of Miami, and

Corrine Brown of Florida and Cynthia McKinney and Sanford Bishop, both of Georgia,

from criticism, and thanked them for their cooperation. However, he specifically rebuked

Democratic Congressmen Alcee Hastings of Miami and Julian Dixon of California. “We

were surprised to be treated with suspicion, stonewalled or in the case of [Hastings] just

plain insulted.”
78

Wilson also challenged and educated readers through the “Viewpoint,” which

represented the Capital Outlook’s editorial position, also written by Wilson. His ability to

clearly and bluntly articulate the issues and concerns of the day led to Wilson becoming a

valued and respected voice in the Tallahassee community. When Frank Brogan, former

Florida Lieutenant Governor, was Education Commissioner, he wrote to Wilson

regarding a December 1995 column the publisher had written calling for competency test

for Florida’s teachers. Brogan wrote:

I read with great interest your December 10 column.… It is reassuring that
you, as an educator and a leader in business and in our community, realize
that our current system of education is failing to prepare many of our
students.…I enjoy your publication and appreciate your insightful
columns. I look forward to an opportunity to discuss these issues with you
personally.

79

Many state and local leaders often sought off-the record advice from Wilson in

order to help them gain perspective in their decision-making. Among the many leaders

who developed professional relationships with Wilson and the Capital Outlook are:

former State Representative Marjorie Turnbull; State Senator Tony Hill; the Rev. R.B.

Holmes; and Bill Montford, superintendent of Leon County Schools. State leaders

including U.S. Representative Kendrick Meek, U.S. Senator Bill Nelson and former
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Florida governor and U.S. Senator, Bob Graham, who have gone on to hold national

leadership positions, continue to use the Capital Outlook as a resource for keeping

abreast of state politics, particularly issues affecting their respective districts. Meek,

elected to the Florida House in 1994, Florida Senate in 1998 and U.S. Congress in 2002,

called the Outlook one of Florida’s most respected newspapers: “Even today I read the

Capital Outlook … because it gives me a good idea of what’s happening in the state of

Florida. It’s not just a regional Tallahassee newspaper. It’s a publication that’s talking not

only to people of color, but to people of good will.”
80

While in Florida, Meek says he used the Capital Outlook to help shape his

decision-making as a state a leader. The Congressman called the Capital Outlook one of

Florida’s premier newspapers as it relates to coverage of state and national government:

It’s a very substantive paper, and has very thought provoking editorials
that help shape and help direct … the minds of policy makers that are
reading the Capital Outlook in the Capital City. Their opinion pages of the
Capital Outlook and the kind of reporting that the Capital Outlook is
doing goes far beyond wedding announcements and death announcements
of what’s happening in the community. Not saying they’re not important.
I’m just saying there’s more to journalism than just advertisements and
feel good stories about somebody’s birthday.

81

As Florida’s Treasurer, Insurance Commissioner and Fire Marshal between 1995

and 2000, Bill Nelson and his staff monitored news items from Capital Outlook related to

issues regulated by the department, as well as general political stories. Elected to the U.S.

Senate in 2000, Nelson said he continues his office’s subscription to the newspaper:

Capital Outlook, like many smaller papers in Florida, provides a useful
service to the community by providing its readers with news and
perspectives that truly affects its audience.  Large papers oft times are
unable to provide the kind of coverage Capital Outlook does on issues of
importance to the African-American community.

82

Nelson said during his tenure as Insurance Commissioner, he often sought

Wilson’s input on issues concerning minority employment in the Insurance Department
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and other state agencies. He kept close watch on the Capital Outlook’s annual minority

hiring Report Card. Nelson also submitted consumer service columns to the newspaper as

part of his effort to increase minority populations’ awareness of the Department’s

protective services. In 1999, the Capital Outlook began publishing a series of articles

tracking Nelson’s successful effort of stopping a decades-long practice by burial insurers

of charging African-Americans more in premiums for their policies than white

consumers.
83

During her six-year tenure as a lawmaker in the Florida House of Representatives,

Marjorie Turnbull maintained a close relationship with the Capital Outlook. Turnbull,

who was elected to Leon-County’s At-Large County Commission seat in 1988, became a

Capital Outlook reader in 1994 when she was elected to the state Legislature. Impressed

with Wilson’s scope of knowledge and editorial expression, she extended an invitation to

Wilson for lunch to introduce herself and to hear his thoughts on political issues affecting

the community. The luncheon became an annual tradition between the lawmaker and the

publisher. Turnbull claimed that:

When you’re running for public office, one of the things you do is look for
people of influence in the community, people who are going to help get
your message out and obviously, the Outlook was an important vehicle for
this…. I just realized this was a resource that would be very important if I
wanted to get information out to constituents or if I wanted to learn what
constituents were thinking about.

84

Turnbull deemed Wilson’s columns valuable because they pinpointed issues that

were of great importance. The news articles were filled with information she said she

could not have gotten from another source. The social aspect of the newspaper helped

Turnbull in learning the names of people and organizations pertinent to the Tallahassee

community. Further, the Capital Outlook tended to cover FAMU more closely than the

Tallahassee Democrat. Although the university was not in Turnbull’s legislative district,

she developed a relationship with FAMU during her six years as a Leon County
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commissioner when the institution was a part of her At-Large district.
85

 Turnbull called

Wilson “an honest man:”

When I say he was an honest man, he never hesitated. He never cloaked
anything he said. He was just very straightforward. But he was just a kind
man, so gracious, that I just really felt he was a friend. And of course
that’s a dangerous thing for a politician to feel like a member of the press
is a friend. They have to do their job obviously and I knew that being an
honest person, if he ever disagreed with me, he would say that and that
was to be expected. I just respected him enormously.

86

At the end of her first legislative term in 1998, Turnbull and Wilson did disagree

concerning Florida Democrats’ ouster of Rep. Willie Logan (D-Opa Locka) as Speaker of

the House. Turnbull was among several white Democrats who voted to remove Logan,

who was the state’s first black legislator to be named Speaker-designate, and replace him

with Fort Lauderdale Rep. Ann Mackenzie, who is white. According to a Capital Outlook

January 15-21, 1998, article titled, “Ousted: White Democrats stir up racial storm by

unseating Florida’s first black House speaker-designate,” many House Democrats said

Logan lacked leadership skills, was too liberal and was not raising enough funds for the

party.
87

 Turnbull, who supported Logan when he won the designation in 1997, said she

voted against Logan because he had reneged his support on several issues that would

protect middle-management state workers from privatization and prevent harm to FAMU.

Concerned that her actions would be misunderstood by the African-American

community, Turnbull met with Wilson to explain her position:
88

…I knew some things that had gone on behind the scenes that were
harmful to people in this area and to FAMU. It was the sort of thing you
couldn’t be terribly public about, and I knew my vote would be
misunderstood, so I called Mr. Wilson. He was very upset … but I think
we both came to an understanding of each other’s positions and it in no
way damaged our ability to get together and have frank conversations in
the future.

89
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In his column “Logan ouster a mistake by Democrats,” Wilson wrote that the Democrats

lacked poise and racial sensitivity in their decision to unseat Logan and explained that

“perception is reality for the perceiver.”
90

 Turnbull served in the Florida House until

2000. She is currently executive director of the Tallahassee Community College

Foundation, the private fund raising arm of the college.
91

The Rev. R.B. Holmes, a prominent Tallahassee leader, has also maintained a

professional relationship with the Capital Outlook and often seeks Wilson’s input and

counsel on issues, particularly those related to Holmes’ role as member of the FAMU

Board of Trustees:

If any time I’m struggling with an issue, or want to get a fresh insight on
something, no doubt about it, I will call him, not as a publisher. I will call
him as a friend, as a historian, as a person who understands our culture,
who understands politics in and out, who has a comprehensive Outlook on
how things ought to be from his perspective.

92

While Holmes, pastor of Bethel Missionary Baptist Church, one of Tallahassee’s largest

and oldest historically black churches, and Wilson consider each other friends, Holmes

has not escaped criticism from the publisher. Wilson was editorially critical of Holmes’

support of Jeb Bush’s 2000 campaign for Florida governor. However, despite his

criticism, Holmes said Wilson is fair and his candor lends to his credibility as a “man

with no hidden agenda:”

As a publisher/editor, you have to be objective, even when your friends
have crossed the line…He was critical, but never condescending…. I
know that even when I disagree with some of his editorials or his
viewpoint, I know [the editorial] is not malicious, it’s not vindictive, it’s
not vicious. It is what he feels is right for this community. We have
learned how to disagree with out being disagreeable.…

93

Holmes has worked with the Capital Outlook during three periods of its

ownership. He said under Wilson’s ownership, the newspaper has helped shape the

thought patterns of the black community politically, economically and educationally:

“Capital Outlook really speaks clearly and sometimes very prophetically and
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courageously to the issues and concerns in the black community. So that paper under Mr.

Wilson has become really the conscience of the black community and a voice for creative

change and has been a change agent.”
94

 In 2000 Gov. Jeb Bush appointed Holmes an

inaugural member of the FAMU Board of Trustees. Holmes says Capital Outlook articles

and Wilson’s editorials helped influence his thinking regarding decision-making as it

relates to the university.

The Capital Outlook maintained consistent coverage of FAMU during its unstable

transition stemming from the implementation of the new State University System

governing structure and the resignation of long-time FAMU president Frederick

Humphries, who, after 16 years, stepped down as head of the university in 2000. Holmes

said Capital Outlook coverage helped his decision-making surrounding the search and

hiring of Fred Gainous; policy measures concerning a TCC-Agreement, the university’s

efforts to move its football team to Division I-A; and the decision to terminate Gainous

after four years as FAMU’s ninth president.

I think by the publisher being very familiar with HBCUs, the Capital

Outlook has really courageously challenged trustees and administration at
FAMU to really put FAMU above egos and individualities and
personalities…. His writings, I read consistently as I read other things, and
it helps me to shape public policy…

95

In 2002, university administration began a push to move FAMU’s football

program to Division I-A. In its watchdog role, the Capital Outlook published dozens of

articles concerning each decision surrounding the proposal.
96

 Wilson, in his editorial

titled, “Gainous should pull plug on I-A football mistake,” said the move would

jeopardize the athletic program because FAMU was not financially equipped nor

possessed the administrative or physical infrastructure to facilitate the move.
97

 He called

for trustees to rescind their “hasty” vote and conduct a feasibility study. Using Capital
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Outlook coverage to conduct further research, Holmes, who initially supported the

measure, later led the motion to cease until a more concrete and more efficient plan was

developed. He said:

Mr. Wilson was very helpful in looking at the pros and cons of that. And
he was very helpful in showing us the shortsightedness of our decision in a
very positive way. So reading his columns were very helpful for me to
formalize and formulate my thoughts…. I think that this community owes
that to the Capital Outlook for keeping it on the front pages. Had we not
had the Capital Outlook, no telling where we would be.

98

Superintendent of Leon County’s Schools Bill Montford said Capital Outlook

editorial positions and news coverage helped solidify his decision to build a new school

in the county’s predominantly black district on the existing site of Bond Elementary

School, instead of building it outside of the close-knit African-American community.
99

Montford said the Capital Outlook covered “all the bases” in its reporting that addressed

controversy associated with the December 2001 proposed decision to close Bond and

Leonard-Wesson elementary schools to build one state-of-the-art facility.

News articles such as “A Bonding,” published in the January 24-30, 2002, issue

and “Save Our School” published in the February 14-20, 2002, issue, explained that Bond

community supporters wanted the new school built on its existing site. To many Leonard-

Wesson supporters who said the school was in dire need of a new facility, the exact

location did not matter as long as the new school remained in the general community.
100

The two schools stand approximately two miles a part. When protest erupted over the

unresolved issue, Wilson marched along with Bond residents in defense of protecting the

school.
101

 Capital Outlook editorials such as “Critics of Bond miss community’s point,”

published in the January 31-February 3, 2002 issue, supported the Bond residents.

Montford said the Capital Outlook helped bring clarity to the confusion and heightened

his sensitivity towards the issue:

It was never my intention to close Bond and move it somewhere else…. I
made my announcement on a Tuesday and it was in the [Democrat] on
Wednesday. There were a lot of erroneous rumors floating around and I
did not have a chance to get to the leadership of the community before
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receiving criticism. I spent a lot of time putting out fires. The Outlook did
an excellent job reporting, and reporting the facts.

102

In 2004, the School Board finalized its decision to build a new school on the existing

Bond site.
103

When then state Senator Kendrick Meek and Representative Tony Hill staged a

two-man protest of Gov. Jeb Bush’s One Florida Initiative, the men’s actions, coupled

with state opposition to the Florida Civil Rights Initiative (a twin to California’s

Proposition 209 that abolished affirmative action in the West Coast state) prompted a

momentum of voter activity that led to a historic March on Tallahassee. The March

brought more than 45,000 demonstrators to the state capital, and helped increase Florida

voter turnout during the 2000 presidential elections.
104

 The two democratic lawmakers,

on January 18, 2000, staged a sit-in in Lt. Gov. Frank Brogan’s office (part of Gov. Jeb

Bush’s administrative suite) after the governor refused to meet with them to discuss his

One Florida Initiative.
105

 A Capital Outlook reporter was one of nine reporters (one of

three women and the only black reporter) in the room during the two-man protest that

lasted 26 hours.

Following the sit-in, for nearly a year, the Capital Outlook Opinion Pages served

as a platform for public debate. Its front pages carried dozens of articles such as “One big
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sit-in,” relevant to the state and national activity surrounding Florida’s elimination of

affirmative action measures in university admissions and state contracting.
106

 It covered

legislative and Cabinet action on the measure and followed protest activity including

three major town hall meeting held in Tallahassee, Tampa and Miami where lawmakers

gathered public testimony from hundreds of citizens regarding the One Florida Initiative.

Meek and Hill launched statewide campaigns to increase voter awareness and encourage

affirmative action supporters to attend a March 7 rally in Tallahassee to demonstrate to

Bush voters’ opposition to his executive order. As part of their strategizing efforts, Meek

and Hill sought the counsel of state, local and national leaders. Wilson was among their

many advisors.
107

The Capital Outlook helped sponsor the March on Tallahassee as a member of the

Coalition of Conscience, a group of more than 65 civil rights and advocacy organizations

who opposed One Florida.  Meek, elected to the Florida House in 1994, Florida Senate in

1998 and U.S. Congress in 2002, explained:

Having someone who understood that experience, having someone who

understood segregation, someone who understood integration, was good

counsel to have at that time…. I mean everyone could describe the

problem …but …leadership calls for more than just descriptions of the

problem. You have to think about solutions.
108

Hill, elected to the Florida House in 1992 and the Florida Senate in 2002, said Wilson

provided them with “talking points” concerning what to say and what not to say in terms

of the media; strategies related to keeping the pressure on and momentum building; and

free advertising space to inform readers about rallies, tours and campaigns, such as their

Arrive With Five campaign that encouraged each Florida voter to bring at least five other

voters to the polls during the 2000 elections.
109

 Hill said the Capital Outlook highlighted
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what the struggle was and “was able to get underneath and share with the readers in that

community why we had to make that stand.”
110

A longshoreman by trade, Hill began reading the Capital Outlook in 1991 when

he was a labor union lobbyist. He began a professional relationship with the paper when

he was elected to the Florida House of Representatives in 1992. An avid reader, Hill

subscribes to dozens of newspapers, many of them African-American papers. He

described the Capital Outlook as the “ Bible of progressive information in our

community:”

When you talk about substance, when you talk about knowledge, …
information … reformation … the struggles … when you talk about a
cohesive message, the Capital Outlook has that wrapped in one…. I just
think the Capital Outlook has given us that voice where we have been
voiceless in our community and it hasn’t been just during February, Black
History Month, its been 365 days of the year.

111

Hill uses the Capital Outlook for research when gathering information for speaking

engagements and as a resource as a legislative committee member. He often cites

findings reported in the Capital Outlook Report Card. He said he frequently solicits

Wilson’s knowledge of state systems:

He has become a real soulmate to me in terms of public policy issues that
are so important to us in Tallahassee…. He just has the grasp of the
political landscape here in the State of Florida…. He speaks truth to
power. He empowers us as a people. He makes us think…He gives us
clarity. He gives us a purpose and in that purpose we know what the
mission is… There are two papers that I make sure I read. The New York

Times and the Capital Outlook.
112

Continued Growth

Today, the Capital Outlook has a circulation of approximately 17,000. Several

subscriptions are mailed throughout the state and nationally. Individual issues remain

twenty-five cents, while a one-year’s subscription is $30. In 1999, The newspaper went to

two sections and averaged sixteen pages a week. Section A consists of the front page,
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which went to full color on January 25, 2001.
113

 Section A also includes the “Our

History” page, which features the historical contributions of black men and women, the

Opinion, and Social pages. Section B includes: a front page containing a mix of local,

state and national news coverage with priority given to local news; the Religion Pages,

Community Focus Pages that include obituaries, an alternating Business or International

Page, and Sports Page.

Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson continue to live in Tallahassee and participate in

community improvement organizations. Cathy Wilson, an active member of Delta Sigma

Theta, works with area youth through the Betty Shabazz Academy for girls. Roosevelt

Wilson supports the community as a member of the Lake Jackson Kiwanis Club; member

of the board of directors for Big Brothers Big Sisters, Literacy Volunteers of Leon

County; Consumer Credit Counseling Service; and treasure and chairman of the

education committee for United Families of America.
114

 On November 5 1999, Roosevelt

Wilson was among seven inducted into FAMU’s Sports Hall of Fame. He was honored as

a distinguished university supporter for his administrative services between 1969-1985.
115

Roosevelt Wilson, known to his students as “Prof,” retired in May 2003 from

FAMU after thirty-four years of service, eighteen of which were spent as a journalism

professor. The former professor now dedicates his full-time attention to the continued

progression of the Capital Outlook. In addition to the relationship the Outlook already has

with the journalism division at FAMU, Wilson aspires to launch an Internship

Department at the newspaper to train area middle and high school students in journalism.

This is part of his effort to create a stronger pool of qualified black journalists:
116

We want to get more of our young people interested in journalism, to get
them more experienced in it so when these middle school kids graduate
from high school, they are already accomplished journalists. We are
hoping we will be able to retain some of them as part of our growth
staff… our home-grown journalists, and perhaps even help some of them
go to college by providing scholarships.

117
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Because The Capital Outlook is the only black newspaper between Pensacola and

Jacksonville, another goal of Wilson’s is to fill in the gap by establishing county bureaus

in cities along the I-10 corridor. He also plans to focus more attention on the business

aspect of the newspaper by increasing advertising, subscriptions and building a broader

news network.
118

 Through its on-line service, Wilson, a member of the National

Newspaper Publisher Association, wants to serve as a newswire for the national

organization. The Capital Outlook functioned as a newswire during the Election 2000

debacle, sending its articles to black newspapers throughout the county.
119

 Signifying its

continued growth, on April 30, 2005, the Capital Outlook moved its operation to a larger

facility located at 225 East Jennings, near Florida A&M University.

Newspaper Analysis

Under the Wilsons’ administration, virtually all of the Capital Outlook

newspapers contained articles that represent the “Five Founding Principles” of Freedom’s

Journal. After examining more than 700 newspapers printed between 1991 and 2005, it

would be an overwhelming task to present all of the examples found. Therefore, only a

few are presented to demonstrate the newspaper’s emphasize on 1) Offsetting

Misrepresentation; 2) Youth/Education; 3) Character Development; 4) Civil Rights; and

5) Useful Information.

Offset Misrepresentation

Throughout the years, the Capital Outlook has made determined efforts to offset

ideals that lead to the stereotyping and misrepresentation of black Americans. In a

February 11-17, 1993, column titled, “Stereotyping is telltale sign of racism,” Wilson

responded to a letter that contained two photocopied articles from the Tallahassee

Democrat – one regarding the February 3 shooting at Rickards High School and the other

concerning the  February 1 murder of two children in Eustis, Florida. The assailants

charged in both crimes were black teenagers.
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Accompanying the anonymous letter was a simple typed message, “Mr. Wilson:

Do you suppose that this kind of violence (combo of stupidity and savagery) might have

something to do with the contempt more and more whites have for blacks?” Wilson used

the length of his column to respond. A few excerpts illustrate his effort to offset the

misrepresentation of blacks populations depicted in the media.

My answer, Sir or Madam, is yes, unfortunately. I, too, have contempt for
the perpetrators of these terrible acts, but I do not have contempt for all
blacks. I had contempt for Ted Bundy and I have contempt for Jeffrey
Dahmer, but I don’t have contempt for all whites. This stereotyping, the
many based on the acts of a few, is a sure sign of bigoted racist
thinking.

120

Wilson quoted New Era editor T. Thomas Fortune, whose razor-sharp editorials Wilson

said reached all the way to the White House, once causing President Theodore Roosevelt

to write, “Tom Fortune … keep that pen of yours off me;” and Freedom’s Journal,

“From the press and pulpit we have suffered much by being misrepresented … Our vices

and our degradation are ever arrayed against us, but our virtues are passed by

unnoticed:”
121

… like Russwurm and Fortune, if what I write makes uncomfortable those
blind to the existence of racism and those insensitive to the existence and
predicament of the oppressed, I offer no apologies – instead the truth:
All black people are not stupid and savage … and all white people are not
smart and docile.

122

In 1995, the Capital Outlook criticized the Tallahassee Democrat for

misrepresenting the black community in it March 26, 1993, article written by John

Nogowski. The Outlook analysis said the daily “manufactured a story” and “embellished”

a rumor that FAMU held animosity toward FSU because the Seminoles signed two

football players from FAMU High School.
123

 The Outlook March 23-29, 1995, headline

read, “No Shame: Tallahassee Democrat dividing community:”

One would think our city’s only daily newspaper would be more
responsible, but apparently it is not, so we at the Capital Outlook owe it to
our community to try to bring some sense of balance to this horrible,
divisive tale being twisted on the pages of the Tallahassee Democrat
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regarding alleged animosity between Florida A&M University and Florida
State University…. The Tallahassee Democrat is proving that others still
misrepresent us.

124

The Outlook analysis said Nogowski sprinkled in enough related facts to give the story an

air of legitimacy to the unknowing, which the Outlook said bordered on being “unethical,

uninformed, unprofessional, manipulative, sensational, inflammatory and divisive.”
125

The Outlook further argued that Nogowski set out to prove his theory by asking

leading questions and constructing editorial lead-in statements that set up the quotes as

responses. “Nogowki’s story is that he virtually discounts every explanation FAMU

officials give if that explanation does not support his theory that the university was upset

because two players signed with FSU.” According to the analysis, the Democrat article

cites FAMU fans booing when FSU scores. “How many Seminole fans cheer when Gator

scores are announced, unless the Gators are losing?” Wilson wrote in his editorial,

“Tallahassee Democrat takes giant step back.” “Does Nogowski know how much of the

booing at FAMU is due to resentment or how much is due to a sense of rivalry for a team

against which FAMU has had only minimal success in the athletic arena?”
126

Additionally, the Outlook claimed the Democrat reporter made no mention of

FAMU’s having signed at least one player from FSU’s Florida High School, with “no

fuss;” and the article presented false information regarding the firing of tenured Coach

Harry Jacobs and Tony Collins in December when Collins was not working for the

university at that time. “That story can do too much damage to this community to go

unchallenged…We wonder if the Democrat meant to inform the community or inflame it

with this story. It is certainly more inflammatory than informative.”
127

A third, and final, example of the newspaper’s addressing misrepresentation is

illustrated in the Capital Outlook’s July 6-12, 1995, article, “Monticello Murder: Was it

the result of a drug deal gone bad or the worst kind of racial hatred?” When the body of

Montee Johnson, a 16-year-old Monticello-Florida youth, was found mutilated in a

wooded area in the Boland Community of Jefferson County, police speculated the killing
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was drug related. Johnson had been brutally murdered. His mother, Mary Ann Johnson,

said her son’s body was positioned liked Jesus when he was crucified. His hands were

tied, some of his limbs were dislocated and there were blows to the front and back of his

head. Police reports say he was stabbed in the heart first and left to die.
 128

The killers returned, slashed him across the stomach, stabbed him several times in

the chest, slit his throat and gouged one of his eyes with a blunt object. Three white men,

Bobby Cook Jr., 20, Roy Kirkland, 17 and Paul Branch, 21, were arrested and charged in

connection with the murder of Johnson, who was black. But according to the Outlook

article, for Johnson’s family, the news of the arrest was offset by what they felt was a

misrepresentation of the young boy’s character in the media. The Capital Outlook

provided a forum for Johnson’s family to express their concerns about how the

brutalization of Montee, who they described as “admired by his teachers, pleasant and

respectable,” was being overshadowed by the murder being depicted in the media as a

“black-drug-related crime.”
129

Youth/Education

In 1993, Roosevelt Wilson encountered a fifth-grader who told him “I can’t wait

until I’m 11 so I can drop out of school.” “That child’s statement was frightening to me,”

Wilson wrote in a May 13-19, 1993 editorial:

Somewhere along the way since we were enslaved by mandatory
ignorance, too many of us have adopted voluntary ignorance as a
bedfellow…It is our duty to lift them up, help them acquaint passion for
knowledge, the ultimate weapon against oppression. If we don’t, we are
contributing to their enslavement just as the slave brokers did to that of
our forefathers.

130

Roosevelt Wilson dedicated his professional life to educating Florida’s youth. His

passion for education is reflected throughout the pages of the Capital Outlook printed

during his era as publisher. Outside of race issues, education has been one of the most

written about topics in the newspaper.
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Prior to establishing a “Youth Focus” section in 1995, the Capital Outlook

published dozens of articles targeting the educational growth and development of

children. It often produced special editions related to children. Its four-page “Back to

School” edition published in the August 20-26, 1992 issue, provided parents’ information

on items needed for student registration; Taltran bus schedules and Go-card information;

and school calendars. Articles included: “How to help your child succeed,” “Reading to

Children can do wonders,” “Getting your child to wear glasses,” “Important school

dates,” “School clothes checklist,” “Rules for safer carpooling,” “Tips for using your

camcorder,” and “Being upbeat with your child.”
131

The newspaper often published articles that acknowledged the success of area

youth as illustrated in “Humphries cites FAMU DRS honor students,” published, October

22-28, 1992. The article contained the names and photos of the twenty-three students

who made the A-Honor Roll.
132

 A December 10-16, 1992, article, “Stop the Violence:

Teen-age offers rare insight that could prove helpful,” recognized Talicia Edwards, a 10
th

grader at Rickards High School, for winning the first-place trophy in the Tallahassee

Urban League’s “How do we stop the violence” essay contest. The Outlook also reprinted

Edward’s essay.
133

 To further highlight the academic achievements of students, the

Outlook, in its April 29-May 5, 1993 issue, began publishing the names of FAMU

graduates, in a “Commencement Special,” a tradition it continues today: “Congratulations

Graduates From the Capital Outlook. You have reached a significant milestone in your

life. You have overcome many hurdles and endured much to get where you are today. We

at the Capital Outlook think that’s a big deal, so we’re proud you did something good.”
134

Finally, the Outlook often published articles to make its readers aware of area

programs dedicated to special needs of local African-American youth. For example,
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“Homeboyz to men, ” published January 19-25, 1995, spotlighted the program, created

by Shaheed Najm  who designed “Homeboyz to Men,” to help teach young black males,

ages 12 to 18, the essentials needed to become men.
135

 “They Rise: Teen parents excel at

TAP,” printed March 30-April 5, 1995, highlighted the Teen-age Parent Program,

designed to provide educational curriculum for young parents, teach parenting skills and

health care to its 90 students who ranged in age from 12 to 20. Located in Lively

Vocational-Technical school, the program was affiliated with the Leon County Health

Department.
136

Character Development

In its effort to offset negative stereotypes often associated with the black

community, the Capital Outlook lends its pages to publicizing the many achievements

accomplished by black Americans, particularly within the local region. Wilson said in

doing so, he is not only trying to send a message to white populations, he is attempting to

encourage black readers by illustrating that success is a realistic and attainable goal.

“She has been a trailblazer virtually all her life, so it is no great surprise that 29-

year-old Julia Johnson has become the youngest and first black woman to be appointed to

Florida’s powerful Public Service Commission,” read the December 17-23, 1992, article

regarding Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles’ decision to appoint Johnson, a senior attorney,

legislative affairs director and equal employment opportunity officer for the Florida

Department of Community Affairs.
137

 Chiles said of Johnson:

Julia’s background and interest in growth management give her a strong
advantage as the commission works to ensure the integrity and availability
of efficient energy services for the people of Florida. She also continues
our administration’s commitment to expanding minority participation at
all levels of government, through appointment of qualified minority
citizens.

138
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In its April 22-28, 1993, article, “Three among FSU’s best,” the Capital Outlook

acknowledged Emma H. Kittles, Diana Scott and Andre Thomas, three African-American

faculty members at Florida State University who received university teaching awards.

FSU honored Kittles, Scott, and Thomas along with twenty-two other teachers with a

$2,000 honorarium at the Faculty Awards Ceremony.
139

Stories of determination and self-help, ranked high among the Capital Outlook’s

ideal of character development. The headline, “Determined: FAMU student is determined

to beat the odds,” told the story of 26-year-old Tony Snow and his commitment to

education.
140

 After a severe car accident left him a quadriplegic, Snow, who obtained an

AA from Pensacola Junior College, said he would not let his disability deter him from

pursing a graduate degree after graduating from FAMU. “Any day – rain or shine – the

26-year-old Melbourne native can be seen dodging traffic en-route to classes, or to study

sessions at the Florida State University Strozier Library.” The article maintained Snow

was a person to be admired and highlighted his need for updated equipment such as a

new, motorized wheelchair and handicap accessible van.
141

Rosalind Thompkins’ story of triumph over drug addiction and adherence to the

philosophy of self-help was lauded in the February 22-March 1, 1995, Capital Outlook

article, “Mothers learn to deal with own crises.” The article profiled Mothers-in-Crisis

Inc., founded by Thompkins in April 1991 to help mothers who struggled with addiction

remain sober and drug free. Thompkins herself broke free from a cycle of addiction that

started at age twelve. However, she overcame her addiction, graduated from FSU with a

degree in social work and worked as a drug and alcohol prevention agent. In an August

17-23, 1995, editorial, “Mothers in Crisis performing critical service,” Wilson defended

Thompkins after a Mothers-in-Crisis commercial depicting a woman simulating smoking

crack from a can while a baby cried in the distance became a controversial subject within

the local black community. Though the mother, who tried to decide between the baby and

the drug, chose to help her baby, community members said the commercial was a

negative depiction of blacks. Wilson wrote:
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…the real thing is what reflects negatively on the black community. We
must stop playing these stupid games pretending problems don’t exist for
fear of what others might think. If we are so concerned about that, then
let’s join Thompkins and others in Mothers in Crisis and try to help clean
up our community.

142

In 1997, the Capital Outlook began honoring local men and women for their

accomplishments and contributions to the Tallahassee community. To express its

appreciation, the newspaper published a monthly honorarium titled “Unsung Heroes of

the Black Community.” The Capital Outlook printed an ad containing a photo and brief

description of the honoree’s contributions and character. It became such an respected and

appreciated feature that Publix Supermarkets Inc., began sponsoring the ad:

We’re taking names…. If you know of an unsung hero in our community,
someone who’s given tirelessly of themselves to help others; someone
who looked out for the neighborhood children without being asked;
someone who steps in whenever others need help; someone who’s always
working on community projects; someone who leads by example; who
doesn’t get a lot of headlines, or awards, but works anyway, Publix
Supermarkets Inc. and the Capital Outlook want to thank them for being
themselves.

143

Among the dozens honored of over the years are: Rosalind Tompkins, founder of

Mothers in Crisis;
144

 Harry Holt, a Gadsden County Commissioner, educator,

administrator and story teller;
145

 Lucile Seabrooks Smith, a respected and admired

teacher;
146

 and Coach Robert “Pete” Griffin, known for his legacy of outstanding

coaching at FAMU (Jake Gaither’s assistant coach), “but probably more so for his

smile.”
147

 In 1996 Griffin was chosen to carry the Olympic torch on its way to the

Centennial Games in Atlanta. He died May 10, 1998. Also honored was the Rev. James

Austin, pastor of Griffin Chapel Primitive Baptist Church, who spent his professional life

and retirement “feeding the hungry and helping the needy.”
148

In 2004, the Capital Outlook acknowledged character development through

entrepreneurship when it implemented its “Black Business Profile” which highlights local
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black-owned businesses.
149

 Examples of articles include: “This lawyer treads in

nontraditional waters,”
150

 “A love of cars turns into a business;”
151

 and “If you love to be

pampered, this is the place.”
152

Civil Rights/Voting

Since 1991, the Capital Outlook has used its pages to bring awareness to civil

rights issues affecting the local community, champion equality among all populations,

and encourage its readers to exercise their political power through voting. Among several

issues concerning civil rights, the newspaper has covered issues of employees’ claims of

discrimination. For example, the “Longtime PSC employee files discrimination

complaint,” published in the March 9-15, 1995, covered the local NAACP’s investigation

of a complaint by Al Washington, a longtime Public Service Commission  employee who

alleged the commission discriminated against him. Washington, a regulatory analyst III

with the commission, said he was unfairly looked over for promotions since 1977.
153

While in Washington’s case, the Capital Outlook simply covered the circumstances

surrounding Washington’s case, in July 1995, an Outlook news story and editorial

prompted action from area leaders to support a black, female City employee who said she

could not find support from community activists regarding her sexual harassment case

against the City of Tallahassee.

In its June 29-July 5, 1995, article titled “Harassed,” the Capital Outlook revealed

that the City planned to appeal a Circuit Court jury’s “special verdict” finding that

Barretta Hill, a female fire fighter, was harassed by her co-worker” Michael Lanigan.

Though the jury awarded Hill $120,000 in back and future pay, she still quit her $42,000-

a- year-job to avoid Lanigan.
 154

  In a follow-up editorial, Wilson used his “Against the

Grain” column to not only call for the City to drop its appeal, he chastised Tallahassee’s

black leadership for “snubbing” Hill when she sought their guidance and recourse

concerning her sexual harassment claim. “In her hour of need she turned to her
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community, but her community turned its back on her,” Wilson wrote in a July 6-12,

1999, editorial.
155

 Wilson defended Hill and condemned local black leadership,

particularly members of the ministerial association, for their hands-off stance concerning

Hill’s request for help:

Have we become so self-centered that we ignore our own when they cry
out for help? If so, let’s forever stop talking about racism and what white
people are doing to us….We talk the talk but we won’t walk the walk. We
are saviors of the world until it’s time to stand up and be counted. Then,
we become glued to our seats. Where were the Christians, the civil-rights
advocates? If it sounds like I’m preaching, so be it. There is probably
about as much religion in this column today as there is in some pulpits on
Sunday.

156

The Outlook article set off a surge of accountability within the community. After

reading the article and editorial, Bishop A.J. Richardson, former pastor of Bethel AME

Church, and the Rev. R.N. Gooden, who was president of the Tallahassee chapter of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference and pastor of St. Mary Primitive Baptist

Church (Georgia Street), were enraged with local ministers’ response to Hill’s cries for

help and immediately came to her aid. Richardson had been out of town and Gooden said

he was unaware of the ministerial alliance’s position. They condemned the inaction of the

Tallahassee Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance headed by the Rev. G. Vincent

Lewis, who was pastor of the First Institutional Missionary Baptist Church during Hill’s

ordeal. Bishop and Gooden, retired members of the alliance, apologized to Hill. “She

didn’t quit her job,” Gooden said. “We lost it for her. Community leadership lost it for

her.”
157

 The City ultimately decided not to appeal the jury verdict and agreed to pay

$225,000 to Hill – $120,000 in damages and $105,000 for Hill’s attorney’s fees and court

costs.
158

 City Attorney Jim English was quoted in an August 10-16, 1995, Outlook article

as saying, “The decision to forgo an appeal was in the best interest of avoiding more

expense to the city and further bad publicity.
159
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Meeting its objective to defend civil and voting rights, in 1995 the Capital

Outlook published a four-part series analyzing the effects of the U.S. Supreme Court’s

ruling that declared race-based congressional district lines unconstitutional. In “Supreme

Court’s ruling questionable,” published in the July 20-26, 1995, issue the Outlook

explained the high court’s ruling prohibited race to be a predominate factor for drawing

congressional district lines. The Miller v. Johnson ruling eliminated a black-majority

district in Georgia represented by U.S. Rep. Cynthia McKinney, a Democrat, and

jeopardized the congressional district seat held by Corrine Brown, also a Democrat. The

redistricting restriction was being dubbed the “Second Reconstruction.” It also resulted in

challenges of other majority-black districts in Louisiana, New York, Illinois and North

Carolina.
160

 The Outlook encouraged voters to be judicious in exercising their right to

vote: “We urge voters to listen less to what politicians say and pay more attention to what

they do. With our votes we must demand action and not accept political rhetoric as a

substitute.”
161

The Capital Outlook was very vocal in urging its readers to exercise their right to

vote. To encourage voting, during each election season the newspaper frequently publish

in-house advertisements “If you don’t vote, you’re voting for the opposition.”
162

 A

significant example of the newspaper’s crusade for voting is illustrated in its coverage of

the Florida Civil Rights Initiative (FCRI), a Constitutional amendment designed to

eliminate affirmative action statewide. The Capital Outlook began coverage of the

initiative, a virtual twin to California’s Proposition 209 that outlawed affirmative action,

when it was first introduced to the state by Ward Connerly, the black California

businessman who pushed the measure in California and Washington state. Between 1998

and 2000, the Capital Outlook published articles making readers aware of circumstances

surrounding the FCRI.
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It tried to increase readers’ awareness of petition drives, town hall meetings and

debates concerning the initiative. It also published a summary of the full text of the ballot

language, arguing that the wording was misleading.
163

 The newspaper urged readers to

vote against the proposed Constitutional amendment and instead support a pro-

affirmative action ballot measure, “Florida Equal Opportunity Initiative” introduced by

the advocacy organization Floridians for Equality and Equity (FREE).
164

 Wilson used the

newspaper’s “Viewpoint” to educate readers on the difference between FREE’s initiative

and the FCRI:

A word of caution: The language of both ballot initiatives is similar, so to
be sure you are signing the right one look first for the title “Florida Equal
Opportunity Initiative,” and with the text look for the sentence: “It shall
not constitute discrimination for the state to take affirmative action to
promote equal opportunity to the extent permissible under the Untied
States Constitution as long as it does not employ a numerical quota.”

In 1999, the Capital Outlook added to its pro-affirmative action crusade when its

encouraged readers to oppose Gov. Jeb Bush’s One Florida Initiative.
165

 Calling Bush’s

plan a diluted version of the FCRI, the Outlook told its readers to retaliate in the 2000

election by voting against any candidate who opposed affirmative action, including

presidential candidate George W. Bush, older brother to Florida’s governor. Between

1998 and 2000, the Capital Outlook used its pages to fight against the FCRI by

publishing dozens of articles and editorials until Connerly withdrew the measure in

2000.
166
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166 For more articles about the FCRI and FREE’s ballot measure, see: “Free takes battle to save affirmative
action to court,” Capital Outlook (January 13-19, 2000), 1; “Choosing sides: Florida Civil Rights
Initiative,” Capital Outlook (August 19-25, 1999), 1A; “Affirmative action vexes Republicans,” Capital

Outlook (August 19-25, 1999), 4A; “Face to Face,” Capital Outlook (October 14-20, 1999), 1; “Battle to
preserve affirmative action entering crucial stages,” Capital Outlook (November 11-17, 1999), 1;
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Illustrating its mission to defend the protection of voting rights, the Capital

Outlook extensively covered the events surrounding the 2000 election debacle that left

the nation without a presidential decision for 36 days.
167

 The newspaper highlighted the

role black voters played in Election 2000
168

 and maintained front-page coverage of

Florida’s chaotic ballot recount; widespread claims of voting irregularities and

disenfranchisement such as moved or closed polling precincts; and statewide protest

surrounding missing and uncounted votes and the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision that

delivered the 43
rd

 presidency to George W. Bush.
169

 The Capital Outlook also covered

closely events concerning the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that launched an

investigation into whether Florida committed acts of discrimination or fraud during the

2000 election. The commission subpoenaed top Florida officials including Secretary of

State Katherine Harris, who was at the center of the Election 2000 controversy and

Florida Gov. Jeb. Bush.
170

Useful Information

As part of its community service, the Capital Outlook provided readers useful

information to assist them with the daily management of their lives as consumers and

citizens. Through weekly columns, professionals and experts offered advice and

instruction to help readers understand the processes and systems within their community.

Columnists also used their knowledge to direct readers to available public resources and

provide insight regarding complex issues such as legal and financial matters.

                                                                                                                                                
“Floridians conned by miseducation,” Capital Outlook (November 11-17, 1999), 4A; “FREE plans no
change,” (November 18-24, 1999), 1; “Pro-affirmative action initiative in high gear,” Capital Outlook

(December 9-15, 1999); “Connerly slows; FREE accelerates,” Capital Outlook (December 16-22, 1999), 1;
“Free takes battle to save affirmative action to court” January 13-19, 2000; and “Florida must face, not
evade problems,” Capital Outlook (January 20-26, 2000,) 4A.
167 “Undecided: Election 2000,” Capital Outlook (November 9-15, 2000), 1.
168 “Black vote,” (November 16-22, 2000), 1.
169 “Supreme Ire,” Capital Outlook (December 21-27, 2000), 1A.
170 For additional Capital Outlook articles about events stemming from Election 2000, see: “Students
protest voter irregularities,”  (November 16-22, 2000), 1A; “Florida blacks say no to Jeb through W.,”
(November 23-29, 2000), 4A; “Countdown: Justices to rule on including recounts,” (November 23-29,
2000) 1A; “Real Justice: Justice Department looks at Florida,” (December 7-13, 2000), 1A; “Gore gets no
help from courts,” (December 7-13, 2000), 1A; “Commission on Civil Rights to visit Florida,” (December
21-27, 2000), 1A; and “Florida blacks more determined to make their votes count,” (December 21-27,
2000), 2A.
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One of its first consumer columnist was Martha Washington, a Department of

Agriculture Extension Agent, who presented readers home economic and life science

tips. Washington’s articles ranged from family management and children’s needs, to

nutrition and economic efficiency. Examples included: “Managing family stress,”
171

“Making clothing in order to keep up with child growth,”
172

 “The importance of eating

breakfast,”
173

 “Grandparents’ role often not recognized,”
174

 and “Children need to learn

how to talk not fight.”
175

 After her retirement in 1996, Washington stopped publishing

her weekly column and became the newspaper’s circulation manager, responsible for

delivering newspapers to area businesses and distribution sites and managing news-box

sales. Washington continues in this position today.

In 1994 the Outlook began publishing the “Consumer Bulletin” which contained

weekly articles from the Florida Public Service Commission, the governing body that

regulates billing and disconnection practices of Florida’s investor-owned electric utility

companies. The purpose of this column was to provide readers with insight into some of

the basic regulations affecting the utility’s customer billing practices. “This should help

you understand your rights as a utility customer.”
176

Initially, the Capital Outlook published health articles designed to increase

readers awareness of medical treatments and health issues particularly affecting black

populations such as the prevalence of diabetes, glaucoma and high blood pressure

(hypertension) among black men and women. Articles include: “Obesity and high blood

pressure,” published in the September 3-9, 1992, issue;
177

 “Get Immunized before

winter,”
178

 October 22-28, 1992, issue and,  “Americans need to shake the salt habit,”

printed in the December 10-16, 1992 Capital Outlook.
179

 In 1995, the Outlook added a

“Your Health” section specifically designed to address health issues key to African-

American communities. The two-page section allowed the Outlook to expand its

                                                
171 Capital Outlook (December 26, 1991-January 1, 1992), 12.
172 Capital Outlook (August 20-26, 1992), 10.
173 Capital Outlook (September 3-9, 1993), 10.
174 Capital Outlook (September 8-14, 1994), 10.
175 Capital Outlook (January 12-18, 1995), 10.
176 Capital Outlook (September 6-14, 1994), 12.
177 Capital Outlook (September 3-9, 1992), 11.
178 Capital Outlook (October 22-28, 1992), 11.
179 Capital Outlook (December 10-16, 1992), 11.
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coverage of health related issues.
180

 The new section included a “Your Health” column

that featured black local medical professionals. National and regional medical experts

were frequently published as well. The Outlook informed readers that:

This new feature is brought to you every week by the Capital Outlook and
your community physicians. A local physician’s column will run bi-
weekly and other special health features will run the other two weeks of
the month. This feature is no substitute for your doctor. Its purpose is to
provide information, not medical advice. Our best advice, as always, is see
your doctor.

181

The column contained a photo of the guest physician, along with his or her

business card. Medical columns included: “Fear of not waking up,” by W.H. Baker III,

M.D., Anesthesiologist, Anesthesiology and Associates Tallahassee;
182

 “Cataract,” by

Angela R. Lewis, M.D., neuro-ophthalmologist at Tallahassee’s Alpha Eye Care;
183

 “The

effect of Sickle cell anemia on the eye,” by Aaron P. Appiah, M.D. ophthalmologist, also

with Alpha Eye;
184

 and “Minorities wrestle with cancer” by Joseph L. Camps, M.D.,

Urology/Urologic Oncology.
185

 Other guest columnist included: Cyneetha Strong-Smith,

M.D., of Family Practice, Quincy, Florida; R. Lawrence Hachett, M.D., one of the first

urologists in Florida to successfully pioneer an advanced laparoscopic procedure for

urinary stress incontinence; and Cynthia A. Kimble, M.D., a family practitioner and wife

of Leon County Commissioner William “Bill” Proctor.
186

 As the paper grew, it began providing additional columns that addressed

developmental needs of its readers. The Outlook published an economics column titled,

“Your Personal Finance,” written by Charles Ross, host of the nationally syndicated radio

program by the same name. It offered real estate advice through “Real Estate Tips,” by

Ann Walker, a local real estate broker. In 1995, the newspaper added a legal advice

column, “Key Tips,” written by Keysha Williams. Each week, Williams, a local attorney,

responded to legal questions, bro bono. By offering its readers health, finance, justice,

                                                
180 Capital Outlook (July 27-August 2, 1995), 11.
181 Ibid.
182 Capital Outlook (August 24-30, 1995), 11.
183 Capital Outlook (November 16-22, 1995), 11.
184 Capital Outlook (November 23-29, 1995), 11.
185 Capital Outlook (January 18-24, 1996), 11.
186 Capital Outlook (October 5-11, 1995; October 12-18, 1995; and February 1-7, 1996).
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consumer and life skills information, the Capital Outlook reflected Freedom’s Journal’s

objective to enlarge readers’ stock of useful knowledge.
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Figure 4.3    Front page of the Capital Outlook, November 18-24, 1999 issue.
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Figure 4.4    A young Roosevelt Wilson,
circa. 1960. Photo courtesy Roosevelt and

Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.6    During the 20th Anniversary of the
Capital Outlook, Wilson, center, is pictured
with Allen Stucks, third owner of the
newspaper and Steve Beasley, the newspaper’s
founder. Photo published in the Sept. 7-13, 1995

Figure 4.7    Wilson, a board member of the
Tallahassee Big Brother Big Sister program, is
pictured with area youth during a BBBS Christmas
program. Photo was published in the Tallahassee

Democrat circa 1993.

Figure 4.5    During his fifth year as FAMU’s
Sports Information Director, Wilson was named
to the board of directors of the College Sports
Information Directors of America (CoSIDA).
Photo published in the Tallahassee Democrat

circa 1974.

Figure 4.8    In 2002, Wilson joined
community protest surrounding the proposed
closing of Bond Elementary School. He is
pictured in the top right, second photo, along
side Leon County Commissioner Bill
Proctor. Photos published in the Jan. 24-30,
2002 Capital Outlook.
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Figure 4.9    Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson circa
1993. Photo courtesy Roosevelt and Cathy

Wilson.

Figure 4.10    The Wilsons with their three
children, Van, Vaughn and Tiffany, circa 1983.
Photo courtesy Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.11    The couple celebrates their 25th

wedding anniversary, circa 1988. Photo

courtesy Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.12   The couple on vacation in the
Caribbean, circa 2003. Photo courtesy Roosevelt

and Cathy Wilson.
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Figure 4.14           Figure 4.15

A devoted grandmother, Cathy Wilson is pictured with two of her five grandchildren – in Figure 4.14
at the county fair with Lailah, circa 2002, and in Figure 4.15 with Zachary, during his Christening
circa 2003. Photo courtesy Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.13
Active in the local theater
community, Cathy Wilson
is pictured with Hollywood
actors and directors Tim
and Daphne Maxwell
Reed, circa 2003. Photo

courtesy of Roosevelt and

Cathy Wilson.
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Figure 4.17    During the National Newspaper
Publishers Association convention held June 12-15,
2002, in Jacksonville, Florida, the Capital Outlook

made Black Press history, becoming the only
newspaper to win two A. Philip Randolph Messenger
Awards in one year. Wilson, front, third from the left,
accepted the award on behalf of Outlook staff writer
Regina Stone who won the best news story in civil
rights. Outlook Senior Reporter, Yanela Gordon, front
row, second from the left, won the best news story in
education. Photo courtesy Capital Outlook.

Figure 4.18    During his retirement
celebration held in May 2003, Wilson is
picture above with James Hawkins, dean
of the FAMU School of Journalism. Photo

courtesy Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.20    Wilson, center, is pictured
with Florida Senators Tony Hill and
Gary Siplin, who presented the retiring
professor a resolution from the Florida
Conference of Black State Legislators
(Black Caucus). Photo courtesy

Roosevelt and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.19    During its Jan. 12, 2005 Martin Luther
King, Jr., Celebration, the Leon County Commission
honored Capital Outlook founder Steve Beasley, left,
and Wilson, for the paper’s past and present
contributions to the community. Commissioner Jane
Sauls is pictured far right. Photo courtesy Roosevelt

and Cathy Wilson.

Figure 4.16    On Nov.
5 1999, Wilson, left,
was inducted into
FAMU’s Sports Hall of
Fame as a distinguished
supporter. Also
pictured, from left,
April Manning, Edwin
“Butch” Lawson;
Maicie Hardee; Rakuyo
Champion; Alfred
Austin, and John “Bo”
Arnold. Photo courtesy

Roosevelt and Cathy

Wilson.
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CHAPTER 5

THE PRESS IN BLACK & WHITE: A COMPARISON BETWEEN

THE CAPITAL OUTLOOK AND TALLAHASSEE DEMOCRAT

During the mid-1960s when the country experienced a “racial crisis,” journalists

and professionals met at a series of conferences and symposiums to discuss ways to

improve news coverage of race issues. It was concluded that mainstream media was

deficient in neutrality and objectivity of race issues and failed to report on underlying

causes of disturbances and problems in race relations. Mainstream media failed in

reporting “what it was like to be black in America.” Deficiencies often occurred in

themes. According to Carolyn Martindale’s, The White Press and Black America, media

had failed: 1) to cover blacks as a normal part of American society and instead presented

the kinds of coverage that tended to promote stereotypes and reinforce prejudice; 2) to

portray to their audiences the severe problems facing American blacks, especially in

ghetto residents; and 3) to explain the causes and underlying conditions of black protest

and instead focused on the conflict aspects of the civil rights movement. Further,

mainstream media tended to ignore local racial problems while emphasizing racial unrest

in other locations; and reflected in their coverage indifference and antipathy toward

American blacks.
1

Though there has been significant progress in the mainstream press inclusion of

issues relevant to black life and concerns, Roosevelt Wilson says complaints continue to

exist because news perspectives are dramatically different. Black readers continue to look

to black newspapers to see “what really happened” in stories concerning blacks published

in the white press:
2

Even when you have black reporters in the mainstream media, the ultimate
decision-makers really can’t identify and come from the black perspective
the way the black press can…. Even the Democrat has black editors, but
the difference is in the ownership…. They are going to let you go only so
far. That’s why we need the black press. We are unbridled since we own
it.

3

                                                
1 Carolyn Martindale, The White Press and Black America (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), 53.
2 Wolesley, Black Press, 166.
3 Wilson, 2004.
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Tallahassee is also home to the Tallahassee Democrat, the area’s daily newspaper

owned by the Knight Ridder Corporation. The second largest publisher in the United

States, Knight Ridder owns thirty-two daily newspapers. The Tallahassee Democrat,

founded on March 3, 1905, joined the Knight Ridder family in February 1965. The daily,

mainstream newspaper serves a very different purpose than that of the weekly Capital

Outlook.
4
 Mike Pate, publisher of the Tallahassee Democrat since 1996 says, while the

Capital Outlook is a niche publication targeting the black community, the Tallahassee

Democrat is a broader-based medium attempting to serve a broader population. It often

proves difficult “trying to be everything for everyone.”
5

The Democrat provides world, national, state and local news, entertainment and

sports coverage for Tallahassee and surrounding areas. Four areas of critical interest are

not race based: state government, higher education, growth and development and

collegiate sports. However, within each category there are race components the paper

concerns itself with. Pate explained one effort the paper makes toward racial diversity in

news coverage is a content audit: “We strive for fairness and balance across the board.

We do periodically conduct audits. We go through a particular period of time and count

the number of photos in different issues to look for racial balance.”
6

The Tallahassee Democrat has not had a proud history when it comes to race

relations in Tallahassee and coverage of race issues. Lou Heldman, managing editor of

the Tallahassee Democrat between 1991 and 1996, said the newspaper fought against

equal rights and intergration between the late 1950s through the 1970s. And during the

administration of Malcolm Johnson, who was publisher of the newspapers during the

Civil Rights Movement, the newspaper espoused the philosophy of gradual

enfranchisement:

…Although he had done a lot of good things for the community, he was
among those Southern editors who believed that rights should be granted
slowly cause otherwise the white community would get too riled up. In his
writings, he thought he was doing a good thing by holding back the tide.
But from our perspective 30 years later, it’s not something the newspaper
could be proud of.

7

                                                
4 Website, Knight Ridder, www.kri.com, company profiles.
5 Mike Pate. Interview with the author. Tallahassee, Florida, 24 October 2002.
6 Pate, 2002.
7 Heldman, 2005.
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According to Martindale, the Tallahassee Democrat is not unlike other daily, mainstream

newspapers who experience shortcomings regarding their news coverage of the African

American community. Based on her research, traditional mainstream media, whose

workforce and readership is predominantly white, faced challenges in race relations and

media coverage. News about black accomplishments, organizations, marriages, births or

deaths, were generally ignored. The world mainstream press reported on was white in

both appearance and attitude. This exclusion of coverage left blacks feeling alienated and

conditioned whites to a lack of understanding and acceptance.
8

Media reportage can promote attitudes of acceptance, or of hostility and
fear; it can increase understanding or it can encourage repression; it can
expose problems and present suggested solutions or it can ignore
uncomfortable situations until they explode into violence.”

9

Many African-American subscribers of both the Tallahassee Democrat and the

Capital Outlook say they still look to the Outlook for more perspective. Col. Ronald Joe

(Ret.) says he depends on the Capital Outlook for its unique take on issues related to

African Americans:

There is news and there is the same news from the black perspective. In
our mainstream news media here [Tallahassee] there is news but it is
often, in my humble opinion, not the kind that tends to care about the fact
that I am an African American and need to have the paper show some
concern for African Americans and reflect our issues.

10

Doretha Mungen, a resident of Tallahassee for more than forty years, has seen

improvement in Tallahassee Democrat coverage of black issues, but continues to rely on

the Capital Outlook. “You tend to trust your own…. The Outlook gives you in-depth

news on the black community, which the Tallahassee Democrat does not do. The

Outlook targets our community, what we are doing and addresses black issues.”
11

The Tallahassee Democrat has a circulation of 48,638 daily and 65,551 on

Sundays. It reaches thirteen surrounding counties including: Decatur, Grady and Thomas

counties of Georgia. It averages fifty-two pages daily and ninety-six on Sunday. There

                                                
8 Martindale, 54-55.
9 Ibid, 1.
10 Joe, 2002.
11 Mungen, 2002.
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are 277 employees including twenty-six reporters, sixteen editors, sixteen copy editors,

six photographers and one graphic artist. The significant difference in operation and size,

however, does not keep the Capital Outlook from being considered competition, “to a

small degree,” Pate said:

To an extent they are competition…. We don’t like to get beat on any
story. But because they are a niche publication it’s not something we
worry about much because of its size…. It does take advertising revenue
dollars out of the market place that I would like to have in mine.”

12

Beyond their different missions, the Capital Outlook and the Tallahassee

Democrat are significantly different in their operations. The publisher of the Democrat

answers to a board of directors, where Wilson is the final authority. The Democrat

publisher is responsible for turning a profit and increasing the bottom line, but the

Capital Outlook operates differently because it is family-owned. The Capital Outlook is

an advocate of the community. The publisher often serves as master of ceremony or

mediator in town hall meetings and panel discussion concerning race issue and political

action. Wilson says given the nature and role of the Capital Outlook, the newspaper is

able to advocate and remain objective:

The front page news stories are what’s supposed to be fair and balanced.
There is where we present the information to the people. But what an
editorial is, is … not an opinion, but a reasonable conclusion based on the
facts. When I taught editorial writing I always told my students that
editorial begins where the news story ends.

13

Mainstream media such as the Democrat, attempt to avoid advocacy in its news pages

because they must try to cater to diverse reader constituencies. Mainstream newspapers,

however, do use their editorial pages to advocate an issue. Wilson says the major

difference between the Tallahassee Democrat and the Capital Outlook is their historical

relationship with the community:

What makes us different is we are a part of the community. We are not an
external agency covering the community. We are fighting for it. We are
not observers, we are participants….Other people look at us from the
outside and try to report on us, but we report from the inside and that’s
why we believe our reporting is more valid.

14

                                                
12 Pate, 2002.
13 Roosevelt Wilson, 2004.
14 Roosevelt Wilson, 2003.
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This community relationship, Wilson said, allows the Outlook to serve as a voice of the

black community as opposed to the voice for the black community.
15

Although the Capital Outlook targets Tallahassee’s black population, it has

approximately 30 percent white readership.
16

 Wilson said many of the paper’s white

subscribers and supporters realize that a black newspaper is not automatically

synonymous with a separatist newspaper. It is not anti-white, but simply a publication

that offers a perspective and a record of life in the black community that could not be

found elsewhere.
17

 Daidsman maintains that integrated readership helps to foster mutal

understanding among the races:

I think it helps those who do read [the Capital Outlook] come away with a
better understanding of not only the events going on in the African-
American community, but the thoughts of people and desires and the
ambitions and the goals and priorities of the African-American
community. … I think Roosevelt articulates some of those things so well,
and others who write for that publication, that that helps to broaden our
mutual understanding.

18

Editorial Boards

Another way the Tallahassee Democrat strives to meet the needs of its diverse

readership is by striving for racial and gender diversity among its editorial board. The

five-member editorial board which functions as the collective voice of the newspaper is

composed of the publisher, executive editor, editorial page editor and two associate

editors. To create diversity of opinion, Pate selected board members who are diverse in

race, gender, age and perspective. “We have some folks who are fairly liberal, some

conservative. We have diversity in gender and race. [An associate editor] is black (and a

FAMU graduate). We try to be a purveyor of information in news pages. In the editorial

we want to shape where the community is going. On certain issues, we will set a trend.”
19

There are no native Tallahasseeans on the Democrat’s editorial board. The board relies on

                                                
15 Ibid.
16 “Media Kit,” Capital Outlook, Tallahassee, Florida.
17 Roosevelt Wilson, 2004.
18 Dadisman, 2005.
19 Ibid.
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institutional knowledge of two members who have both lived in Tallahassee for more

than twenty years.
20

Board members, selected by the publisher, meet once a week and attempt to reach

a consensus regarding agenda items. Members weigh in on issues confronting the

community and contribute specific information they want mentioned in the editorial,

which is typically written by either the editorial page editor or an associate editor. The

Democrat publishes an editorial on Tuesday, Friday and Sunday. Reaching a consensus is

not always a turbulence-free process. “We don’t always agree. It’s not one of those

situations where everybody is in lock step. There are often impassioned discussions.

Sometimes there is common ground. Sometimes we have to back away from it when it’s

too much of a differential.”
21

The Capital Outlook’s editorial board functions quite differently from the

Tallahassee Democrat’s. The Capital Outlook’s editorial position titled “Viewpoint,” is

the sole opinion of Wilson, who develops and writes the piece. The editorial board,

however, is responsible for choosing political candidates to receive the newspaper’s

endorsement. In his effort to further utilize the newspaper as a tool of empowerment for

his targeted readership, when Wilson acquired the Capital Outlook in 1991 he made

voting education and political participation a priority. In addition to keeping tabs on

political leaders and issues affecting the community through news coverage, he organized

a four-member Community Advisory Editorial Board charged with interviewing

candidates and to make recommendations to its readers. Candidates are invited to sit

before the board in a 30-minute interview. The candidate is asked specific questions

regarding his or her track record, platform, specialties, goals and knowledge of

community issues. Candidates are endorsed based on a board consensus.

The newspaper made its first endorsements of Wilson’s administration, in its

August 27-September 2, 1992, issue.
22

 “It is our hope that the information we provide

                                                
20 Ibid.
21 Pate, 2002.
22 Capital Outlook, (August 27-September 2, 1992), 6,7. The Capital Outlook endorsed:  County
Commissioner Rudy Maloy, At-Large; over James Ford, former City Commissioner, Cliff Thaell and
George T. Bell Jr.; Bill Scott, Leon County Sheriff over incumbent Eddie Boone; Richard Merrick,
Superintendent of Leon County Schools over William “Bill” Woolley; Jack McLean, Florida State Senate,
Seat 3 over Pat Thomas; Russell Sykes, Clerk of the Circuit Court Second Judicial District race, over Jane
Sauls, director of Court Services I, who later became a county commissioner,  Carolyn Colson, Sam Hurst,
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will give you a little more insight and assist you in making your choice,” the newspaper

told its readers.
23

We understood from the beginning of this process that regardless of whom
we endorsed, we would make some upset – very upset – particularly in the
black community. We accepted that as part of the territory and agreed not
to let that prevent us from providing what we believe is a service to our
readers.

 24

The endorsements were published in a two-page endorsement section titled “Election

Extra: Our Recommendations.” The section also contained a full-page sample ballot

containing the names of all the candidates seeking office.
25

The board is made up of “regular people” … not “mythical “community leaders”

or high-profile “spokesmen.”
26

 Members are Tallahassee natives and long-time residents.

At least one member is a student. Members’ backgrounds vary in profession from

educators and business owners to clergy and state workers. There is diversity in gender,

age and life experience. However, all members are black. The original editorial board

members included: Ted Hemmingway, Ph. D. , father of two and professor of history and

Teacher of the Year at FAMU, expert in African history and culture.; Vera McIntyre, 43,

mother of three and president of V.L. McIntyre & Associates, consultant and

motivational speaker; special strength: understanding people; Aaron Ross, 47, a father of

two, who worked hard trying to make a living selling insurance at Sears, special strength:

he understood the value of his dollar as it is affected by decisions made at all levels of

government; Chiquita D. Williams, 36, an information specialist with the Department of

Professional Regulation and a single parent with two teenaged children, special strength:

very active in the community, fighter for the rights of young people, particularly in low-

income neighborhoods.
27

                                                                                                                                                
and Dave Lang; Bert Hartsfield, Property Appraiser, over Paul Cureton; Carolyn Cummings, County Judge,
Seat 3 over Hal McClamma; and Buster Smith, U.S. Representative Second Congressional District over
Pete Peterson.
23 Capital Outlook (August 27-September 2, 1992), 6,7.
24 Ibid,  6.
25 Ibid, 7.
26 Ibid, 6.
27 Ibid.
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In 1994, to provide readers information on the large slate of candidates running in

mid-term election, the Outlook began printing candidate profiles on the front page of

issues leading up to the election.

The success of our system of government depends on the participation of
its citizens. We shape our government through a system of laws enacted
by those we choose to represent us. That is the only way we can have a
representative form of government. Therefore, we urge you to get out and
vote, be it Republican, Democrat or otherwise. If you don’t let your voice
be heard, you are no better off than one who has no voice.”

 28

Today the Outlook Editorial Board ranges between ten to thirteen members. The

endorsement process has earned a reputation of fairness and integrity. Wilson credits its

track record in endorsing candidates who win, to the board’s having a “representative

sample of the community” it targets. The board makeup allows the newspaper to reflect

issues that the community says are a concern.
29

 The Capital Outlook endorsed eleven of

the twelve winning candidates of the 1996 General Election.
30

 In 1997, the newspaper

endorsed all five winners in Regular Municipal Election.
31

 During the 2000 General

Elections, thirteen of the seventeen endorsed were seated. The four losing candidates

were in statewide races, however, they won in Leon County – increasing the endorsement

rate to 100 percent.
32

 In the 2002 General Election, the Capital Outlook endorsed seven

of the eleven candidates who won. Three of the four defeated candidates were in

statewide races, but again they won their races in Leon County.
33

Bill Montford, superintendent of Leon County Schools, maintained that the

Capital Outlook’s endorsement of a half-cent sales tax was beneficial in the measure

passing during the November 5, 2002, General Election. Although not statistically

proven, Montford pointed out the two highest areas of support for the measure, Precincts

1311 (Jake Gaither Park) and 1317 (B.L. Perry Library), were in the Capital Outlook’s

                                                
28 Capital Outlook (September 1-7, 1994), 4.
29 Roosevelt Wilson, 2003.
30 Capital Outlook (October 31-November 6, 1996).
31 Capital Outlook (February 1-7, 1997).
32 Capital Outlook (November 2-8, 2000).
33 Capital Outlook (October 31-November 6, 2002).
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two largest subscription areas. Seventy-one percent of the voters in Precinct 1311

supported the measure and fifty-nine percent of Precinct 1317 voters supported it.
34

The Capital Outlook editorial board prides itself on being fair, objective and able

to make decisions without being led by loyalties, allegiances and emotion. Members are

prohibited from serving on or making donations to any campaign team. Throughout the

years, the board has endorsed Republicans over Democrats, white candidates over black

candidates and women over men.
35

 Considered a fairly liberal paper, the Capital Outlook

endorsed Republicans: Ed DePuy in 1996 for Leon County sheriff, John Paul Bailey in

1996 for City Commission Seat 2 and Tony Grippa in 2000 for County Commission Seat

4.
36

 Wilson told Capital Outlook readers:

Just as we’ve strived to protect that editorial process, the board has fought
to keep its integrity by not tainting or compromising our position that we
will endorse the most qualified candidate and not necessarily the most
popular choice or the most practical choice, or because a person is black.
We must not allow compromise to jeopardize that process. For to do so
would be to practice the same type of blatant discrimination and disregard
for human life that we at the Capital Outlook have fought so hard to
dismantle.

37

Because of the newspapers’ different sizes, scope, and target audiences, the

Capital Outlook and the Tallahassee Democrat have significantly different objectives in

their editorial viewpoints, and use different focuses and methodologies in their coverage

of local, state and national news. Whereas, the Capital Outlook’s primary news-focus

deals with phenomena occurring specifically within and affecting the African-American

community, the Tallahassee Democrat is responsible for covering a wider range of news

that impacts the lives of a broader and more diverse reader population.
38

While the Tallahassee Democrat is committed to public service, it is financially

driven and answers to a corporate body, making its editorial operations more restricted

than that of the Capital Outlook’s.
39

 Although making a profit is important to the Capital

Outlook, of greater significance, Wilson said, is the publication’s mission of advocacy

                                                
34 Leon County, Statement of Votes Cast Election 2002, State of Florida Division of Elections, Tallahassee,
Florida.
35 Roosevelt Wilson, 2003.
36 Ibid.
37 Capital Outlook (August 22-26, 1996).
38 Pate 2002.
39 Ibid.
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and service. The Capital Outlook, Wilson added, is free to take a position of advocacy,

produce news from the African-American perspective and align itself with the “Five

Founding Principles,” because Wilson owns the newspaper and does not have to answer

to a higher authority.
40

 Wilson claimed:

We still have others misrepresenting us. So, there will always be a need
for the Black Press….Even when you have black reporters in the
mainstream media, the ultimate decision-makers really can’t identify and
come from the black perspective the way the black press can. As long as
we have a significant black presence in this nation, we’re going to need
the Black Press. It’s not that we report different news, but we report the
same news …from a different perspective.

41

                                                
40 Roosevelt Wilson, 2004.
41 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Throughout its thirty-year history, the Capital Outlook newspaper has established

itself as a reputable member, not only of the Black Press, but also the American Press.

Each publisher added a new dynamic to the Capital Outlook that facilitated the

newspaper’s evolution into a journalistically competent publication that presents news

from a black perspective. When it first commenced publication during the mid-1970s, its

founding owner created the publication to reflect the positive aspects of black society,

and was not consciously focused on the goals of the “Five Founding Principles” as set

forth in Cornish and Russwurm’s initial 1827 editorial pledge. However, as the Capital

Outlook developed, subsequent owners expanded the publication’s original focus by

taking on greater responsibility and care in the coverage of news that advocated for

human and civil rights, especially for African-American citizens.

As the Capital Outlook covered historical events of the times, the newspaper’s

evolving role dictated its movement towards a closer alignment with the “Five Founding

Principles.” In doing so, today, the Capital Outlook is revered as an established and well-

respected institution in Tallahassee and throughout Florida and the Southeastern region. It

has been an essential component in the Tallahassee community since 1975, and in honor

of its twenty-fifth anniversary, the City of Tallahassee declared September 16, 2000,

“Capital Outlook Day.
1

Each of the Capital Outlook owners was ambitious and dedicated to their

respective professional crafts. They were well known locally, some abroad, and were

heavily integrated within the Tallahassee community. They were progressive and

distinguished members in their respective communities and all achieved status within

their various professions. Each also maintained distinctive personality and character traits

that were reflected in their personal objectives for the Capital Outlook. Beasley’s jovial

nature, sense of humor and philosophy of positivism was projected in the newspaper

                                                
1 City of Tallahassee, Resolution, 16 September 2000.
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which, during his tenure, focused mainly on the advancement and accomplishments of

black Tallahasseeans, positive community events and “clean” political campaigns.

Teele’s political ambitions were reflected in the paper’s coverage of state, local

and national political activity, while Woodson-Bryant’s journalism training and

upbringing in a family of civil rights activist, was exhibited in her well-written news

editorials that often addressed civil rights and voting issues in Tallahassee and Leon

County. Allen Stucks’ activism influenced much of the newspaper’s direction. The

former president of the NAACP, made sure to follow public policy issues that affected

the black community, particularly affirmative action measures. He was bold in his

advocacy for fair treatment concerning blacks, often publishing articles about blacks’

hiring, firing and claims of discrimination.

Considering herself a conciliator, Jeraldine Williams-Smith, an ambitious and

self-proclaimed socialite, utilized the Capital Outlook to highlight positive race relations

by covering integrated social events such as business and political mixers, university

affairs and fraternity and sorority activities. Retried journalism professor Roosevelt

Wilson, an acclaimed educator, used the Capital Outlook to do just that – educate its

readers about any and all issues pertinent to black life in Tallahassee and abroad.

Recognized for his boldness but fairness, the Capital Outlook became known for his

impassioned editorials that spoke candidly, without hesitation, about various issues such

as civil rights, politics, economics, education and those accountable for the fair

distribution of all of the above.  A journalist by trade, the newspaper also reflected

Wilson’s devotion to journalistic integrity by his adherence to the principle of objectivity.

He demanded that all news articles, despite the angle, provide reporter by-lines, historical

background and presentation of all sides of an issue.

Certainly, ownership of the area’s only black-owned weekly newspaper helped

elevate the status of the Capital Outlook proprietors as respected, progressive and

forward-thinking members of the Tallahassee community. More importantly, however, is

the newspaper provided a venue for its owners to fulfill their desires to defend, educate

and empower black communities in Tallahassee and the North Florida region. The

Capital Outlook advocates for social justice and functions as a mouthpiece, verbalizing

community concerns and interest. In particular, African-American readers have come to
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rely on the publication as a medium that champions black accomplishment and black

opportunity.

The Capital Outlook serves as an information purveyor and is often credited for

positively influencing local political decisions to the benefit of the Tallahassee area’s

disadvantaged communities. Readers acknowledge the Capital Outlook as being a

watchdog against all forms of social injustices, and have come to depend on the

newspaper as a defender of America’s underprivileged and disenfranchised populations.

According to subscriber Murrell Dawson, a history professor at FAMU and curator of the

Black Archives, an African-American museum: “For many people in the North Florida

area, we look to the Capital Outlook to tell us the truth. We trust it. We depend on it for

direction and guidance and its defense of our image in society.”
2

This study is significant because it adds to the limited body of literature on the

role, scope, and history of the Black Press in America, and especially Florida and other

Southern states. Because this investigation revealed additional questions relating to the

Capital Outlook and other historically black newspapers, it encourages more empirical

studies relating to theses subjects. Some questions that merit additional research include:

how influential are local newspaper(s) in their communities; how have black

newspaper(s) fared in America’s changing and competitive business environment; and

how are black newspapers viewed by white readers.

This study is also valuable because it encourages future studies regarding social

histories, especially at the local and community level. Who are the individual(s) of

influence in local communities? What have they contributed? How have they helped or

hindered the development of local societies. This study, along with these and other

lingering questions, point to the need for understanding the history of the Black Press and

assessing its future viability.

If the original mission of the Black Press was to address the needs and voice the

concerns of African Americans living during various eras throughout America’s history,

certainly, in present day, the Capital Outlook has lived up to that charge. For many

residents of various ethnic backgrounds, the Capital Outlook continues to serve as a

                                                
2 Murrell Dawson. Interview with the author. Tape recording. Tallahassee, Florida, 3 February 2005.
Richelt Oral History Program, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
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recorder of historical culture, a forum for community dialogue and instrument that

advocates for a more equitable society. It is an excellent representative of why there is an

imperative need for the survival and perseverance of the Black Press. Perhaps Roosevelt

Wilson expresses it best:

During the time that the first black newspaper was established … we were
struggling; fighting slavery and oppression…. We needed to be active and
fight against those things. Our responsibility wasn’t just to report the
news, but to try to bring about change by being active in the struggle
against injustice…Although certain things have changed, the need is no
less today than it was in 1827…. Injustice, discrimination, prejudice, these
things are still around.

3

                                                
3 Roosevelt Wilson, 2003.
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